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SUMMAHY 
The literature published on powder miXIng IS reviewed 
and tllP conclusion drawn that the operdtion 1s m1sunder•tood 
and the s1tuat1on confused because Insuff1c1ent attention l1as 
been pa1d to the properties of particles being mixed, As an aid 
to slmplication, powders are clas•Ifierl as free flowing powders, 
where the particle motion IS Individual and non-free flowing 
powders, where the miX>ng IS more concerned with the shuffling 
and subsequent breaking down of large agglomerates, 
Thts thesis constders the miXIng of free flowtng powders 
only. A 'dttfusJon' type equatton 1s obtained by stochast1c 
analogy after two postulates are made. Thses postulates are 
concer11ed wtth the pack1ng of the parttcles and the momentum 
transfer. The appltcat1on of thts equatton to fo11r cases are 
d1scussPd 1n relation to tlaese po~t11lates. ThP four casPs are 
(1) The mtxtng of components cons1st1ng ot physically 
tdenttral parttcles 
(2) The mtxing of components of same rlenstty and dtfferent 
particle stt.e 
(3) The mtxtng of components of same part1cle size but 
different density 
(4) The miXIng of components of different rlens1ty and 
part1f'l~ s1ze. 
The results of a large series of experiments ot llllXlllg 
In horizontal drum are prPsentPd 1n the discussion ot these iour 
cdsPs. The effect of mixer dimensions and tl1e speed of rotation 
IS ittrther discussed In relat1on to the m1x1ng of physically 
Jdent1ral parttcles. When parttcles of differPnt stze and/or 
dens1ty arP miXPd segregation occurs. lt 1s poss1ble to pred1ct 
the type of sc~rPrat1on that w1ll occur and 1n some ca~es to 
1lred1ct the correct opPr<lting cond1t1on whtch w1ll enable a 
pseudo-randomisation of the m1xture obtatnPrl. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
2 
Th• m1x1ng of powders 1s one of the oldest un1t operat1on•, 
Powders have hPen mtxed to a i1ne scale of scrutiny 1n many field& 
of technology over many hundrpds of years and one m1p:ht Pxp<>ct 
that the op•rat1on would he well understood, Y<>t 1t 1s an op<>rat•on 
frequently neglPctPd In textbooks on Chemical Engineering because 
In most Industrial appl1cat1ons, the m1x1ng of powders 1s an art 
more than a sctence. 
One ot thP reasons why the technology of powder mixing 1s 
not as advanced as 1t m1ght have been lS due to the complexity of 
the operation, Powders can consist of matenals of wtdely d1fferent 
dens1t1es and part1cle s1zes. Ava1lable powder mtxers show as much 
var1at1on 1n their geometry and method of 1mpell1ng the matPrlal. 
To put the wtde range of part1clp properties Into a d1verse selec-
tion of mach1nary and expect a s1mple un1fud theory lS perhaps 
ask1ng a ll ttle too much, ~·urthermore the question of how one can 
assess the progress of the mixture has lead to a multttude of 
d1fferent methods, All us1ng stat1st1cs as a reasonable method of 
handling the bulky experimental data, Uniortunately the argumPnts 
over whtch stat1st1c g:IVf>S tbe more rel1able assessment has led tO 
tl1e overlook1ng of the process wh1ch IS procePdtng w1th111 the machlnP, 
Attempts have been made to descr1be tllP mpchantsms of 
powder mixing, hut here again one can be Pasily mislead by taktng 
the obv1ous analogy that powder m1x1ng 1s like liqUid IDlXIIIg and 
mechanisms which apply In liqUids should apply 1n powders, This 
IS not so, as a powder cons1sts of small part1cles and by th1s 
essence 1s very d1fferent from a l1qutd. 
The a1m of th1s study IS to study powder m1x1ng as a parti-
culate problem and by so do1ng put a l1ttle oruer 1nto the confused 
state of knownledge. There are many poss1ble approaches to study 
th1s problPm, The most d1rect one 1s to consldPr the fundamental 
propPrty oi the mater1als and to classify the powders to be con-
SI<Iered under this heading. Po~dered matPrials can he genPrally 
class1f1ed tnto free flow1ng pow<lers, Ill whtch thP Interparttele 
iorces are small compared with the tnPrtia forces and the parti-
cles can he considered as separate er1t1t1es and non-free flowing 
or cohPslve powders, where interparticle forces can not be Ignored. 
Th1s study IS concerned w1th the f1rst class of powders. 
--------------------------------------
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S1nce In frpe flowing powcters, tllP particles can tJtove 
tndtvuinally, thP movement of the particles can he consHIPred 
hy a -.,tochasttc analogy. As~umpt1ons have to be made to make 
tl1c analo~y applicable but dev1atton from the dPgeneratP case 
enahel a closer IDS1gl1t tnto the behav1uor of the m1xtures to 
be ohta1ned. It IS hoped that ti11S approacl1 w1ll provide a better 
undPrstandtng of tt1e mechanisms of mixing and segregation of 
free flowing powders. 
The pxper1mental work consisted entirely of a stndy of 
the Simplest powcler JtllXer - thP horizontal rotat111g dru1n, s1nce 
the p1.ctwrP of miXIng mPchan1sms can be confused hy u~1ng to 
compllC'.lted a machtnP. The PXperi,nental results both qualitc~.tive 
and quant1tat1~e are presented 111 full detaal s1nce they m1gl1t 
be of liSP 1n uevelop1ng new and better theories. Th1s IS lelt 
to lJP 11nportar1t lJPcause as 1s sepn 1n the lltPr<Ltllre survey, too 
much experlm<>ntal ev1.dence has b~en proposed ¥.Inch can not be 
used to test rtew theor1es of mJx1.ng because Jnsu1f1Cl.ent <lata 
IJds b~en prPsentPrl. 
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2.1. I:-.:THODUCTI ON 
The measurement of m1x1ng progress IS generally described 
by a dPgree of miXIng or a m1x1ng 1ndex ol wh1ch many forms have 
been proposed. No general form, however, has been proposed wh1ch 
can cover all h1nds of powder m1x1ng. The concept of a degree of 
m1x1ng Is necessary to obtain a degree of comparison between 
mixers In a particular system, but has 1t been necessary for eacl1 
Investigdtor to propose a new de11n1t1on? 
The rate of m1x1ng has been considered as f1rst order 
differential equat1on by a maJority of Investigators, but others 
l·ave proposed a second ordPr relat1on. So the reported experimental 
results can not be summarised 10 a universal rate equation re-
presenting all the mechan1srus of powder mixtng. 
Attempts to Investigate the mechanisms of powder mixing 
are 1n1portant for many reasons. Firstly, 1f the mixing ntechan1sm 
was known and understood, It should lead to a metl,od for calculat-
IIl~ the miXIng t1me In various mixers. The amount of t1111e necessary 
for test1n1; could be then reduced cons1derahly, and the f111al 
states of m1xedness pred1cted. Secondly, the rate of m1x1n~ IS 
dependent on the mechan1sms of m1X1ng, therefore, a study of these 
mPclJanisms should po1nt thP way 1n which Jndchine and tecl1n1que 
could Le 1mproved. However, the pubhshed ll terature IS very 
def1c1ent on th1s po1nt. 
Although many papers have been published on the m1x1ng of 
po'\\ders 1 comparison between thP work of different Investi~ators 
IS d1J flcult because the resulrts are very dependent on the m.;ter•al 
used .;nd tl1e techn1ques employed. It IS d1ff1cult for one to survey 
all the 11 terature 1n a form wlnch would cover all aspects of 
powder mixing, e.g., de~ree of m1x1ng, tl1eory of mtxJng, eXf)ert-
mental work, ete. Therefore, for convenience, the survey hds 
revtev.cd the litPrature under thrE>e hE>adings, namely, the dPgree 
of mtxin~ and experintental details, tlte theory of mixing-rate and 
mechanisms, and the equipment and materials usPd. These are 
presented In chronological order. It IS hoped that the survey 
will provide dD easier form tor the Lomp.lrison of di1ferent 
proposals from tlu• avail.thle l1 terature, w1 thout adding fur thcr 
confusion. S1ncP most of the worl· done by ~J.lp.tnese rPSedrc!lers 
hnci not hef>n Tf'VIt',\f>d prf'viously (111UI11ly bt-cau.;;p It we.~.-., written 
In Japanesr), a IROIP detatlecl dtscussion of tl11s work IS ~tven. 
2,2. 'l'IIE lll·1:ttlc~. OF MIXINCi AND l•:XI''.ltlMENTAL I>LTAlLS 
Oyama puhilshPrl a ser1es of papers tram 1933, ent1tle<l 
'the n1nt1on of granul~tr or plllvPru}Pnt lRlLterials 111 a horizor1tal 
rotctt1ng drum'. These studtPS contained the Invest..tg;attons o1 the 
motiOll dDd miXlll~ ol granu}eq 111 tl1e horizontal rotdting drun1. ln 
hPrP, only tl1o~e papPrs rPgaJd1r1g to thp Jn'\testigntion of mixing 
Will )Jp reviewPd, 
lnltially, Oyama (57) stnd1ed tire m1x1ng with componPrrts 
of P£lli,Ll qJ7PI! ~rctnulPs only dJo;;tinp;uishPrl by colour, In a hori-
?.ontal cast Iron drum (200mm l.D., 4tJUmm 1n lPngth) on wh1ch a 
gl.tss p.lllPl wets fixed 011 onP f'nrl. The drum ¥.ac; drivf'n hy a \arJ-
ahle spePd Plectn motor. Black and white limestone granul<'s (l.}nun 
dia.) \\f'TP loac1Pd 111 such a way tl1<tt gave two parallel layers, one 
on top oJ the other. On starLing the drum, tltc progresb of 11\lXIn;..t 
was recordPd wJtll a ctne camera whJrlt wab pld<'ed on outstde of thP 
glass paiiPl. ThP r1ne film wltirh rPcordPd thP mot..Ion of ti1P grantl-
lest was u~ed for analyc;1ng thp expPrJmeutul results. A light beam 
was proJ ectpd throngh the i1lm to a phototnLP wtn eh In tur)"'l Wds 
connected to a lihre PlPC'trometer. W1th moving ot t,Ju:- 1Ilrn dt d 
stP<Ldy spet-d, thp movemPnt of thP ~ranulPs ronld be prOJPcted on 
to the phototL<hP. ThP moveutPnt o1 the itbrP of the PlectJOJIJPter 
recorded thP chan~oug Intensity ot thP f1lm and was recorded con-
tinuously. 
A tormula was g1ven for the IntPnsity o1 1 ll!ht recPived 
by the film 1rom a group oi granules, 
\\hPrf', 
1 
1 
t 
( 0 1/f' o• ) 
1 = IIItt•no;;tt..y oJ l1gt1t, 
() opacity of ttiP photograpi11C JmagP, 
0'= opactty of 1,hP fo~~ (background), 
t = tlMP of P~pC)SUTP, a,lrl 
(2.1) 
r a const.tnt dPpenriing on tllf' J 1lrn used and t:u• 
dP\Plopong condttions (for O.)cUUa 1 '-l c d.b(' v.ct.s 1.33) 
- ----' 
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Thus the Intensity of light In terms of progress of mixinll, 
could be measured. This may be seen In Fig.(2.1). Before the mixing 
-I 
sure 38R<W 
c. 
b 
101ReJ ff61?.-
Fig.(2.1) The cl1anges of Intensity of light as mixing progress. 
started, It l1ad two parts, one due to the black granules which was 
loaded on the bottom, and one due to the white ones on the top. A 
sharp Jump occurred In the gap as the light pas~ed through the 
borderline between the two layers. At 4.9 revolutions, the diffe-
rence between band c was less than that for the Initial state. Also 
the layer number of t••e small peaks and valleys as compared to the 
Initial state Indicated that alternate layers of differently coloured 
granules were be~Inning to form. At any speed of rotation, 
however, the 1ntens1ty became more un1form • For the purpose 
of comparing the degreP of miXIng at each speed of rotation 
t~1e tormula for the degree of mixing was proposed as:-
I 
max c 
I 
max Co 
Where, M a degree of mixing, 
(2.2) 
I = Intensity of light I corresponding to the 
max c 
maximum density difference, 
I = Intensity of light i corresponding to the 
max C0 
pre-rotation maximum density d1fference. 
The degree of m1x1ng covered the r•uges 
state (M= 0) to the complete m1xed state (M= 1), 
from the in1t1al 
The relat1onsh1ps between i and revolut1ons of drum at 
d1fferent states were shown 1n F1g.(2.2). Fig.(2.3) shows that 
the relat1onships between degree of m1xing and m1xing t1me at 
different speeds of rotat1on. 
"""" 
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F1g.(2.2) The relat1onsh1ps between 1 and revolut1ons. 
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Fig.(2.3) Degree of m1x1ng vs. time of m1x1ng. 
Oyama concluded that at h1gher speed of rotat1on, up to 
80rpm, a h1gher degree of m1x1ng was obta1nable, as could be seen 
1n F1g.(2.3), The most sat1sfactory results were obtained when the 
speed of rotation lay between the equ1l1br1um state and the crltl-
cal state wh1ch was around 60rpm. The proposed degree of m1xing 
only '!PPlled to the observed end plane. 
'! 
Later, Oyama (58, 59) investigated mixing of granules 
with diffprent Sizes, the degree of mixing was developed on the 
basis of the packing theory. The degree of mixing for two diffe-
rently sized granules I t .~ involved a comparison of the specific 
volumes of the IndiVIdual materials, with that obta1ned when the 
two materials were packed as closely as 'practically attainable'. 
The Ielation between specific volume and weight percent of the two 
components was plotted as In Fig.(2.4) In accordance with the data 
determined by Westman and 1Iug11l (86), who had used a specially 
designed machine to determine 
the minimum value attainable, 
this could be represented by 
the straight line AB In Fig.(2.4), 
and this line may be written by 
an equat1on as, 
X 
V c ------------ (2.3) 
s 
Where, Vs • specific volume of 
the mixture, 
81 • true specific gra,Ity 
of the large particles, 
v 1 ~ fraction of voics of 
large particles, 
,:> ~ 
x = weight fraction of large 
particles. 
It was supposed that a weight 
fraction x of large particles iS In-
.q 
08 
c 
07 
o6 
... :·:::.-- ---- ----b--~ 
.............. c;.l.", 
.... _ ....... , 
---e o 
Cl5 
B 
0.4 
~3 
Cl) 
011 
0 0 
0 2.0 40 6o so 
troduced and distributed at random, through the bed of fixed 
components without leaving any voids between the adJacent 
large particles. Then, for a unit weight of the system, the 
specific volume was represented by a straight line CBU, or 
1 - X X 
vs-------
82(1 - v 2 ) 
+ (2.4) 
If two components of d1fferent sizes were Introduced 
A 
100 
10 
separately Into a container without act1on of mixing, the total 
volume would be the sum of each 1nd1v1dual apparent volume. So 
that the spec1f1c volume could be expressed by an equat1on as, 
1 - X 
( 2. 5) 
or the l1ne AC in Fig.(2.4). 
(Subscript 1 referr1ng to the large part1cles and 2 to the small 
particles) 
In order to obta1n an equation winch represented the 
spec1f1c volume of pack1ng of a b1nary m1xture, having any dia-
meter rat1o, Oyama developed an empirical equation from a general 
equat1on which was based on the theory Informed by Westman and 
Hug1ll. That the general equat1on 1s, 
x2 2 + 2GXY + Y 
-
1 (2.6) 
When G = 1' Eq.(2.6) becomes, 
X + y = 1 
G = 
"" 
Eq.(2.6) becomes, 
XY = 0, G 1s a funct1on of d1ameter ratlo. 
By making appropriate subst1tutions for X and Y, from 
Eqa.(2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), then Eq.(2.6) could be converted 1nto 
an equation wh1ch becomes Eq.(2.5) for G = 1, and either equnt1ons 
of (2.4) or (2.5) for G = oo. Consequ~>ntly X and Y obtained, 
X = s 2( 1 - v2)(vs -
X ) s1(t - vt} 
y = 
s1(1 - v1) 
(Vs - X 1 - X ) 
v1 St s2(1 - v2) 
for Eq.(2.6). 
The degree of m1xing was determined from Flg.(2.4), 1f (ac) 
IS the difference between 'non-mixed' spec1f1c volume aud closest 
packed $pec1f1c volume, and (ab) the difference between 'non-mixed' 
spec1f1c volume and m1xed spec1f1c volume, the the degree of mixing 
could be def1ned as, 
M = (ab)/(ac) x 100 (%) (2.7) 
11 
The expPr11nental work was pPrformed 1n the Sdme drum m1xer 
wl11clt was usefl 111 the pre~lOtlS paper (57), ll(IWe\er, the matPrials 
tor Un• stuches Involved three different sizes, 3.5mm, 1.3mm and 
!l.57mm of limestone granules. 
Uyama concluclpd from the experimental results that the 
highPst degree of m1xing would occur at bO-HOrpm regardlPss of the 
SIZe ratio of particles or the proportion of each component. At th1s 
speed tlte staLe of motion of part1cle changed fro1a 'cascdde' to 
'cateract' and may be called the 'cr1t1Lal' state. A further ID-
crease ID speed of rotahcon to that correspoJI(Ilng the equ1l1br1um 
statp at HHrpm lowered the degree of mixing. The degree ot m1x1ng 
IS also affected by the ~eight rat1o of two components. It w•s 
seen that a h1gher degree of mixing would be obtained when the 
weight ratu>n approarhu1g thP Pxtreme values of zero and Infinl ty, 
and the poorest val11e when the proportion ~ah unity. 
ContiriUing tl1ese experiments 1n the same horiZOtltal rota-
ting drum m1xer, Oyama (58, bO) found that separat1on of the granules 
ocrurred after a rPrtain tunP of mixing. This separatton phenomeua 
was obsPrved aftPr tl1e drum was stopped, the m1x1ng bed had •ppeared 
srveral cl•ar strips (thP author d1d not g1ve clear descr1pt1on of 
the strips, whehter they were formed by l•rge or small granules, 1t 
IS understood that the 'str1p' has the same mean1ng as the 'band' 
discusspd hy Hoseman (69)). '!'he stnps were formed perpend1cnlar 
to the ax1s of thP dr1oo and appeared to be a change 1n structure 
of the grauular matPrial. rrhf' structure, number and the WidthS of 
these strips was VPry dependent on tl1e operating conditions, bbt 
they were repJ"oducible under the same con!lttions. The stnps soon 
appeared and became more sharp and stable as the m1x1ng continued. 
The strtps e~Pn appearPd ~!len two compo11ents well mixed l)eiore the 
expPrlment were rotatpd 1n thP drum. The pattern of these strips 
was altectod by thP we1gl1t ratxo of the two coillponents, but not 
the total ~e1~;ht of the materials being mixed. 
Oyama concluded that thP m1x1ng mechanisms of two compo-
lJents ot d1lferent s1zes are largely Influenced by the d1fferent 
physIcal propertu•s ot the matenals. ThP cause ol the appearance ot 
12 
the stnps w,ts pr1nc1pally attr1huted to the dliierent collapse 
of the components 1n the u1xed bed at the starting of rtotat1on ( 
1t 1s understood that the 'd1iferent collapse' means the d1lferent 
angles of repose on wh1ch Oyama had done a cons1derahle amount of 
exper11uents to demonstrate the effects of thP collapse of dlfer-
ent mater1als). Although a considerable amount of expPrlmental 1n-
vest1gat1on of th1s phenomena was made by Oyama. No reason why the 
separat1on of large and small granules appeared to depend granule 
s1ze WdS g1ven and the Investigation remained qualitative. 
Lacpy (48) performed fundamental work on the degree of 
m1x1ng wh1Lh 1nvolved the very labor1ous count1ng of all the partl-
cles (0.2" rl1a. of bullet top1oca) 10 a m1xture. Tlte exper1mental 
work ~as carried out in a wooden spttere, thP aegree of mlXlttg was 
propo"ert as 
M 
- 1/2 
( ;}.(! /n) (2.8) 
Where, M rleg,ree of m1x1ng, 
~ f raC'tion of A particles 1n the mixture of A and B, 
"i traction of 11 particles 1n the mixture of A and B, 
n number of part1cles In a cell (mixture completely 
d1v1ded Into cells). 
The plots of M vs. 1/17i character1sed the m1x1ng. Lacey 
thought that there 1s probably a fam1ly of cur•es of the s1m1lar 
shape could be obta1ned for each comb1nat1on of m1x1ng mach1ne and 
materials. 
Bushk (13) consulered the m1x1ng of multl-Slzerl partlCU-
late mater1als, a forwula was developed for comput1ng the standard 
d~v1atlon ( 0'"5 ) for a g1 ven we1ght of a random sample wlnch has a 
known s1ze distribution of the part1clPs. The formula 1s, 
Where, 
G(lt10 - G)w + G2 (w - wg) 
w 
(2.')) 
wg = avprage particle weight 10 a s1ze fraction Ue1ng 
In'\lebtq!;atf>d. 'rhe s1ze ~pnerally couta1n a range 
of s1zes an1l IS actuplly 1nclutled but th1s trac-
tion IS called w
1
, q1ze (constant dpns1ty be1ng 
~ 
assumed), 
13 
the calculation of w WdS d1scus•ed by g 
the dUthor, 
G = pPrcentage by we1ght of the mixture of particles 
of SIZe W , g 
w = avPrage weight of all part1clps of all s1zes 1n thP 
whole mixture wl11ch IS calculated from, 
w = 1/100 (Aw + Bwb + •••....• ) 
a 
where, A, B, dre the percentdge hy weight 
1n the mixture. 
W = total WPight of sample. 
llusllk followed Oyama 1n considPnng the mixing of diiier-
ent sized matPrials, hnt 1t Is Ielt that tlt1s proposed 'dP:,.!.Iee of 
miXIng' IS too rompl1cat•d tor practical purposes. 
Coulson and Ma1tra (21) stud1ed the miXIng of powder expe-
rlniPntally. The e~pPrimental work was performed 1n a simple rota-
ting clrum mtxer whtclJ co11ld be tncltned at an angle. Various angles 
of Inclination and matPrtals prop-Prttes were tnvPstigatcd In terms 
of rate of miXIng and sPgrPgation tendenclPS. A s1mple method for 
itJJdttlg tlte degree ot JlllXlng was propcJsed, 30 spot samples ~ere 
wtthrtrawn at each ttmP tor analystng thP mtxedness, tf n saiOl)les 
out ot 30 werP found to have approximately thP same composiLion 
a• 1n the whole system then the dpgre• of miXIng was defined as, 
M 
percent m1 xed. 
n 
30 X 100 % (2.10) 
In their analysis, an 'unmixPdness' Index X was uspd lor 
the expPrtmental plots wh1ch measured th~ sPgrPgation of the 
mixtt1re. Th1s 'unmixedness' Index X was dPfir1ed as, 
X = ( 100 - M) 'f. (2.11) 
It was 
0 
concluded that a Inclined angle of ~3 of tile ro-
tattng drum, optttO\Jm rniXItlg performance would he arhiQved. 
Beaudry (H) presPuted a means for dPternnning how \\Ill 
a conttnt1ous blenrler was operating, as con1pared witlt ltow well It 
IS c.tpablP of oper<lting. Tins takes 1nto a• count thP type of 
l)}pn(ttng cyclP usPd, the ratio of blender volume to batch volume, 
and for certa1n cycles, the rat1o of the 1nflow rate to the out-
flow rate• 
Where, 
(vb/Va) - 1 
Blending Eff1c1ency (B.E) = x lOO% (2.12) 
'Y - 1 
vb- variance among the batches before blending, 
Va • var1ance among the batches actually obta1ned 
after blend1ng, 
the var1ance 
Del V = _....:.._....:.._ 
was defined 
2 Cav) 
N 
as, 
where, C1 m the value of component A for the 1-th 
batch, 
Cav• the average value of component A, 
N = number of batches sampled. 
'Y • the l1mit1ng ratio of Vb/Vp, Vp is the variance at 
perfect blending. 
Appl1cat1on of th1s blending effic1ency was only cons1dered 
1n the blend1ng of l1qu1rls. 
V1sman and Van Krevelen (81) replotted Coulson and Ma1tra's 
results on a probao1h ty paper, 1• fAt' CDIItidaml that this method of plot-
ting would g1ve a better 1nterpretat1on of the 'unm1xedness' 1ndex 
of Coulson and Ma1tra. 
Dukes (27) developed a means for test1ng the randomly mixed 
powders, as called the equ1valent agglomerated s1ze (E.A.S) which 
was defined as, 
Where, 
Dx- i) 2 
E.A.S • (---)( ) 
p.g 
-X- X n - 1 
P ~ number of part1cles of each sample, 
g = number of grammes we1ght in each sample, 
n = number of samples drawn and analysed, 
(2.13) 
x ~ proport1on of a determ1nable const1tuent C 1n 
each sample, and 
x m mean proport1on of C in the entire powder. 
The smaller the E.A.S, the better was the degree of ~1x1ng. 
I 5 
In the l1m1t, a m1xture which was completely random1sed 1n the 
stat1st1cal sense w1th respect to 1nd1v1dual part1cles should 
have an equ1valent agglomerate s1ze of un1ty under 1deal cond1-
t1ons. The lim1tat1on of experLmental techn1que and analytical 
accuracy made this limit unattainable in practi e. The experimen-
tal results obtained from mlxing of coal and magnesium oxide with 
6 
an average of 3x10 particles per gramm~.~gave an E.A.S. of 352,000 
after 0,5 minute mixing, howP•er,an Index decroased to 1,040 after 16 
m1nutes of m1xing. 
Theoretical study of the mixing process was discussed by 
Danckwerts (23, 24), who defined the 'goodness of mixing' by two 
statistically detinable quantitles, the scale and the intensity of 
segregation • 
Danckwerts considered the scale of segregation as analogous 
to the 'scale of turbulence' used In the statist1cal theory of 
turbulence. He defined this property as 
Where, 
-
(bl - ii)(b2 - li) 
(b - ii)2 
a 1 , a 2 (or b1 , b2 ) are concentrat1ons measured at 
two points in the mixture at a d1stance r apart, 
a or b are the mean COncentration of a Or b 1n the 
m1xture as a whole. 
R(r) 1s called the coefflcient of correlation be-
tween the values of a (or b) at po1nts separated 
by a distance r. 
Then he stated two measures of this scale of segregation, 
the linear scale S and the volume scale V, The l1near scale was 
defined as, 
S =Jrft(r)] dr -j•n(r)dr 
0 0 
where, e 1s the value of r for wh1ch R(r) falls to 
scale is 2 w times the area under the curve of r • 
V • 21:
2[R(r)]dr = 21?-n(r)dr 
(2.15) 
zero. The volume 
2 f(r R(r)) so that, 
(2.16) 
Danckwerts gave se•eral methods for measur1ng the scale of segregat1on. 
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solids mixing, which involves analysis of a number of samples, a 
formula was developed for computing the scale of segregation V, 
as follows :-
V ~ 
2 V a;,• (2.17) 
1 where,~ iS the var1ance among the spot sample measurements (the 
content of A in each sample of SiZe v is denoted by J(), 0(2 1s the 
variance of point concentrations of component A from the overall 
mean concentratton a. 
The determination of point concentration by special tech-
niques such as electrical, optical methods, following the progress 
of a chemical reaction, was d1scussed by Danckwerts, Although these 
ideas are very interesting, their adaptation to a dry powder m1x1ng 
process would require considerable investigation of practical 
means of powder mixing, The measuring techniques must not so dis-
turb the miXing patterns, that flit. picture obtained iS not truly re-
presentatJve of the mixer in normal operation. 
The intensity of segregation was defined as 
' 
• G" • l a-~ v4 b 04 (2.18) I = lib = a 'b ~ au-4) - b (1-b) 
2 2 
-
'ii, where t ea (or o;. ) ' a, are denoted as above. I iS the intensity of 
segregation, 
Although I had been represented 'in total', however, it 
was tile. ratio of the variances. 
Blumberg and Maritz (9) discussed the theoretical concepts 
of complete and incomplete miXing from a View po1nt of statist1cal 
hypothes1s. The experimental data was given from the m1x1ng of two 
matenals having the same part1cle size d1ffering only by colour. 
~'or the degree of m1x1ng of an 1ncomplete m1xed batch, the follow-
log equat1on was proposed, 
Where, v ~ the average 
Z = 2 sin-ffi, 
(2.19) 
number of part1cles per sample, 
which equals the fract1on 
of real particles in a spot sample of n particles, 
~ - 2 sin/05, as the fract1on of real part1cles in the 
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whole mixture. 
S1nce <I> is also a cb1-square var1able, the probab1l1ty that 
a value as lart>:e as the computed value would occur by chance, winch 
could be looked up 1n the ch1-square tables. If this was less than 
the level that had been set (say one t1me 1n twenty), then the 
m1x1ng was cons1dered to be incomplete. If it turned out, however, 
that this large value could occur by chance of more than one 1n 
twenty, it was then cons1dered the mix1ng was complete, 1.e., a 
randomly m1xed batch had been obta1ned. 
Lacey (q9) further stnd1ed the mix1ng of part1culate sol1ds 
theoretically. He set up the theory of m1x1ng mechan1sms wh1ch 
showed the relat1onsh1p of few systemat1c pract1cal 1nvest1gat1ons. 
He proposed the degree of m1x1ng from Kramer's or1g1nal formula to, 
rr: - v • (2.20) M = 
Where, ) ~ = true var1ance of the samples, 
~;. var1ance at the completely unmlXPd state, and 
~~m expected var1ance of completely random1sed state, 
Lacey stated that th1s degree of m1~1ng is more sat1sfactory 
stahst1cally, s1nce u 1 , unl1ke u, has add1t1ve propert1es. Then he 
further developed the expression to, 
(2.21) 1-M----~-
> ) cr. - era 
wh1ch was called a fundamental equat1on for express1ng the state 
of a m1xture. 
One of the outstand1ng papers was publ1shed by Stange (7b), 
who formulated the measurement of the random var1ance of a b1nary 
and d1fferent s1zed m1x1ng system w1th the known s1ze distribution. 
Th1s random var1ance could be represented by a general formula, as, 
Where, 
(2.22) 
2 ~~ = theoret1cal random var1ance, 
P, Q = we>ght fract1ons of the m1x1ng components, 
~p.~a= average part1cle we1ght for P and Q, 
lB 
ep, ea= v~r1ation coefficients for P and Q, Referring 
to the frequency distribut1on of particles 
by weight, the variation coefficients could 
be calculated as, 
e - O'p /f-p and e = aa;t-Q' 
where up and <r8 are the standard deviations of 
we1ght d1stribution of components P and Q, 
and :;:;1', -;;11 are the mean parhcle weights of 
p' Q. 
g • weight of sample. 
This equation could be simplified In some spec1al cases. 
(1) 1n the binary system, If one of the components Q 1n 
the mixture Is much less than other component P, as P ~ 1, hence 
Eq.(2.22) becomes, 
> - 2 OR =(Q;g)r. (1 + e~) (2.23) 
(2) when the initial distribUtions consist of almoht 
equal particle size, the squares of the coeffiCients of variat1on 
ep2 d e2 an 4 become VPry small compare With unity and therefore could 
be neglected. Then Eq.(2.22) IS simpliliPd to, 
,E9. (P~ + Q "fp) a ,E9. ("ipft/1") g g (2.24) 
(3) when both components of the mixture have been comuunuted 
to about the same extent., Yp = r&- '( and e~ = e~ - e2 ' then Eq.(2.22J 
becomes, 
( 2. 25) 
(4) when component P in the mixture IS over whelmingly 
predominant, say p ~ 90%, and the mean particle weights i'p and r. 
2 2 
and the coefficient of variation ep and ell are for both com-
ponents at least 'of the s<Lme order', then Eq.(2.22) becomes, 
> ~ - 2 (j~ a g p (~ ( 1 + ell ) (2.26) 
(5) when the weight fractions of P and Q are of the same 
order, P '; 
'i"p <c ~Cl. 
Q , but component Q IS much 
, then Eq.(2,22) becomes, 
2 p11 - 2 
UR = .:...:>. Qrp(1 + ep) g 
finely diVIded than P, 
(2.27) 
Later, Stange (77) extended the tormulae developed to 
Pi 
evaluate three or more componeuts 1n the mixture. To accomplish th1s, 
the Initial apJ•roach was to combine two real compo11etits 1nto a 
fiCtitious component and to treat the mixture as a h1nary system. 
The m1x1n~ qual1ty could be computed for all three components. 
We1denbaum and llon•lla (82) 1nvest1gated the fundamental of 
miXIng of powders 1n a horizontal rotat1ng clrum m1xer. Th• mater1als 
used "ere salt and sand hav1ng the same particle s1ze (-44/+51• 1J.S. 
mesh). Var1ous thporet1ral a~pects of the subJeCt were discussed 
and the degree of m1x1ng was dPscr1bed as the rat1o of tlce random 
standard dev1at1on to the measured standard dev1at1on, as 
M = 
Where, 
v 
(2.28) 
1/2 
( P(l - P)/nJ , P 1s the true part1Lle fraction 
of one of the components 1n the m1xture, or the 
mean b1norm1al distribution, n 1s the total 
number of p.1rticles Ill a spot sample, { 2 2 ( ( x/n), - (xL!!.l.: 
N 
(x/n~ 1s the particle fract1on 
of the sample 111 1-th spot sample, (i/n) lS the 
ar1 thmet1cal mean particle fract1on of a corn-
ponent for N spot samples, N lS the total numl1er 
of spot samples taken from the mixture. 
Graphs of v vs. numhPr of revolutions were plotted. Also, 
the use of ch1-square test was illustrated for compar1ng d1str1-
but1ons to determ1ne whether a batch was randomly mixed. 
Sm1 th (75) stud1ed the m1 xucg of so1l w1 th chemicals for 
the stah1llsat1on of so1l. The strength of stah1l1sed so1l was de-
pendent on the un1form1ty of the m1xture. A m1x1ng coefilCient ~~ 
was proposed wh1ch was dei1ned as thP rat1o the standard de••at1on 
of completely unm1xed state to the standard dev1ahon of the samples 
taken from the mixture, as 
M = 
Where, (J" 
o;, 
C1 
2 ( x,- u.) /N 
(~.~9) 
, x 1s the content of the add1t1•es 
of any spot sample, u 0 1s the mean :tract1on of the 
add I t1ves, N 1s nUinher of spot sa,•tples taken trom 
the m1 xture. 
!.!0 
er;= (u.(l- u. ) J 1/2 
M IS Unity cli no miXIng ~tate, Hnd Lh~oretlcally approach 
to Infun ty as mi>..ed product become more and more un1lorm. 
Forscher (32) th~oretically studied the continu>ty of one 
powder (A) In a m1xture of two powd~I s (A and B), hy means oi using 
the stochastic proc~ss. l t was assumed that the two powders are 
well m1xed, so that particles of powder A are randomly distributed 
1n the powder 11. The cont1nu1ty cond1t1on ior powder A 1s expressed 
by the probab1l1ty that the separation between two particles ol 
tl11s phase vanishes. For spherical particles of unequal s1zes the 
cont1nu1ty contllt1on can be stated as a prob,llnllty that the d>s-
tance between the centres of any two particles of powder A equals 
the sum of the rad11. The analysiS methods (3 steps) and general 
equ<~ t1 ons were developed. A powder m1 xture of equal spherical 
particles was discussed by generating the random 11umber, 1n such a 
way that they had a random distribution wh1ch the author cLnmed 
that as a special case of the general method. Tl1e author f1rst 
explored the m1xtu1e of powder wh1ch relating to pack1ng and 
stochastic cons1derat1ons, however, the proposed metl1od seems 
l1m1ted to the equal s1ze spherical powder mixture. 
A method based on accepted stat1st1cal laws ~as derl\ed to 
sl1ow how the mixing of particulate Ingredients could be measured, 
ar1dhow the de~ree of ••IXlng may be 1nd1cated by an Index oi probabi-
lity, vas RIVen hy Adams and Baker (1 ). They stun1ed the mlXliJg 
OJleration In four types of m1xers, using natural polyethylPnP 
(<ranult's (white) and carlnn blacked poly~thylene granules (l>lack). 
rrhree sets oi test wele CcllTied out Ill the lJIIXf"TS. The 1Irst two 
sets of test requ1red the graphs oi the blacks vs. the sequence 
numb<'r of samples ; one test looked for tht' nu,nber of samples out-
side certa1n control l1m1ts or confidence limits, and the other 
looked for thf" number of consecutive samples on one s1de of the mean. 
The th1rd test requtrPrl computing 
Where, 
b = a'jx. (2.30) 
<) 
rr = Z(x - x)~/(N- 1) ' X IS the number oi black 
~\rctnules In a sample, i IS tl1e mean ot black grauules 
1n thP samples, N 1s total number of samples. 
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1'rom t• P graphs, the prohalnli ty of obtaining this l...1.r:;e 
\a]ue of b fro~ a po1~son d1str1but1on was obta1ned. Tl11s probab1l1ty 
was used as a measure of miXIng 111 a manner analogous to that of a 
statistJcnl test of significance. 
Oyama and Ayak1 (62) stud1ed the powder m1X1ng by consl<ler-
lng mathematically the degree of m1x1ng and some othpr theorPtlcal 
aspects on the progrE-ss of m1x1ng. The stochastic process was In-
troduced w1th particular 1nterests on the Markov cha1n technique. 
ThP analysis of t1ans1tion probdbilities 1n a matrix of a Markov 
cha1n lead to the pquat1ons s1m1lnr to those of Hrown1an motion, on 
the assmnpt1ons that the mechanism of nax1ng 1s 1ndppendcnt of tune 
and position In the m1xer. The authors stated that these assumptions 
seemed to be satisfactory for measuring the longitUdinal mixing In 
the horizontal rotating drum m1xer, w1th mater1als of siwllar 
physical properties. A simple degree of mixing was propo•ed, as the 
meast1red sample standard dev1nt1on, or, 1ts square, the var1ance, 
(2.31) 
If the true part1cle fraction 1n the m1xture IS known, then, 
Where, 
(~.31') 
a Is the true fraclion of components In the whole 
mixture, x, is particle fraction in a sample and x 
IS the average fraction of samples, N 1s numbPr of 
samples. 
Anindex of mixing winch IS the form proposed by Lacey ( 
Eq.(2.211) and Eq.(2.21)) was used for the plotting of the experi-
mental results. 
The authors consulexed tl1at the degree of ffiiXIHp; could be 
2 • t 2 ,. • 
composed of two parts, er,. and o; • I was descr1 bed that CT,. IS the " 
due to local composition variations which would be IndPpendent of 
• sample Size, and Ur IS the variance due to sample size, which were 
referred that Oyama's earlrer thPory as whole and local mlXIng. 
Experimental work was performed In a horizontal rotating 
drum m1xer with a C<)nstant speed of rotation, sands of same SIZe 
were used. The main •"'ph.tsis of tins paper was on the rate of 
mixing and the operating conditions of tl1e miXlng process. 
Since 1')56, a series of studies were published by y,,no et 
al., who Invpstigatedtlle mixing of powders 1n several mixers, such 
as V-type (V), double cone (U.C.), rotating cube (R.C.), horizontal 
drum (li.D.) and r1b~on ru1xer. The perfo1mances of these mixers were 
tested carPiully, under various mixing conditions, as well as the 
physical properties of the materials used. t'Inally, the authors 
concluded that the expenmental results could cover most of the 
miXIng process In the tumbling mixers, howpver, In the case of ri-
bbon type mixer, It should belong to anotl1er catagory. 
S1nce these papers are very comprehensive studies of the 
subJect, separate reviews are needed. 
(1). The first paper by Yano et al (89) was a detaiHdstudy 
of the miXIng of powders 1n V-type mixers. Two s1zes oJ the mixers 
were used (actual mixer sizes were 0.7 and 5.5 litres resp.). PVC 
and anhydrous sodium carbonate powders of the same particle size 
(-100/+200 btanddrd lllPsh) were used. The sample standard deviation 
was proposed as the degree of mixing. 
Where, 
t 
er=[+ (c,- Co) 2 ] 
er= between sample standard deviation,vol.~, 
Co= concentration of Na2co3 In the mixture In a 
perfectly mixed state, vol.%, 
(2.32) 
C, = concentrat1on of Na 2co3 In the spot sample ,vol.!~. 
N = number of spot sample taken at e<tch sampling. 
The sample was analysed In such a way that each spot sa.aple 
was WPighed, Its weight w gm. contain~d both Na2co3 and PVC powders. 
The powder was placed Into water, Na2co3 dissol~ed, then P\C can he 
separated by illtratlon. 0.1 N I!Cl solution was used to titrate 
the Na
2
co3 solution. The use of 0.1 N l!Cl could he comerted to 
the quantity of Na
2
co3 In the solution by weii-\ht. The "eight of 
l\a 2co3 
In each spot sample was denoted by w
8
, so that the wei!Lht oi 
PVC (wb) could be computed. 
The concentration of Na 2co3 In each spot sdmple IS then, 
c = 
1 + (wb/wa)(Pa;p.) 
100 0 ::!i C :=: 100 ( vol.~o) 
and, 
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G ea 
100 O:!C 0 ~100 (vol.%) = 0 
1 + (wb/wa)( f.,/ r~) 
"'here, w and wb are the weights of Na2co3 and PVG powders, d 
£'.. and P~ are the dPfiSltlPS of Na2co3 and PVG powders. 
A standard deviation of 13.2% was computed which wa~ based 
on 30 spot samples at each sampling taken at the spec If ICed location 
In the m1xer, comparing with the standard deviation of 13.9~ wh1ch 
was based on 7 epot samples takPn at ti1P representive places under 
tl1e s•me operat1ng conditions. ThPreiore, 1t was decided that the 
standard de•Iation would bP based on 7 spot samples ior each sampling 
throtighout all the exper1rner1ts. 
'rhe t1mP requtred to ach1eve the minimum standard devia-
tion was Influenced by thP speed of rotdtlon, the proport1on of ma-
terials loaded to the total volumP of the m1~er, tl1e rdtio of thP 
t"'o co1npor1Pnts ar1d thp method of lo.tding. The mlllliiiUm stdndarrl devl-
att~~n was shown to occ11r at the extreme rat1o of tl1e two con1ponents, 
I.e. 0 or 00, the tnp.;liest value of standarrl deviation occurred at 
urn ty. ThP authors emphasised the ImportancP of the metho<l of load-
Ing, good loading shortened the mIxing timP. lh 1 ferpnt opt unum opPrd-
ting conditions werP ohtdined for differPnt s1zed mixers. For small 
mixer the hest speed of rotation was found to bP bOrpm and for large 
onp the optimum value was at 50rpm. A 13.6% of the volume ratio (equi-
Vdlent to about 311 vol.% of loose packed powder to thP total vol11me 
of l.lte Jnixre), thP l>Pst miXIng results rould be obtaiJted. 
(2) The second papPr wao puhl1si1Pd a 1 ear later (1~57) by 
thfl' gamE" group of authors (~0). They Invest1gc1ted the pE"rtormance 
of v;triO\IS pr1~der m1xers, sucl1 as doublP COJie (D.C.), rotatlii~ Ctlbe 
(R.C.), hor1zontal drum (11.11.) and the V-type m1xer wh1Lh was used 
In the prPvious study. Two si•es (0,7 and 5.5 litres) oi each type 
of m1'ers werP 11sed. ThP filrltPrlals and thP tPstlng techn1quPs were 
the Sdme as rl1scussed previously. 
Var1011S opertat1ng cond1t1ons such as speed of rotation, 
fullness of loading were studtPd for each mixPr regarding to the 
degree of m1X1ng and tl1e mlXlilg t1me required to rPach the mlltlmum 
stan1inrd devJatton (not npcpssary tl1e hest degree of miXIng) tor 
all m1xers rPmainPd Lurly constallt, but st spepds greatPr than 5Urpm, 
d;tlf•t~>t f~l\Oltr 1-1••~ ohtoit\Qcl. The optimum speed of rotation for the best 
mixing conditions (lo••st standard devidtion and shortest mixing time 
required) was found • ~& bOrpm for D.C.-1, K.C.-1,V-1 and 50rpm for 
tlto 
D.C.-2, R.C.-2, V-2, but for ll.D.-1 and li.Jl.-2 0 higher speed of ra-
tdtion of 115rpm .md ')Orpm were needed (-1, referring to the small 
m1xers and -2 1 or the lar,~e mixers). 'rhe opt1mum volume rdtio for 
all mixers was 13.6 %. 
(3). The third paper hy Yano et al (91) contained d study 
of the effects of the physical properties of the powders on the 
opt1mum JUlXIng cond1t1ons 1n the var1ous mixers wh1ch were used 
pre~Iously. 
The experiments were Investigated Into SIX different po•ders, 
such as Na~co 3 , PVC, glass powder, sand, 1run powder and alumdun 
which were formed five pairs of binary-component, namely, PVC-Na:!co3 
(P-N), glass-Na 2co:?(G-N), sand-Na 2co3(S-N), Iron-Na2co3 (~'-N) and 
alumdun-Na2co3(A-N). !!owe\ er, all these po"ders were In the saoue 
size rdnge (-1110/+200 standard mesh). 
The physical properties of each material was determined 
carefully under various conditions. The experimental results In-
diCdterl that, 
1), for powder of a f1xed s1ze range, althougt1 t 1 e 1•owder 
combtnat1on was dlffer•nt,but l1ttle d1ffer•n~e was evinced 1n the 
optimum m1x1ng cond1tions on the type and size of m1xer. 
11), 1n order to exaw1ne the effect of the physical propertie~ 
of tt.e powders on the degree of m1x1nv; and the rate of mtxlng, a 
kinetiC CloaractPriStiC Constant of powder CR should be USed, 
Where, q = 1/(1 +m), m IS the 1nte-gral number, 
u = (Q 1/Qs) x L' (cmjsec), 
Q1= flow rate of powdPr, mass flow (gm/sec), 
(2.33) 
Qs= we1ght of po;,der 1n the 1nlerval of the length, 
Q2 = Q1/b h, b IS the thickness of 1.1yer and the coe-
.tficlent of irictlon, b IS the width of the p1pe 
for testing the powder (cm), 
L'= Interval d1staoce,(cm) a11rl 
a = angle of 1ncl1nat1on of the p1pe for test1ng. 
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It was concluded Ll1at the degree of m•x1ng was h1ghly 
dependent on the d 11 ference of CH of the two powders, as-" CR 
tncrPa~pd wttlt tncreastng thP mintmum standard dPvtatton. ¥or 
geometrical reasons, V-, R.C. m1xers are not suJtable for the 
IIIIXJng of mate1 1als hav1ng larg<' ACR' wherP as II.D. and Jl.C. 
and JJ.C. m1xers may be recommended to handle a mixture hav1ng 
(4) Yano et al (92) published the fourth paper 1n 1959 
wh1ch 1nveot1gatPd the Influence of part1clp s1re of powder on 
the opt1mum operat1ng cond1t1ons, the degree of miXIng and the 
rate of mixing 1n the four types of mixers wh1ch were descr1bed 
previously. S1x different mono-s1zed pa1rs of Na2co3 - sand system 
were used, the s1ze ranges were, -42/+48, -48/+65, -65/+80, -80/+100, 
-100/+150, and -150/+20<1. 
SPrles of experiments were tested on the effects of the 
best max1ng cond1t1ons w1th 1•artarle s1zes. lt was concludea that 
1n general, the valuPs of the opttmum speed oi rotatton tncredsed 
wtth tnLJPastrtg the mean parttclP st~e d ~ T1te relattonshtt> he-
av 
tween the opt1mum speed of rotation N and d 1n a f1xed s1ze 
op av 
range could be expressed by 
Where, 
N 
op K.d av 
h = a proportaondl constant dependent on tl1e shape 
and the s1ze oi the mixer, for V-, D.G.- ! •. C.-
mixers are 1RO, and for ll.D. IS 380, d •as av 
measured tn mtlltmPters. 
(2.34) 
The dPgree of mtxtng decreased wtth tncredstng parttcle 
st~P. !11 the case ot two dttferent stzed-component system, 1t was 
tound thdt as the ratio of the mean part1clr SI7P rlrcreased, tlte 
1a1~ture tends to be poorer. Tl11s pffect was very pronouncPd wl1en 
the 1aL1o dropped below 0.7- 0.8. 
(5) F1nally, Yano et al (93) summarised all the expert-
mental results trom It was attempted to establish a general ex-
prrsslon for the rate of miXIng 1n tumbling mix<·• s. lt was st,tted 
that three stages of rulxing would occur In the whole mlxing process, 
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numPly, Illttlal, nJtxlng and Pqutlihrium std~Ps. 1'he cJrigtnal l)apPr 
cl1d 110t nl~P tflP st.nges. Jt was onl) des<IIIJP(I tltP TnlXIIlg stc~ge as 
the regton wlttclt ruuld ~P rPprcsentpd l>y a strat~ltt ltnP 011 ]Jlott-
trtg tltP logarithm of degrPP 11f m1x1ng vs. t1rne ot niiXIng. Tl1e slope 
of tills str.11ght llue was determtnt>d by dlift>rent factors HlVPsttl\a-
ted tn the prPvtous papers •. lt was statt>d tl1at the gPneral t>quatton 
so dt>vt>loped cot1ld be used to descrtbP the rntx1ng of powders 1n 
d1fferpnt conditions hy vary1ng: ot the coeifiCIPnts 1n accordrtnre 
wtth thr propert1rs Involved. 
(6) Meanwh1lP, Yano Pt al (94) also stut!Ied the m1x1ng oi 
powders In the ribbon type mixer. The PXpt."'runental pro<.edures ctnd 
test1n~ techniques werP the same as those used 1n the prevJOU.!!I ex-
perimPnts. Four pairs of same s1zerl Na2co3 and sand combinations, 
with tlte biZP ranges -35/+I•H, -1dl/+b5, -h5/+80 fllld -Bcl/+100 \\ert> 
used. The m.tterinls were eqttally loa1IPd end to end. 1'he mixing 
curves obtained 111 tillS type of mtxer wpre bas1rnlly stmtlar to 
thos~ obtau1Pd In tumbling mixers with respect to the optimum ope-
rating conditions for different matt>r1als properties, spPed of ro-
tdtlon of the riiJbon, ratio• of loading volumt> and the degree of 
mixing. 'l'ltr lJPst (legreP of miXItlg could bP obtaitlPd at 8Ctrpm ( 
r1bbon speed) anrl 3H~ of ti1e volume ratto. Tht> finer the powder 
parti,lP SI,P, tlte bptter the dPgree of m1x1ng, howevrrv a longer 
mixing t1me ~as tJPerled. 
I1ynma and Aoki (43) studied thr miXIng of powders In a 
vrrt1cal ag1 tator tank. The mctin attribution was on thr ( nergy 
c-onsumption of the paddle typP ag1tator, aud thE> matPrlal proper-
ties (Toyaura and Soma band were used). The torque equat1.ons \~ere 
developed. These pquations rould bp classified Into t~o ranges, at 
low dtld h1gl1 SJIPeds for J•owder miXIng. ThP prinCipal to1que equation 
was analogous to thP pumptng tht>ory 1nclud1ng the t>lfect of centri-
fugal force. 
Otakr et al (5b) also stud1rd the miXIng oi powders tn a 
vrrt1cal agitator tank mixPr. The mrchanism of JlO~der mlXIlll~ In tl1P 
vrrtiCdl tank w1th pnddle-typP 1mpeller was analogous to the theory 
of radial difiusJon and solvr•l by Hessel's tunct1on 1st kind. Two 
prtirs of powders having the samr p.1rticle s1ze wPre n~Pd, Sdnd -
salt (-32/+42 mesh) .. nd Na
2
co
3 
- PVC (-100/+200). 'l'he degree of 
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m1x1t1g was proposP<l as, 
~I (2.35) 
er standard deVIation of c,J from thP Co ID the total 
samples, 
CT0 = standard de·nat1on of t 1oe samplP 1n a perfectly 
unmixed stated, 
k =no. of powder particle layers, 
N = 
1 
p = 
I 
no. of spot samples 1n 1-th layer, 
•1dth due to s1ze of layer (~ f q~), Ho IS the to 
of tdnk, r 1s the rad1al d1stance of the 1-th 
particle layer, 
c ... = concentratto•• of marked po,,der 1n J-th sample 
taken from the 1-th layPr (wt.~), anti 
TddlUS 
powder 
Co= concentration of the marked powncr 1n the mixture 
of perfectly m1xed state (wt.%). 
The re}dtion between tlte liegree of mixing and tt1e opPratin~ 
conditions, sucl1 as 1mpeller size, rotational speed, etc., were 
detern11I1ed by dimensional analysis, as, 
and 
Where, 
-<>.48 
= 0.676 (Nt) ( 
(rT/o;) 
(Nt le 
6.18 X 
t t1me of mixing, 
g = acceleration dtle to gravity, 
D = m1xer tank rltanJeter, 
T 
(2.36) 
( 2 0 3b' ) 
R,= radius of tlte marked powder charged 1n the tank, 
N = rotational speetls of ImpellPr, and 
D,= 1mpPller d1ameter. 
By analogy to the d1ffus1onal process, thP apparent dJflu-
SlVltles wpre pvaluated fron1 the concentration di~tribution of the 
two k1nds of powder. The apparent d1ffus1V1t1es and the operating 
cond1t1ons were reli~ted by the equation, 
2 3 2 418 0 45 
Dt/h D, = 5.75 x 10- (DIN /g) (Dr/D,) (2.37) 
WherP, Ds 
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dpparent diffusiVIty of the marhed powder 1n the 
tank. 
FttrtllrrmorP, tltP theoretical de~rPe of UllXIng w.Ls give 1n 
tPrms of apparent dlffusivity, 
WhPre, J 0 = ~ero order of BessPl funLt1on of 1st k1nd, 
J = first order of Hessel function of 1st k1nd, 
ml\. =arbitrary constant. 
(2.38) 
Introducing the obtdined value of apparent d1ffus1vity Into 
tltr above PQ11at1on anri compdring thr theorPtical rlegreP of rn1x1ng 
w1th observed value, the duthors found that good agreement WdS 
obtainPd hetween theory and the experiments. 
A vrry special ntethod for trst1ng the pertormance of some 
coJIImon conunprc1al mtxPrs wus rlPvelopf'd by Gray (36) who used a rP-
f!ectivlty probe which has a l1ght and a photocell behind a glass 
window. ThP probe measurPrl tl•e Intensity of light reflected from a 
light part1rlrs ltnmPdiately outside the glass w1ndow. F'1r mtxttJre 
of l!p;bt and dark particles and llght source of <Onbtant Intenbity, 
tl1e rea1l1ogs of the pl1otocell meter 11re uniquelly related to the 
compo-.1 t1on of the m1xture. E1~~ht commercial mtxers had been tested 
with three pa1rs of powders selected to provide ddta tor the com-
l)ariSOtl of tlte m1x1ng performance of tlte eqt11pment. The mixing 
pro~ress was follo~ed by drtPrminiiJg tlte star11Jard de\lation of thr 
mieroammetPr readings obtainrd dtrectly fro111 tliP probe IllS( rted tn 
tl1e mixture. ThP standard deviation ttsPcl was 
.L 
U=r~£,-/)r 
N = no. o1 })robe mPter rPadings, 
I probe mPter rearl1ng, 
1 = niPan probe readings, 
(AA), 
(AA)' and 
(2.39) 
V= standdrd rlPVIation oi reflectivity probe mPter 
reading, (,kA). 
A lowO"corresponds to a h1gh uruform1ty ot the mixture. rrhe 
mixing of dt11erent sized materials Ill several ty11es of lniXPIS were 
te~ted 1n this mannPr, ltowPvPr, no particular data WdS given ior 
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the select1on of mixers. 
A three-compo1wnt mixing system was studied by Gayle et al !H) 
The sturl.)"\Jas IJasPd on the mathematical trec1tment of ctn-square, "Tn1s 
method for testing miXIng progress 1s not only applicaule to hi~ 
nonnal distributions but also to diStributions consisting of any 
finite number of compoHPnts distinguishable as discrete particles, 
while the standard deviation IS generally liJuited to a binary-com-
ponent system. 
Where, 
The chi-square IS represented by the form, as, 
(2.40) 
E 
xl ch1-square, 
0 = observed numb~r of particles of any given colour 
10 a sample, and 
E corresponding expected numbPr, based on the average 
distribtution of components In the mixture. 
The value of ch1-square decreases w1th 1ncreas1ng the un1-
formity of the mixture, At the unmixed state • the value of cln-
square iS equal to the number ol degrPe$o1 freedom m••ltiplied by 
the number of particles counted for each sample. 
From the authors' expenments, the degreeS of freedom were 
24 (3 components and 12 spot samples withdrawn at each sampling), 
and 10 particles contauted in edch spot sample, so that at t.he nu-
mixed state, rhi-square was 24 x 30 = 720. 
ThP standard deviation of the observed cl11-square could be 
expressed as, 
-· 1/2 
Where, 
X ( 2/N) 
i 1 = a~erage obser\ed value of ch1-sqnare, dOd 
N = degree of freedom. 
(2.41) 
Hecause the expected value of ch1-square from d ranllom 
m1xture IS equal to the number of degree of free<lom, Eq.(2.41) 
could be reduced to that given by a random mixture in most L•sts, 
1 • e. , ~1 ::: .J 2N • 
A formt1la stmtlar to JJacey's (Eq.(2.20)) was ptopose<l. 
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by cornblnirlg the var1ous ch1-square values and tit~ segregaLton 
1ndex S 
Where, 
defined as, 
s = 
1 x.= 
1(:= 
;>(·= 
• 
2 
x. 
observPd 
expected 
expected 
(2.42) 
cln-square from any m1xture, 
ch1-square for random mixture, and 
chi-squctre for SP~~re[~ated mixture . 
This segregation Index varies from un1ty to zero as the 
mixture varying from complete segrPgation to complete randomised 
state. 
Then, Gayle et •l (34) further used th1s Index to test the 
prrfonuance of horizontal rotating drum m1xer by ustng a four-com-
ponent system. The authoro stdied that tl1e use of this_segrega-
tlon Index wasv.tlldandils apphc.tbon for multi-compon;nt syste1n 
confirmed. 
~hinner and Naor (73) describe a new statistical criterion 
for test1ng thP randomness of ~owders mixture. ThP proposed testing 
mPthod was based on the shortest d1stance between part1cles ol the 
compOilent presetlt 1n lowPr cortcerttration. Tlte properties of the 
d1strtlJ1Jt1on of~ts characteristic were deri\ed irom po1sson d1s-
trihut1on. T~e proposed test was particularly 
clusters of pnrt1cles and 11acJ more advnntagC'.\oo 
settsitlVP In detectltlg 
1 
than ~test. Later 
Shinner et al (74) applied this test to a particuldr powder m1x1nR 
system wliich deal1ng w1th coloured and whltP Leramlc powders 1n a 
V-typP mixer. lt had been found that th• proposPrl test was appl>canle, 
and t~1e mtxing time In V-type m1xer was strongly dependPnt on the 
pvrt1cle size, the m1x1ng, t1me may be lon11Pr than that com1 .. only 
expected 1or con•plete randomness to be achieved. 
Carley-Macauly and Donald (18) (19) and Carley-Macauly (~U) 
de11nPd the degree of m1x1ng as the systemat1c vart.lnce, or the 
variance due to the position of a series of samplf"s throug:hout the 
mixture. The systematic var1ance was obtatned by measuring the total 
variance and subtracting frotn the i1nal random variance, 1.e., 
Where, 
2 
Vp = V- O"R (2,43) 
V = estimated valu~ of the variance among sampling 
• compos1t1ons, the experimental Pstlmate oi UR , 
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er:= random varlanrl' at corupll'te mlXPd stat<•, eqaul 
to pq/n tor a two-compone11t 1n1xttlre of equal 
Sl?.ed part1cles. 
The ma1n exper1mental work was performed 1n three d1lferent 
types 11f rotat1ng mixers, namely, 1ncl1ned drum, double cone and 
hor1zontal cyl1nder. Tl1e mater1als were Bedford sdnd of two grades, 
gracte 1, was 850 - 600 Al , and grade 2, 500-420 "-. The bllldry-com-
ponent system w1th mono-s1zed 1ngred1ents were d1st1ngu1shable by 
colour. 
Hosaman and Jlonald ( 67) ( 68) and Hosewan ( 6'}) continued tloe 
theory of m1x1ng from Carley-Uacauly 1n the hor1zontal drum m1xers. 
The exper1ments were ma1nly stud1ed the mechan1sms of m1x1ng due to 
dlfferl'nt s1ze or dens1ty of the componpnts. The experimental work 
was carried out 1n two d1ffercnt s1zed J·Crspex m1xet' However, most 
part of thp exper1ments were assessed · .. by ;obBetvalllons , no de-
tailed experlmPntal cond1t1ons are g1ven. 
Humpf and MUller (70) studll'd the m1x1ng of. powders 1n a 
centr1lugal mlxer. The mechan1sm of ti11S cPntr1iugnl type m1x1ng 
could be clar1f1ed by a model 1n wh1ch the dlstr1bnt1on of the 
material resettled on the sur!ace of the m1xture alter hav1ng been 
thrown out. Th<' pnrt1cle mot1on 1n the m1x1ng drum by a rotat1ng 
paddlP or other elements was stnd1ed, and an approx1mated calcu-
lation for the traJectory of th1s mot1on could be made. The m1x1ng 
patterns created by different rotat1ng elements (4 types such as 
rod, paddle, flat-bar-w1th-cross-bar and ploughshare) were stud1ed 
photographically, 1n order to determ1ne the best m1x1ng cond1t1on. 
The expPrimental work was also carr1ed out to determlnP the effects 
of sllape dllrl speed of those rotating elements, the m1x1ng tlme and 
the power consumpt1on. It was concluded that the m1x1ng ttme 1s not 
of dec1s1ve 1mportance for the developmPnt and oles1gn of m1xers. 
The cpntr1fugal m1xPr req111red comparatively sl1ort t1me of mlXlltg. 
The rotat1ng element was used ma1nly to 1ncrease the rad1al m1x1ng. 
Lastov'tser (50) descr1bed an alternat1ve method to 
the ex1•t1ng restr1ct1~e bdtcll methods of powdPr m1x1ng. He sloowerl 
tf'e ,,,ethod of large scale m1x1ng of free flow1ng powders continuous-
ly Joy means of two types of m1xer, namely, flow and c1rculat1on 
m1xers. The degree of 1nhomogene1ty of the result1ng m1xture was 
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determined from a numbpr of samples analysed for the1r content of 
the component present by weight winch would be referred to the l<ey 
component, as, 
Where, 
I _ 100 
Co 
~ I:(c, - Co) n 
N - 1 
I = degree of miXIng, 
(2.44) 
Co= concentration of one of the components 1n a per-
fectly m1xed state1 
C,= actual concentration of the corresponding component, 
n =number of samples ot' concpntratton Ct, and 
N = total number of samples analysed. 
The degree of Inhomogeneity 1 su1table for rn1x1ng w1th 
different proportions of the components, showed that the l•1ger the 
value of I the worse the un1for..nty of the m1xture, at perfect m1x1ng 
I should approach to zero. 
The var1at1on of 1 1n the course of m1x1ng, as a iunct1on 
of R1 (1n the flow type) or K (1n the c1rculat1on type), where K, 
and R2 are the mixture's recirculation factors, which was delined, 
as, 
(2.44') 
Where, Gm= rate of mater1nls fed Into the hopper, l<g/hr., 
Gt= total weight of materials charged 1nto the mixer. 
Talc (YO% Joy wt.) and sugar (10% by wt.) haVIng the same 
partl<'le s1ze (300~<.) were used for tlns 1nvpstq\at1on. 
Kaye and Sparrow (46) Investigated the surface d1iius1on as 
a m1x1ng mPchan1sm. It was thougl that all threP nnx1ng mechclntsms 
wlttch Lacey (49) proposed namely convective, d1tfus1Ve and shaer1ng 
are opprat1ng stmultltneolJSly 1n a runntng mtxing system, ltowe~Pr, a 
quant1tat1ve study of the Importance of one part1cular wecharnsm IS 
very d1fhcult. 'l'Ji e an th o rs 
from the other two mPchan1sms and 
decided to separate one mPcll~tntsJn 
\\ 
1nveshgaterl ,_u> 1solat1on w1 th a 
spec1ally des1gned apparatus. The apparatus cons1sted of two troughs 
on a stationary 1ncl1ned plate, pach trough was d1v1ded Into 20 
contpdrt:uents each of one rent1meter w1de. &lass bE-ads (No.5 gra(~e) 
of different colours wPre used, 200 red glass beads were put Into 
compartment 10, of the upper trough. Equal number of blue glass 
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beads were put Into compartments <) and 11 of the same troubh. The.1 
th~ beads were released Simultaneously. The angle of Inclination 
0 
was llid.Inta1ned at 37 , so that the beads rolled downwal!ls and 
collected 1n the lower trough. The beads from each collecting 
compartm,.nt were counted. However, only the lateral d1str1buhon 
of red bedds was obtained. A Rrapb of the data obta1ned from the 
distribution of red beads, drawn on an ar1thmat1cal probability 
paper gave n stralRht l1ne. This was due to the symmetry of the 
lateral distribution of the red beads lrom compartment 10. lt was 
concluded, ther<'fore, that the results showed tltat after roll1ng 
under gravity down a so-called equilibrium Sllrfrlce, as tlte tnechan1sm 
of diffusive m1x1ng on the Inclined surtace - surface (llftusion 10 
a mixing macl11ne, the lateral distribution of particles 1s non.oal. 
Poole et al (63) studied the illlXIng of fine metallic powders 
In a centrifugal bowl batch mixer, on 3 kg scale. The definition of 
the final random mixture used Stange's relationsloip which had been 
varified with mixtures of copper and nickel powders, and thiS had 
provided a revealing basis of comparison forth .. results. Alter 
1n1t1al experiments w1th ~phero1dal metal powders, more complicated 
systems were studied wh1clt tnclt1d1ng cer~n1c oxide powders of d1fie-
r1ng shape factor and agglomeration cllaracteristics. The measure ol 
Inhomogeneity of a mixture by means of the standard deviatJon of 
the samples er 
Wh~re, 
• - 2 
.,...• = ~c::••_(_x_1_-_x_J_ (2.45) 
n - 1 
x 1 a concentration of the minor mixture component 10 
the sample, 
x mean sample soncentrat1on estimated fron1 a i1n1~e 
group of samples, 
n number of partl('les 1n d class found 10 a one 
component sample of weight W. 
rrhe measured coefficient of variation ot samplE> comcenLration 
C was then Introduced, tins was equalled to rfjx. Anrt tloe m1x1ng Index 
was defined as, 
M= cjcR = (0""/CR.)x(m/x) (:.!.46) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WhPre, Cu = the theoiehcal value of C for tully r.mdoullsPd 
unxture or 17i!jm , (J"~ IS the theorPtlcal standard 
dev1at1on of sample concentration (Stange) and 
m 1s the theorettcal utean sample concentration. 
It was found that the amount of m1x1ng requ1red to approach 
random l1omo~ene1ty not or1ly Increases mrlrkedly 1n the presence of 
agglomer•tes but also could he 1ncrPased proportionally with the 
tncrcase of m1nor constitut•nt cortcentration. An approx1n1ate corre-
latJ on ltad been found between the dependence of homogeneIty on 
sample size and the degree of randomness attdined 111 a natxture. 
Suet• a relationship could prov1de an Indication of the nearness to 
random homogeneity 1n the absence of Information on the particle 
SlZC. 
Later, Poole et al (64) used the same measur1ng techniques 
and matenals to study the m1x1ng character1st1cs of these sphero1dal 
metal and ceramtc oxide powders 1n a continuous ribbon mixer, at a 
throughput up to 24 kg/hr scale, 
tween 5 to 50 minutes, 
using the res1dence t1me be-
The homogeneity obta1ned from the powder m1xture free of 
segregation were as good as tl1ose obta1ned 1n the batch rn1xer. The 
use of an Impact wheel as a coruhinf?d pre-mtxer, and agglomerate 
mill harl also been Investigated, a 30% 1mprovement was found Hl the 
homogeneity of a uran1a-thor1a na1xture, compared w1th that obtained 
1n the r1bbon mixer alone. 
Strel'Tscr et al (78) stud1ed the k1nrt1cs of llllXlng of 
powderetl materials 1n a commercial mixer. 1'he study was concerned 
ma1nly w1th the rate of m1x1nR 1n a laboratory scale centrifugal 
m1xer. They proposed for the1r degree of m1x1ng, ~s, 
tJ" (!.!.47) M = 
tJ". 
Where, er = standard dPVlfitiOll of spot sample$, dnd 
a;, standard dr\lat1on of non-rtllXPd state. 
The authors stated that when sol1d rn1X111g occurred In a 
high speecl m1xer (300rpm), the rate coeffiCient k 1n the common 
first order rate equat1on was more·cnnstant, but 1t would change 
ar1d IJecorne a function of mixing t1tue 1n a lowPr speed mixer. Tl1e 
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exper1rncntal mater1als used were salt and sand. 
Rutgers (71)(72) stud1ed the ax1al d1spers1on rate for 
cont1nuous flow of long gra1n r1ce (red r1ce and orrl1nary r1ce had 
been used for the exper1ment) 1n the laboratory s1ze rotat1ng 
cyl1nder wh1ch could he 1ncl1ned at an angle of 0° to 4°. A p1ston 
flow model w1th super1mposed long1tud1nal rl1ffus1V1ty was developed. 
The Boderstatn number was Introduced for the ax1al 1 d1ffus1on' type 
process, tl11s Bodersta1n (B 0 ) number could he s1ntpllf1ed to, 
(2.48) 
l 
Where~ 1s tlte vartance. 
Th1s equat1on was used to calculate the ax1al d1spers1on 
coefflc1ents. Var1at1ons In the properties of the solid particles 
had also been studied to correlate the eff•ct of ax1al mixing. 
Cahn et al (16) studied the geometriC coord1nate of the V-
type mixer. The two arms of the V-type mixer could be rotated at 
an angle of 0° (standard type) to 180° (1nclined cylinder). The 
rate of mlXIng was 1nterpreted 1n terms of th• flow between the 
arms of the m1xer. Caco 3 and S10 2 were used for the exper1ments. 
The degree of mixlng was used of the type proposed by Lacey and the 
sample var1ance u'was def1ned as the funct1ons of number of rotat1on 
N, and the v<>rlahle angle of the m1xer arms, wt11ch was g1ven 1n an 
emplrtcal equatton, as, 
2 
er'= (-11.77 log N- 0.212fJ+ 74.11) 
Where fJ lS the var1ahle angle of the mixer arms. 
(2.4'!) 
Alternat1vely the whole rn1x1ng process In the V-type rn1xer 
could be s•parated Into two parts, namely, the stat1stical cr1terion 
of mlxing M and the geometr1cal (flow) cr1ter1on of mixing Q. The 
relat1on between these two parts was stated that, 
M = Q + constant, 
both were arbitrary parameters by def1n1t1on, and that they sl<ould 
be Independently der1ved. 
ll1ll (41) exam1ned the m1x1ng of natural polyethylene and 
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carbon blackPd ma..,terhatrh 1n Lhe doublP conP m1:xers. Adams aud 
liaker (2) had ohtainPd tl1c poor reslllts 1n similar expPilnlents. 
l11ll, howevPr, found th.tt when the matPrlals havP a small s1ze 
d111erence hut h•ve a 1.3 dpns1ty rat1o, a good m1~ture was oh-
talned 1n a 250ft3 bdtch m1xer. lt was sul!gested that 1t was the 
s1•e and not the dens1ty of the part1cles wh1rh was respons1ble 
for poor miXIng. }loor miXIng could he av1 atllng e1tller by prov1d-
1ng the mixer w1th a deflprtor or by makliig the part1cle s1ze of 
the small component more tban than thP lari!:P component. 
A new deKrPe of miXlng was proposed by Ashton and Vdlent1n 
(4). They po1nted out that whPn the m1x1ng procPeded numencal 
values of Lhe type of degree of miXIng proposed by L•cey are all 
betw<>Pn 0.')5 to 0.99. Th1s could he over come by represent111g u.• 
l 2 
and <1~t on a logar1 thm scale and the new degree of rnlXlill.!; A on a 
llnPar scale, RO that, 
,, 
A~ 0 for • u. ' and 
A2 = 1 for 0' 1 = OR. 1 • '1' hen , 
A2 log u,a- log <T' 
= or 
log l o;- log u~~.• 
A [(log ;= )/(log ~)J ~ 
.L 
~ 
(2.50) 
This proposal showed good d1scrlminat1on over the whole 
miXIng range and was )drgely 1nsens1t1ve to the proport1on of the 
compos1t1on of the mixture. 
Experiments were performed In four small scale Industrial 
mtxPrs, StlCh as air-mixer, do11ble cone, vertical-screw and Z-bldtle, 
wtth tt1ree different rangPs ot stze and speciftc gravity matertals. 
The comb1natton of JndtPrtals wpre classtfiefl Into two catPgories, 
easy and non-easy mtx. Where art Pasy m1x was llSPd, thP extent of 
ftnal m1x1ng was found to be thP same for all mtxers. lf,,wP\er, non-
e.tsy mixes were produced whenevPr a dtfierence tn spectiiC gravity 
or particle SlZP occur betwePn the two components. 
Later, Ashton et al (3) used a light probe to mrasure the 
local co~nposJtion of a btllnry ntixtttre of l''l~der~. The l1gltt probe 
was l1rst developPd by Gray (36), howevPr, Ashton Pt al usPd the 
d1rect re•d•nR liom the l11ht probe to a d1g1tal computer, dDd the 
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.t'1nal results could be computed ,tutOI .. atirully. 
Campbell and Rauer (17) rPpo)'tprl the ~tur!JP" on .the rlrrnl'<lng 
tendency 1n the horizontal rotating cyl1nder wh1ch was called de-
mixer, for mixing of components of different s1zed materials. Var1ous 
physical conditions had bPen studied from sand and soda ash combina-
tions, however, no dPtialed opera.t1ttg condit.Ions were .gL-\en. It was con-
cluded that the ranrlom movement of indiVidual particles in a moving 
bed of free flowing particles iS the exception, rather than the rule, 
various physical factors and properties of particles create a ten-
dency to overcome the random movement, particles tend to seek out 
and remain in segregatt>d concentration Witb Similar particles, Only 
particles differing in colour alone will y1eld a statiStically ran-
dom mixture. The most stable and effiCient mixture iS obtained when 
all particles are of same size. With the usual raw materials, den-
51 ty differences and difference HI particle shape h••• a measurable 
bpt minor effect on the efficiency of DliXlng and stability of 
mixture, when compared 1;;th tl1e effect of Size differenc<'. 
hun and de Chazal (47) proposed a mathematical M~e~ of a 
random mixture consisting of large, medium and small s~zed particles. 
The proposed equations of variance were based on the assumption that 
all the particles are randomly distributed and have the saute proba-
bility to occupy each unit volume in the m1xture. The variances for 
three different sized components are expressed as, 
2 
CTy = 
z 01 = 
X(1 X) 
a 
y' ( 1 y') y' = Vs b 
(2.51) 
E(Vru+s)Y 
•-(E(Vex)J (4 25 + 8w + 4 w 2)J2o;.• 
,a;..- V • IJ 
1 
(the equations were derived on the basis of the volume fract1on) 
Where, variance, of large, medium and small 
particles re~pectyweJy. 
2 o;., = variance of the Pxcluded volume fraction, 
v 1 = volume of a large particle, 
V8 = sample volume, 
vl' V m = volume' of large and medlttm partiCle respecti-
vely. 
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VmTS = volume available to medium and small particles 
alike, 
E(Vm+s) = expected value of Vm+s , 
X, Y = volume fraction, oi large and '"edium particles 
1n a m1xture respectively, 
w = the ratio, diam~ter of medium particle to d1araet.er 
of large particle. 
In order to test the mathematical model, experiments were 
performed 1n a horizontal rotating drum mixer (9" long and ti" d1a. 
of standard steel pipe, with the thin steel flights at the longitu-
dinal direction), two types of particle were 
sieve fraction -24/+28, -32/+35 and -42/+48, 
used - glass heads of 
and silica gel of 
-20/+24 and -~8/+30. The mixer was kept at a constant speed oi 
-14/ +16 
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rpm. Samples were drawn after the mixer rotated 900 revolutions, It 
was claimed that the mixture reached the equilibrium state. Theore-
tical and experimental evaluations of sample variance were computed 
and shown good agreement, and significantly better than those re-
sults obtained from Buslik's model. lt was concluded that the de-
veloped model could be extended to any number of s1zes, however, 
the compl~J\1ty oi the equations Increases rapidly. 
Hogg, Cahn et al (42) studied the m1xing of powders In a 
hor1zotal rotating drum mixer (4" diameter, 16" long made of perspex 
tube) with two 1dent1cal materials - Cataflex '202' and yellow flash 
beads (75-105~) with different refractive Index. lt was proposed 
tbat when two comp011ents loaded end to end In such a mixer, the 
miXIlll could occur only by diffusion. Therefore, Fick's 2nd law of 
diffusion was analogo11s to such an 1deal m1x1ng system. The clegree 
of mixing was used of the type proposed by Lacey and the d1ffusion 
equat1on was solved for u 2 as, 
(jl = 1 1 L 2 L ) - 4(DN} erf( L •t.) - - erf ( 
(211)JS 21 2 V4(iiN) 2(2DN) 
x (1 - (+)exp( 
2 )H -L (2.52) 16DN 
Where, N = number of revol11t1ons of the m1x1ng drum, 
L the length of the m1xer, and 
D the diffusion coeff1c1ent (F1ck's 2nd low). 
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Tl1~ authors conclud~d tl1dt by appl•rat1on of th~ equat1on ol 
dtflus1on, tltPc)rPttcal pxprPsstona for tlte ktnPtt<s of thP procPSS 
were derived. The progrpss of mtxtng was i'ollowtn~ hy a sampling 
and assaying tpchnique which allowed quite accurate determinetion of 
concentration with little disturbance of the charge. Excellent agree-
ment was obtained In comparing the experimental data with the theo-
retical prediction. 
A model which was completely analogo11s to the d1ffusional 
mixing mechan1sm was developed, for the simulation of the mlxing 
process by Cahn (14) and Cahn and Fuerstenau (15). The exp~r1mental 
work WdS pPrformed In a 8" long and 4'1 dta. barrel mtXPr wtth t/4'' 
black and whit~ Lurite beads. The mixer was d1v1ded Into lb equal 
serttons. The tndtvtdual parttcle movements along tlte mtxer axts 
were obsPrvPd tnto twertty }odd-speed comt,tnattons (tt1e !odds and 
speeds were 30, 40, 5<1, bO% of the total mlxPr volume and 20, }0, 
40, 50, bO~ of the m1xer cr1t1cal speed); each for at ledst ~00 re-
volutions, Th~ rPlationships for the diffusion coefficient were de-
rt\ed fron1 Ftck's 2nd law and diifuston coetftcients obta1t1ed from 
the simulation and from thP actual mixing process were shown good 
correction. The authors stated that the prohability d>strihution of 
particll' movements may be accurately simulated by the use of Alonte 
Carlo techniques and the digital computer. Tl1ese techniques are the 
valuable tools for study the mixing as the computer allows a rapid 
analysing the effects on the variation of m1x1ng par.u11eters, mean-
whlll', ledds to a better undPrstanding of the mechan1sm of mixing Itself. 
hlliller and llumpf (55) studied the ax1al miXIng In the hori-
zontal drum mixers. Tt1e aXIdl motion of part1rles could bp generally 
zepresented by the holmogorov's 2nd equation. The eX(JPrlt•lental work 
performed In the 190mm cila. with vanous length mixers (from L/l! = 1 
to 2.5). The materials used were copper artd nickel powders of tl1e same 
part1cle SI~e (300-400P) and the ration of the componentb was kept at 
1:7.7x10-3 by wt. ln conJunction of this the materials hav1ng the 
d1fferences 1n siZP and density al~o studied by lJSing Iron powder, 
quartz sand and l1mestone with sizes of 150-2U0,300-4UO,b30-75UP 
combinations. ThP measured standard rlPviation was u~ed tor tl1e1r 
degree of mixing, Tl11s study was an attempt to apply the Kolmogorov's 
2nd equation 1nto a mixing systpm for describing the axial motion oi 
particles. Severdl cases were discus~ed, 1n part1rular, the F1ch'~ 
2nd law of diffusion was Introduced and appl1etl Into tltelr system~ 
Uarnhy (38) comparPd thP pPrformanre ot some In!luHtrlal soltd 
mixers us1ng tht> 'segregr1i..1ng materials'. A'discharge pro1Ile'was 
proposed and described that 1t has advantage tor dPaltng wtth strong-
ly seg1e~at1n~ materidls over thP traditional statistical metltods tor 
measuring tht- un1form1ty of nnxtl1reo The matt>r1als used \\ere millet 
(2057-1b76~) and sdlt (699-178~) 1n four typps of m>XPr, namely, nau-
tann'\Pr, ribbon blender, rotoruhe and V-mixPr w1th the range of work-
IBR CRI>acl~IPS of 0.41 to 1.77 rt3 • In add1t1on to the thPorlPS oi 
s~gre~at1on propose,{ by earlier autl1or~, sucl1 as, vibrational segze-
gatlon by Brown (11), pour1ng segregation by Wtlhams (88) ,<nd per-
rolntlon, freP f llght se~~regatlon by Ashton et al (4), llarnby propo»Pd 
tl1at the sp~regdtion occtirs by tl1e similar nJPchanisms as miXIng, I.Po 
diiiustve, siJearing and convect1vP spgregat1ons. ()f thPse mechatttsms, 
that convertive was descrihPd most llkPly to minimise se~~regat1on 
whilst mixlng In progresso 
Lloyd and YPung (51) proposed the between sample var1ance I• 
"simpler and uniV<>rsal rlPi1nit1on of the rlegreP ot m1x1ng. 'flns pro-
posal hrls the VlltUP of s>mphclf.y, but the d1sadvantage that there IS 
no convPnient 1nde~ on a scale between 0 and 1 as otlter more compllca-
tpd froms such as Lacey's propo•al. 
Many other proposals on the degree of mixlng hdd been publ>-
sllPd hpfore 1Y58, which werP 'urvPyerl by We1denbaum (84). It seems 
l1ttle need for one to rev1ew those proposals here aga1n, 
2. 3. THE TJII;OHY OF MIXING - RATE AND MECHANISMS 
Although Ovama (57) did not put forward a rate equation ior 
po"der miXlOA, but he d1d state the mpcharnsms of miXIng; 10 the hori-
zontal drum.m1xer. He rons1dered threP sto~Ps of m1x1ng ; 
(1) by the shear1ng producpd 1n thP mater1als by the motion of the drum, 
(2) by the shear1np; producPd hy e1 ther the parahohc fall or turbulent 
rlrtft of part1cles which ha~e departPd from the circular mot1on, and 
(3) by the shenr1ng resultinR irom sp1ral mot1on of the part1cles. 
ThPse proposals by Oyama can only apply to mixlnp; tn a radtal 
direction and are clearly not unlVPrsalo 
A thrPP dirnPnsional shuifl1ng mixing operation was consuierPd 
by Brothman pt al (10). When a mPchanical agitation acted on two se-
parates ,nater1nl layers, thP surface of separation l>etween tt1P layers 
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would he extentPd. J,<•t S be the max1mum tbeoret1cal po•s•ble surface p 
of sep•rat1on, and a proport1on S/Sp had bePn devPloped a time t. Then 
any gtven Increment ot t would be proportional to the dtfference be-
tween thP Instantaneous magn1 tude ot the snrtace of separdtton S at 
(t + t) time, The relat1on could be wr1tten as :-
(2.53) 
Tl11s equdt1on bad bPPn matbemat•cally trPated and the f1ual equat1an 
IS given, 
Where, 
(2.54) 
proportion of equal s1ze volume un1ts contain-
Ing m1xture after time t at sat1sfactory IDIX1ng 
end potnt, 
k, c, q, = proport.onal constants In Eq.(2.53) and bq.(~.54) 
v =No. of un1ts of volume conta1n1ng at least one 
ele1nent of one of the components, and, 
V0 = volume of sample. 
If Eq.(~.54) appl1ed to a rPal case, the t1me required for 
perfdct miXIng could he estimated. llowever, the duthors d1d not 
verify the val1d1ty of the equat1on. 
Coulson and Maitra (21) extended the thPory of llrotl.rlan et al 
for mixing of btnary ron1ponents. The rate equation propo&ed was ana-
logous to the dtJfus1on process, hence, 
dw 
dt = k de 
ThP un1t we1~ht w could l>e rPplaced by unit surface S 
transierrPd (d•ffusion), so that Eq.(~.55) becomes, 
or, 
so that, 
Where, 
dS 
dt = k(S 0 - S) 
( e -kt) s = so 1 -
n = S /s = V0 /v, and n = S/s = V/v 0 0 
( -kt) n = n 0 1 - e 
s m1n1ruum hounddry suriace which IS n1easurable, 
v volume of a sub-volume. 
Hence nv/V would be the fract1on of the system which IS m1xed, 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
(2.5b') 
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thP fractton unmtxed 1s nv/V = xjlOO, 
so that 
or, 
t = 1 k ln 
100 
X 
x/100 
(2.57) 
Where x 1s the percentage of urun1xed. 
The plot of 100/x vs. t was nonl1near at low values of t1me 
and so the theory st1ll ledves much to be des1red before the theory 
can be accepted. 
V1sman and Van Krevelen (81) reploted the data of Coulson 
and Ma1tra. lls1ng (100- x) on the probab1l1ty scale and t1me t on 
the ar1thmet1c scale. Thus, 1f there was a stra1ght l1ne lrom such 
a plot, 1ts equat1on would be, 
t 
1 ( 2/2 (100- x) =v'2 7r J_(e-y )dy 
-«> 
(2.58) 
Where, y lS a dummy 'ar1able. 
D1fferent1at1ng th1s equat1on w1th respect to t g1ves, 
d(100 x) 1 (2.59) 
dt 
Wh1ch was tl1e rate pquat1on g1v1ng a straight l1ne on such 
a graph. 
Lacey (49) po1nted out tl•at s1mply f1nd1ng an expone11t1al 
ldw of m1'1ng rdte 1n pract1ce must not be taken by 1tself as 
substant•at1011 of a theory w1thout cons1der1ng 1ts rangP of 
agreement • The thPory of m1x1ng based 011 tt1e miXIng mecltantsms 
were described as, 
1). Con\PCtlve tn1x1ng, transfPr of groups of ~dJacent 
parttcles from one locatton tn the mat-s to another, 
11). D1ffus1ve m1x1ng, the d1str1but1on o1 part1cles 
over a freshly developed surface. 
111). Shear1ng m1x1ng, the sett1ng up of sl1pp1ng planes 
w1th1n the mass. 
In all cases, stnce m1x1ng tends towards an equtllbrtum 
state, an exponential BJlprodch to 1deal mtxtng mdy 1nvol\e one or 
more of thP t\1ree mechanisms outl1ned abovP. lt was assumed that 
M 1 -
-kt 
e 
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(2.b0) 
Where I< 1s the slope which depends on the effectiveness of the 
machin ancl the physical properties of 
the materials. If the rate of m>xing 
was due to (l1ffus1ve m1x1ng mechanism, 
It should be Independent of sample 
size; and If the rate was depended 
greatly on sample s1ze, convective 1 
m1X111g predomlndted. 
The diffusive miXIng had been 
considered to occur wlten pnrt1cles 
were spread over the freshly exposed 
surface w1th1n the m1xer. Tl11s 1s 
clearly s1m1ldr to molecular or 
3 
I 
t 
thermal d1ffus1on. The phenomena of the particles random motion 
w1tllln the m1x1ng plane 1s analogous to the Y1ck 1 s second ldw 
of diffusion for gases and liqUids. 
(le 
()t 
(2.bl) 
From th1s equation, ,a rate equation can be developed for 
the case of a horizontal cyl1nder rotat1ng on its own ax1s. The 
materials were loaded end to end, With a vertical common surface. 
The m1x1ng mechan1sm could be considered as analogous to the 
mot1on of molecules of two different gases. Therefore Bq.(2.bl) 
can be solved to yield:-
(c - C0 ) = ; L:exp(-
n 
2 2 
n 'If" Dt) 
2 
L 
Sin(nCo'lf"} cos(n~x) (2.b2) 
c 
fro<" the f1rst moment of the mean and the second moment of the 
variance, Eq.(2.62) can be expressed, w1th n = 1; 
2 
'If" expl-
2 Sin C0 (2.62') 
2 It IS clear that -log <1 vs. twill gl\e a straight line. The 
initial port1on of the plot Will ~e curved. Lacey attributed 
rl t 1 th n componpnts having th 1 ~ to tr.,n~lPntq tlr o onP o ~ 
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to travel to the middle of the mixer. Lucey stated that the 
straightness of such a plot Implied that eithPr D lS Independent 
of pos1t1on, or else there IS a good Circulation wh1ch evens out 
vaJiations ID D. Cur,ature of the graph would Indicate regions of 
poor miXIng wlnch would lengthen the miXlDg t1me. This would be 
due to poor Circulation and suchctreg1on could then be looked for 
and the defect remedied. 
Weidenbaum and Bon1lla (82) by comparing solid mixing to 
diffusion 1n gases and liqUids, obta1ned the Initial m1x1ng rate 
equation:-
or, 
d(IT(o;) 
dt 
k (1 - ...!:__) 
"· 
= l n [-
1 
----"'
1
---] 
0 
+ k t ( "'/tr,) 
The graph of In [1 /(1- "'/-r.)] vs. t Is plotted from 
Pxper1mer•tal results;-
/ 
' / 
1
.: ~ 
-, 
t -
Fig.(2.6) 
(2.b3) 
(2.b3') 
The 1nt<>rcept on the ordinate was found to depend on the 
loading conditions. The graphs ID F1g.(2.6) were Initially straight 
l1nes after wh1ch the curves tPnd to be Irregular. The authors 
suggested thdt straight l1ne part of the curve corresponded to 
random1sat1on, s1nce tlte der1vat1on of tl1e equation assumed a 
dr1v1ng iorce proportional to tlte separation from the current to 
the equilibrium state. The later Irregularities 1n the curves In-
dicated that some rlr1V1ng force wh1ch causPd unm1x1ng was becoming 
wore 1m 1Jortant. Th1s 
quantities of either 
was beliPVerl to tahe place when largP 
th~ 
components reachpd.,_Pnd walls. 1.'h1s was 
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observed as ax1al segrPgatton wh1ch opposed mixing. Tl1ereiore a 
rate mechanism based on the randomisation rould not hold. 
Oyama and Ayaki (62) assumed that the mixture coultl be 
chvuled 1nto N cells of equal volume. These cells were numbered 
from 1 to N, and a Markov cl1ain process COI>ld be applied. Wl>en 
the m1xer had operated for (t-1) Intervals, thP particle frac~Ion 
(t-•J 
of cell I for the A part1cles IS xi and after one more Interval 
the fraction IS x~1? Hence If thP transition probability of ~he 
P
(t) (tl lt-1) 
particles transferred from cell J to cell I lS l,J' xi and xJ 
(J = 1 ,2,. 0 0 0 0 ,N) arP related hy the expression 
<tl tu 1t-1) (tl 1t-11 tU ct-o) 
X I = pI ' 1 X 1 + pI ' 2 X 2 + •• 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 •••• + 1'. 'N XN 
to express this for the whole mixer, the transition probability 
matr1x (D 1 ~ 1 )could be used. Then the particle fraction In each of 
I' J 
the cell aftPr time t could be expressed as 
X (t) 
1 
(tl X2 
= 
(t) 
XN 
Where, 
[ D <t) J = I' J 
and, .L;P tt) = 1 
n 1, J 
x1 X! 
X2 X2 
= 
[ D (tl J I' J 
XN ( t) XN ( t-1) 
p (t) 
1 ' 1 
p (tl 1 '2 . 0 ••••••• p (~) l,N 
P (t) p (t) 2,1 2,2 
p w 
N, 1 
p (~) 
N,2 
~~· 
• o o o •• o ••• P N N 
' 
(2.64) 
The trano1tion probability 
teristic In each oi the cells and 
p 
I,J 
thiS 
sl1owed the mtxing charac-
was usually only related to 
the particle distribution at a previous time, hut not to the pre-
vious state ot m1x1nV,. 
When the particles have the sdme physical properties and 
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the mixer used a constant speed, then tl1e transition probability 
P becomes Independent of time. Hence, 
I I J 
[D U)] = [DI ~~] [ (N)J [D1 ,J = I> = I,J I I J 
= 
N 
'EP = 1, 
I= I I' J 
p1 1 
I 
p 1 2 
I 
" " • " " " p 1 N 
I 
1'2 1 
I 
1'2,2 " . " " " " .P 2 N I 
PN, 1 PN,2 "•• " ..• PN,N 
N 
'EP 
1 I I J J= 
1 
Therefore, the particle fraction 1n each cell becomes, 
x1 x1 x1 
x2 
[nl, JJ 
x2 
[Dl 1 J] x2 = = 
xN 
(t) 
XN 
(t-1) 
xN 
0 
Thus the part1cle d1str1but1on along the m1xer at any t1rue 
t could be computed If the Initial mixing conditlon IS known. 
ever, no practical applicat1on of th1s theory was attempted. 
Oyama and Ayaki also considered the nnx1ng hoechanism as 
analogous to one-d1mens1onal Brown1an mot1on. 
How-
1'he rate equat1on (2.62) proposed by Lacey was considered. lt 
could be expressed s1mply as :-
t:rs oo e-t (2.b5) 
The authors stated that It would be better to use the diiferenLe 
2 > > 
of C7- OR Instead of U , thus 
( 
2 l -t 
6 - Ci"11. ) 00 e (2.b5') 
The rate of change with time of the var1ance of the part1ele 
fract1on x could be cons1dered as proportional to the d1fferettce 
between a-2and the rr._", as 
Hence, 
or 
Cl(cr2 ) 
ot 
1 
er 
ln 
= 
- Cl~t l 
o;.a_ rrl = 
ln(l 
log(l - M) = -0,q)43tPt 
CT:l. (o;; l ') - ~t 
- Oi e + 
c - eH tr/ e + 
(2.66) 
- M) = - cpt 
er/ 
(2.1>7) 
It was assumed that after a certa1n t1me of m1x1ng, the 
frequency dtstr1but1on of the part1cle fract1on and each po1nt 
1n the m1xture followed approx1mately a normal d1str1but1on, The 
graph of log(l-M) vs. t1me t was a stra1ght l1ne for these cases 
for wh1ch the proposed rdtP equdtlon appl1ed, as shown 1n F1g.(~.7) 
ODOlL---------------------------~ 
t 
F1g,(2. 7) 
However, where two d1fference materials were mlXPd, the 
rate equat1on dtd not hold any more, as shown 1n ~'1g.(2,8) 
t 
Fig.(2.8) 
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The authors pointPd out that the ratl1al miXIng Ill su<>h a 
(trurn IS PxtrPmPly rapid 10 comparison wttl1 axial mixing, so tltat 
the controlling factor 1n dPterm1n1ng of nt1x1ng t1me IS the coe-
fftcient of axial miXIng~ 
Yano et al (93) summarised thP results of mixing In Vdrious 
mixers. It was sttggestPd tl1at tl1e miXIng mechanism could be clabsl-
fierl 1nto three stages as shown 111 tlte P1g.(2.9) (whtcl\ was also 
mentioned urtder Sectton 2.2). A curved section IS tound at the 
Initial stage of m1x1ng (region 1), followed by a section whrre 
with er proportional to e -4>t(region I I), after that thPre IS a 
U.·r--r------------r-------------~ 
... ~ 
~I:--.. ll-,.__111-
~ _J__qJ~~: x!~-~~­
i li, 
t -
I'Ig.(2.9) 
sectUHl where u taiH"S on 1 ts mint mum valuPc; w1 thtn a rprtatn f'1n1 te 
m1x1ng t1mP t 8 , l>eyond thts potnt, rn1x1ng does not proceed any tur-
ther pven If the miXIng time IS extended. The valuP of ~ risPs a<Id 
falls (region lll) 
It was found that the mixing of powders procppded by medns 
of ovprall mixing, brought about by the movPmPnt of the powder 
part1clPs In small clumps (convective m1x1ng), and local miXIng 
i>roup;IIt about hy positional Interch•nge (diffusion) of the parti-
clPs. lt may he- assumPd that ovt'rall nnx1ng 1s dominant 111 reg1on l 
and tl1at 111 rPg1on Il localised m1x1ng a~t1on 1s doruliidnt. 
In region Ill, If there IS no differenc<> between the part1-
cl~ Sl7P ot tl1P components, the 1n1xture IS tn a state ot osciLla-
tory PQlltltl,rtum rontrollPd by the mixing actton. Any separating 
a<>tion would be repeated cyclicly. The value of ~consequently 
sl1o~Pd a rlSP or 1all. 
Wt~en tllP components ltaVe different partiLle SlZeR, regiOll 
11 IS \Pry short, the separating a<>tion works tl1e more strongly 
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1n reg1on 111, a good state of n11X1ng could not be oLta1ned. 
In general the rate equation could be experssed w1th a 
• new 0'". , so that, 
Where, ~= coeff1c1ent of mixing velocity, and 
, 
<r.= standard deVlatlon at t=O from Fig.(2.9). 
The emplrical equation obtained from the experimental 
rest1lts was g1vPn as 
,P (~'/V) 
~ (N) 
= ll1exp -kt{ln ~411) 
= K2 exp -k2 (F/V)x10
2 
Combinlng Eqs.(2.69) and (2.70), 
Where, N+M= speed of rotat1on at max1mum ~. and 
K
1
, K
2
, k 1 , k 2 =constants. 
(other symbols were cited 1n Hect1on 2.2.) 
(2.61:!) 
( 2. b'l) 
(2.70) 
(2.71) 
Equat1on (2. 71) only considered mater1als 11av1ng the same 
physical properties. lf mater1als hav1ng d1fferent phys1cal pro-
perties are used, the characterlstiCS of powder CR of both com-
ponents should be considered. Therefore Eq.(2.71) was modified to, 
(2.72) 
Where, K', ki• k~ are mod1f1ed proportional constants. 
From the exj>erimental results, the authors claimed that 
the proposed emplrical equat1ons were val1d. 
Gayle et al (33) proposed the rate equaL1on of mlxing as 
the rdte of change of the degree of segregat1on, as, 
dS k ( S )n dt= (2.73) 
~hPre, n IS a constdnt Indicating tl1e order of the process, k IS 
the rate constant. 
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1'he authors explO.tned that mobt ot the workers have stated 
or dSbUmed tiiP mlxtn& as followtng a ftrst order equatton wtth n=1, 
or Eq.(2.73) becomes, 
____!!§__ 
dt 
ln S 
= 
= 
- kS (2.74) 
(2.74') 
However, the plot of lnS vs. t dtd not y1eld a stratght 
l1ne over tlte ent1re range as shown 1n F1g.(2.10), 
t 
F1g.(2.10) 
It appPared to tndtcate an tnltial period of rapid mixing, 
after winch the rate dropped somewhat and the slope became appa-
rently linear. 
When n=2, Eq.(2.73) becomes, 
____!!§__ (:L 75) 
dt 
1/S (2./5') 
Tl•e plot of 1/S vs. t failed to yield a straight line over 
the entire range, giVIng Instead an Initial linear portion tollowed 
by a markedly nonl1near portion, as shown In Fig.(2.11). 
-
-
Fig.(2.11) 
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It was cons1dered that taken together,those plots could be 
Interpreted to tndtcate tl1e particular m1x1ng ruechantsm used. The 
~1x1ng process was Initially a second-order process, followed by 
a first-order prorPss, This, the authors stated, sePmed reasonable 
In VIew of the nature of the mixing process. liowever, the authors 
explained further that another possible Interpretation IS that the 
process 1s actually first order and rap1d miXIng observed during 
~h• 
the early stage 1s at least partly.result of tahing a small number 
of the samples from fixed locations within the mixer, 
Gayle et al (3') further studied the miXIng of powders In 
the horizontal rotation drum mixers, An•empirical rate equation 
was proposed which InVolving the geometric relations of the drums, 
Thus, 
(2.76) 
Where, D and L are the Inside rl1ameter and the length of the drum 
mtxer 1n tnches, k' JS a constant as befort.. 
Solv1ng forS, Eq.(2.76) becomes, 
1 
s = (;!.76') 
The J>roposed rate equat1on showed 
ments, a straight line plot could 
good agreement w1th the experi-
, 1.4c5 2 be ol>tained from 1/S vs,D t/L • 
Rose (66) consirleied tl1at mixing and demixing may occur at 
the same time. The rate of miXlng should combine these two poten-
ttals - mtxtn~ and dem1x1ng. As thP rate eq11dtton was considered 
to he the first order, It was statPd tloat, 
Where, 
dM 
dt = A( 1 - M) - B tj> (2. 77) 
A = constant which depends on all thP geometrical 
and phys1cal paramet•rs of the mixer, and the 
powders on whicl• the rate of mlXIng depended. 
B = also a constant which depPndent on denslties, 
SIZe distributions and sl>ape of particles of 
the two compollelots. 
~= constdnt which depends on thP rlistr•bution of 
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the two components In the mixture, 
M = the degreP of mixing. 
~'rom Eq.(2.77), A(1- M) leads the miXIng potent1al and 
B leads tl1e demixing potPntial. The differPnce will be the net 
mixing rate In a particular system. The demiXlng potential could 
be positive or negative. The sign largely depended on the method of 
loading for the two dlffprent s1zed components. Rose showed 1n 
the sketches the methods for load1ng, 
Dense component below 
~ + Ve (A) 
Dense component above 
~ - Ve ( Jl) 
Thus,~ 1s pos1t1ve for one fully segregated condition, 
passes through zero for the completely m1xed condition. This could 
he summar1ed as, 
M = O, <I> = 1 
M= 1, 0 
I! = o, <I> = -1 
A simple equation which fulfil these conditions, as 
Differentiating this equation with respect to t, 
-2<1> d<l> 
dt 
_!!M_ 
= dt 
Substituting Eq.(2.77) and Eq.(2.78) to Eq.(2.78') becomes, 
-2 .... A = Acp 2 - B.P 
't' d t 
or, 
-2 --7-d~4>~ dt = A4> - 1J 
Solving for 4> , 
AcP- ll = Ce-At/2 
Again from Eq.(2.78) 
:_ (1 - M) 1/ 2 = C/Ae-At/2 + H/A 
(2.71l) 
(2.7'!1 
(2.80) 
(2.ts1) 
As dem1x1ng potent1al can be pos1t1ve or negative, there-
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fore two ~quat1ons are obtained:-
2 
cp + Ve M= 1 [ (1 - B/A)e-At/2 + BjA) 
2 
<f>- Ve M= 1 [B/A- (1- B/A)e-At/2 ] (2.H2) 
Curves corresponding to these equat1ons are plotted as 
F1g.(2.12). 
Although these equat1ons expla1n the hehav1ous of the ma-
terial 1n a mlxPr w1th fa1r prec1s1on, they are not completely 
Dense comp't above 
Dense comp't below 
At 
F1g. (2.12) 
sat1s1actory for appl1cat1on to the whole process. The author 
realised that no real machine leads to a perfect m1xture as~ = 1, 
therefore he Introduced an 1 1ntr1ns1C effiCiency' of the m1xer, 1n 
to the equation. Th1s IntrinSiC effiCiency ~ 
pPrfectton oJ tl1e machine as a tn1x1ng dev1ce 
1s a measure ot the 
\S 
and.Inrlependent oi 
the uature of the charge 10 the mtXI:''I". Thus, the equations become, 
and 
((1- B/A)e-At/2 + ll/Al'} 
(B/A - ( 1 + ll/A)e -At/21'} (2.tl2) 
Finally Rose not1cod that when the mixing process lb 
carr1ed out for an Inf1n1te t1me, the degree o1 m1x1ng attdined 
an equilibrium value ~ie, gi\en by, 
Weydanz (87) considered the mlXIng process IS a shuffling 
operation. The mlxing model WdS g1ven as In Yig.(2.13). 
The mater1als are separated by a ~ertical line and the 
volLmetr1c proportion of one oi the const1tents 1s equal to y on 
the l1ft-hand s1de ol that line and to (1-y) on the right-hand side. 
"' <> 
" ~ 
"' 0 
" -;: 
VL- ~ V( " 1-, 
1 2 
3 4 
::iL Ye 
l''II\.(2.13) 
~. 
'Js 
Weydanz then COllSiderPd m1x1ng effect 
comb I n<'<l w1 th dem1x1ng effect. ln the 
vert1cal plane, a small volume v IS 
moved upwards and IS exchangPd w1th 
an equal volume from the upper reg1on. 
At the same t1me a volume of thP pure 
heav1er componPnt from the upper reg1on 
exchanged w1th an equal amount oi the 
other component 1n the lower reg1on. lf these two processes are 
comb1ned and the resulting equat1on IS sol-ved, then the standard 
dev1at1on of the mixture 1s g1ven by tl1e equat1on, 
(2.84) 
and o;;=o. 
o;.,= a;;.,= 0.5(c/b) 
Where, b = dv/dt, the rate of m1x1ng, 
c = a measure of the demlxing rate. 
ln the horizontal plane, the demixing IS absent and only 
m1x1nl\ takes place. In th1s case the standard dev1at1on would be, 
and 
Where, 
] 1/2 t( (1 ) U" = ( y( 1 - y) e-a Y -y 
o;;= y(1 - y)' 
U.O= o. 
(2.85) 
(2.85') 
a= the rate of miXIng for this particular case, 
y the distance from the dividing line. 
Combining Eq.(2.85) and Eq.(2.85'), thPn a new form IS 
obtained, 
Where, 
= ( e -2At 2 -BAt 
2J 1/ 2 +o;:,(1-e ) 
A (1;o;,"')a, 
B = 4o;2(b/a), and 
OH= (0.5/oo)(c/b) 
(2.86) 
It can thus be seen that mixing here IS an exponential 
proce•s 1n whicl• the standard dev1at1on may pass through a mini-
mum, 1.e., the degree ot m1X1n~ through a maxtrnum. If ll = 2, then 
the result1ng e~uat1on can be s1mpl1f1ed to, 
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M [ -2At e + -2At 2] l/2 cr,:(l - e ) (2.87) 
This was the equat1on that Weydanz had used to medsure the 
rate of m1x1ng, 
Otake et al (56) stud1ed the rn1x1ng of solid In the verti-
cal tank w1th paddle type ag1tator, The m1x1ng mPchan1sm was con-
Sidered to be analogous to the radial d1ffus1on or radial heat 
transfer. Th1s was based on the equation, 
ClG 
at 
(symbols used as before) 
(2.88) 
with certa1n boundary conditions Eq.(2.88) can be solved, as:-
(2.89) 
The theoretical vartance can be expressed as:-
.fl. 2 f rr>- = , (c - C0 ) 2rrr lip dr = 
.t2 ~rrfnp dr 
t. 2 
.[(c - Co) r dr 
.[~ dr (2.90) 
Subst1tut1ng Eqs.(2.89) 1nto (2.90), w1th us~ng the cond1t1on of 
Bassel funct1on f1rst k1nd zero order, the f1nal solut1on obtained:-
, 
(J = exp(-2Dsm*.t) (2.')1) 
It was descr1bed that Eq.(2.91) can be used to medsure the 
rate of rntxing, however, no practical work was applted to thts 
equat1on. Further, The authors u•ed d1mens1onal analysis to del1ne 
the relat1onsh1p between the variables, 
Where, 
(j" = 'it ( Nt' D N2 I g ' DT/D ' 11 /D ' R /D ) 00 1 1 p 1 1 1 
N = the number oi revolutions of the ag1tator, dnd 
t the m1x1ng time. 
(2.92) 
From the experimental results the emp1r1cal equat1on was 
p:tven as:-
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11 Nt lS greater than 500, the emp1r1cal equatton becomes, 
In the same manner, another emp1r1cal equatton for D8 
developed that, 
~ 
ND 
1 
(2.95) 
Good agreement was obtained between the emp1r1cal equat1on 
and the exper1mental results. 
Ftsher (31) studted the rate of dtffusive m1x1ng of powders 
tn a hortzontal rotattng drum mtxer. !le found that the radtal 
mtxtng was very rap1d and the m1x1ng rate was controlled by ax1al 
m1x1ng. The diffusion equdtion 1n cylindrical coordinate, 
could then be s1mpl1f1ed :-
(le 
~= 
+ D ( r + 
1 ..££.) 
r (lr (2.96) 
(2.'!7) 
Eq.(2.97) 1s a standard equatton and can be solved 1f the boundary 
cond1t1ons are known :-
__!:__ 
Co =
.!! + i"'[! (cos~ cos!l2!... stnnnd L ~~ n L 2 2L 
2 2 
) ( -n Dlf t)l exp 2 ~ L 
(2.'il:l) 
Where d 1 s the th1 ckness of the tracer at the: 'l.nl t1ai cond,itllon, 
L 1s the total length of tl1e mtxer. 
The vartance could be def1ned as :-
2. • • 
O"=Jl,-Jl 
(2.99) 
Where, . f 2 c }1.2 = x (-c)dx 
0 
Jl = L/2 
The varldnce was obtained for IJ = 1, 
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TIIls was used to calculate the diffusion coefficient D, 
ho~ever, F1sher noticed a lack of agreement between the observed 
and the calculated results. Th1s was thought to be due to lnaccu-
Idte appl1cat1on of the d1ffus1on equat1on to a d1scont1nuous 
med1um w1th the presence of convect1ve current at the ends of the 
m1xer. 
Carley-Ma<auly and Donald (18,19) and Carley-Mall'auly (20) 
proposed a s1mple rate Pquat1on dom1nated by diffusive miXIng, 
log V t c = - T + p (2.101) 
Where, T = the IllVPrse m1x1ng rate, 
t = the number of revolutions, and 
c a constant. (vp = V -o;,) 
They proposed that the totdl miXIng rate 1n a g1ven m1x1ng 
body could be compounded from the rate measured 1n separate d1-
rect1ons. The IDdlVIdual values 
of the type of equation (2.101) 
of V , each of wi11Ch obeys a law p 
could be added. The fastest of 
these IndiVIdual rate' 1s that 1n the plane of particle c1rculat1on. 
The m1x1ng rate also varieS w1th the speed of rotat1on of the m1xer, 
mater1als, type of m1xer, and method of load1ng. Straight l1ne 
plots from the expPrlmental results were obta1ned 1n most condi-
tions except at the 1n1hal stage, even 1n the m1xer w1th a baffle 
where the m1x1ng action was predominately that of sl1Par. 
Roseman and Donald (67, 68) and Roseman (b9) stated that de-
mixing w1ll accompany the m1x1ng process, when the mixture Wds com-
posed by two or more materials of different properties. lf the 
rat1o of differently s1zed components exceed 1.2 (for b1nary com-
ponents), the small part1cles might sl1p Into the vo1ds of the 
large particles ~nd cause serious dem1x1ng. The tendency Increases 
rap1dly w1th Increased s1ze rat1o unt1l the 1 cr1t1cal rat1o' was 
attained, where there was no m1x1ng at all. The s1m1lar demixing also 
ex1sted when the dens1ty d1fference exceeded 1.2 
The two dimensional m1;X1ng theory as named rad1al and aXldl 
miXIng. The radial m1x1ng 18 very rapid, and the mixing 18 control-
led ma1nly by the ax1al m1x1ng. The dem1x1ng tendency caused the 
rarl 1al bands to be formed along the ax1s of the m1xer, the forma-
t1on of bands wds thought to be due to the d1fferent angle of repose 
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of the components. 
as :-
Where, 
~trel'tsor et al (78) proposed a f1rst order rate equat1on 
M -At = e (2.102) 
A = a constant wh1ch depends on the phys1cal propert1es 
of materials anrl mixing cond1t1ons, th1s was called 
the rate coeff1c1ent, 
The exper1mental results showed that dur111g the start1ng up 
of the mtxer, the mixing rate was lower than when 1t was running 
at constant speeds. The rate coeffiCient A was shown not 
to be constant, but a funct1on of t, as proposed :-
( 2,102 I ) 
Where A
8
t 1s tl1e value of A under stable m1x1ng cond1t1ons, ts 
1s a mulL1plP of the start up per1od, 
As A
8
t decrPased, t 5 Increased w1th Increases on the degree oi 
loa<hng of thP m1xer. Ast 1ncreased il.nd ts g.e<;reased when the rotor 
veloc1ty of thP ru1~er (n) 1ncreased to 300rpm, but 1t rema1ned 
constant at hlgh-er n. Ast was almost 1ndependent of the 1•art1cle 
SIZe. 
Hogg, Cahn pt al (42) used F1rk's 2nd law of d1ffus1on 1n 
the m1x1ng of an 1deal system. rrh IS was g1ven as 
oc(x,t) D crc(x,t) 
ot 
= 2 
ox 
or, !:l2C(x,N) oC(x ,N) D (2.103) 
ot 
= 2 
ox 
Where N 1s thP number of revolut1on of the m1xer. 
Eq.(2,103) w1tb the boundary cond1t1ons can be solved as :-
C(x,N) 1 2 " 
-
- +-Z: 2 11 1 ~·I 
1 
::! 2 
( -(2n-1) n DNlr (2n-1 )Tix] exp L2 ~~ln L 
(2n-1) 2 
(2.104) 
\Vl th the relat1on used by F1sher, the va11ance tr2 can be obta1ned 
as, 2 ... 1 
= -1-z:; _ _.....!~-
TI ••I (2n-1)2 
2 
( -2( 2n-1)1f DNJ exp 2 L 
(2.10')) 
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It may be simplified by tahing n = 1 to, 
2 2 
rr (N) = JTi" 
or, (2.106) 
The was the general theory which describe the diffusional 
mixing oi ideal solids. 
An experimental system was designed so that It approximated 
very closely to the ideal case of solid nnXlng and would be analogous 
to the gases and liquids mixing system. The validity of the theore-
tical arguments was shown by the excellent agreement with the ex-
perimental results. 
Muller and Rumpf (55) stated that the actual mixing process 
may be described as a Markov process, as a stochastiC process with-
out after effect. A constant Markov process may be applied by the 
~econd holmogorov equation. This could represent the general miXing 
process, as:-
Where, 
og(x,t) 
(lt 
q(x,t) 
D(x,t) 
T(x,t) 
= -aax ( T(x,t) .q(x,t)) 
Q2 
+ (n(x,t).q(x,t)] 
ox
2 
(2.107) 
the probability distribution of particles, 
the diffusion coeffiCient, and 
the transport coeffiCient. 
However, when the components have the same physical proper-
ties or differ only by colour, the transport coefficient becomes 
lllSlgnlficent, and d1ffus1on roeff1c1ent becomes a consta11t, In-
dependent of time and position. The 2nd Kolmogorov equation was 
simplilied to Pick's 2nd law of diffusion, giVIng, 
(Jg(x,t) 
()t 
\Vtth certain boundary conditions J<:q.(2.108) was solved as:-
q(x,t) = 2cos~x(exp(-Dt/L2 ~ 
(2.10~) 
(2.10'1) 
The variance of the concentration distribution was defined in a 
s1m1lar was to F1sher,and llogg et al 1n the form, 
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l t 
<r(t) = [fq(x,t)dx] 
• 
2 2 
=r..[2 exp(-:rr Dt/L) (2.110) 
Th<> totdl standard deviation was taken the sum of the theoretical 
standard deviation and the 'random standard deviation, as 
Where, 
·2 
+ "i (t) 
~(t) = the relative total standard deviation, 
~(t) = the relative random standard deviation. 
(2.111) 
J<;q .(2 .111) was used to determine the diffusion coeffiCient 
D. Although the authors had considered tl1e general miXIng cases, 
however, for simpliCity of th• Investigation, the experiments only 
considered the case In which Fick's 2nd law applies, and the di-
ffusion coefficient D were determined In terms of the ratio of the 
leugth and diameter of the mixers. It was found that the diffusion 
coeffiCient D IS almost constant and Independent of the dirnens1ons 
of the mixPr. 
The 2nd Kolrnogorov equatton was also considered 1n a very 
general way, by assuming the transport coefficient as an indepen-
dent variable of x, t, and the probability density q(x,t) as sub-
Ject to the nature oi the condition appllPd. However, no conclusion 
was drawn on the validity of the equation. 
2.4. MIXH.G EQUIPAIENTS AND MATEHIALS 
(I) Mixing Equipments 
In a recent paper by Lloyd and Yenng (51) classiiied the 
dry powder miXIng equipments Into three categorieS by th••r nature 
of motions, namely, tumbling, tumbling with shear and shearing 
mixers. The general recommendation for uses of those m1xers 1n 
terms of material properties, was given and listed In Table 2-1. 
Adams and Baker, Gray, Yano et al, Ashton and Valentin 
and llarnby have all tested various types of mu.ers. The equipment 
that has been Investigated and reported In the literature has been 
summarised by Lloyd and Yeung and IS listed 111 Table 2.2. 
Most of the research work was concerned w1th m1xers on a very 
scale, so far no actual relationships have been proposed on the 
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scale up problem. The relat1onsh1ps of capac1ty, d1mens1on and 
power cons1~pt1on for d1fferent types of m1xers wh1ch could only 
be obta1ned from the manufacturer's spec1f1catlons. 
Table 2.1. Recommendations for Appllcat1ons 
~hxer Powder 
Tumbling m1xer Free-flowing-components of s1m1lar 
particle SlZe 
Tumbllng m1 xer Slightly cohes1ve powder,free-flow1ng 
w1th shear powders 
Shear m1xer Cohes1ve powders,free-flow1ng,segre-
gahng m1xtures 
Table2.2. Class1f1car1on of M1xers 
General Type Reference 
Tumbl1ng A. Horizontal cyl1nder 1,14,17,18,19,30,33,34 
m1xer 35,42,44,54,56,61,62,b" 
68,79,82,90,91,92,93 
B. Incl1ned cyl1nder 9,18,19,21 
c. Hotat1ng cube 1 ,36,38,91,Y2,Y3 
D. Double cone 1 ,18,19,36,41,'JO,'Jl,Y2 
93 
'l'umbllng A. Horizontal cyl1nder w1th 44,54 
m1xer baffles or paddle 
With B. Tw1n shell V-type I ,36,38,40,85,8Y,90,91 
shear 92,93 
c. Concrete m1xer 36 
D. Hammer 36 
Shear A. R1bbon 1 , 36, 38.64 • yo 
m1~er D. F1nger prog,pugm1ll type 3,28,53 
c. Kneadex 75 
D. Muller 3b. 75 
E. Centrifugal 75 
F. Heduc1ng hel1x extruder 75 
G. Rec1procat1ng conveyor 75 
11. Vert1cal ag1tator 43,56 
I. Propellent 41 
J. Lod1ge 63 
K. Vert1cal he heal 1mpeller 3,4,37,38 
L. Z-blade 3 
Others A. Cont1nuous r1bbon type 64 
B. Cont1nuous flow type 50 
c. C1rculat1on type 50 
D. A1r m1xer 4 
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'l'llf' moJ.IPrld.ls liSf'd Jn ovPr 50 puhl1shed Jh!JH'rs were bUuuna-
ri":>Pd hy Lloyrl and YPlUl~, ~lnd 1s tabuLitPd lfl 1't-th]p 2.3. lt.. 1::: 
hhown tlwt the maJOrity ol thP expPrlmental ~orh. laarl cou~1blt>cl 
of a stur:y of thP m1xing of two cou1ponents oi Scolt!l(' narrow blZ(~ 
rcolllgt'~ and Wd<.., llmited to iree-tlowing mctterJals. Tlu· mlXllll!; o1 
Lomporwnt'i '\lth d1fie1ent ~lZPS ltcotd bePn the suh,Jt>Ct of very Jew 
lnVc><.,ttgatJons. 
Tnb]P 2.3. Mat.Prlnls Used 
Comoonent 1 
Sue (rt) I 
-Cnmponent 2 \ 
I 
Mateoal I Shape ------~~-- --
1 Component 1 Component 2 
Mo<er 
Component 1 I Component 2 
Rei 
7 000 2 100 7 000 2 100 1 red nee I r•ce I contmuous type honzonlal cylinder 1 
72 1 700 1 700 1 
--- -----'-- ----,-------- 1-- ----- ------'---------------------r---
5 000 ' 5 000 I b•llet tap•oca I htltlet tap1oca I I I wooden sphere 1.8 
-- -- ----- -----~~bon black I natural---~~1:;;--- ~---j doubt~-; nbbon blender V typt",----- ---
4 000 3 000 i m natural I polyethylene I rotating cube J 
1 polyethylene 
-------.--------,-- --------- --- -- - --
__ 35~--- __ ~ 3~_ 1_::~~~~ ~~~: _____ ------ square box homontalcylmder r ~~~ 
__ 3~ ~~~-- ___ ,_,_o __ ! _'•_m_"_'o_n_e __ ~-m-"_'o_n_e __ : _______ ---- __ 1 _s~~re box homontal cylinder 
1 carbon black natural I cube cube 1 double cone 
3 000 i 2 000 1 m natural ! polyethylene I 
------ -------:~yethylene I I 
~~~~; __ 1 000/500 i sand ___ I sand ___ ------!------ __ 'o_"_'_'"_"_o_"_'_" _ P_•_h_"'_" __ o_"_'"--'-'-'"-"-"_'_' _____ _ 
2 380/1 410 , 1 000/700 I sand sand I contmuous type homont<~l cylinder 
2 380/1 410 ~-so~~~--- sand---- j contmuous type honzontal cylinder 
-
2 057/1 407 699/127 I m1llet seed salt ell1pso•d cube vert1cal hellcal1mpeller ribbon blender 
---;so-0/800 ! __ 1 50o~l Wlthetlle sand ~o~:~~e9c:::e a~r-:.::, vertical helical1mpeller 
Z blade 
~0 
'19-
----
19 
79 
36 
1500/800 180/110 I w1thente pyr1tes double cone a1r m1xer, vert1cal helicallmpelll'!• 
I Z blade 4 ------'-----~---1----l----1----1-~~------~---~--1 
4-
1 500/800 1 180/110 / calcite sand double cone a1r m1xer, vertical helic.allmpeller 
. ~-f----:-::-::c---'-----1-------l------l-------l------- --,-------------------~ 
1 300 1 1 300 1
1 
hmestone limestone honzontal cyhndcr w1th or Without bafFles 
_____ I 1 !~c_k whno 57 
1168/833 : 1168/833 
1
1 roof1n? 1-,o-o~l-,n-g---1------1- hOrizontal cylinder 
3
;
3
;. 
------
1
------- -·~·-·-"~"-'--'---l-~•-"_"~"-''-'---l-------l------l--:-----:-c---:----------l--
l--•-•_•_''-o_• __ : __ •,-•~•-'_'_o_• __ j_'_'_"_d ____ 1_,_•_n_d ____ 1 ______ 1 ______ 1_h_o_"_'o_n_'_''-'-'-"-"_d•_• ___________ _ 6_2 __ 
8331701 8331701 I sand sand honzontal cylinder 6 ~ 
----~ ----1 --,------l---,----l-----l----+.,------------~---~--=-=--l 
850/600 850/600 I sand sand homontal cyl1nder, double cone mclrned tS, 19 l------------,~--------------l----------l----------l-----------l--'~''-'"_d~··------------------------
833/1 75 1 833/175 I sand salt ver11cal cyllndncal tank w1th paddle agitator AO 
l--.--3-3-,-,-,-,---,--.-3-3_/_1_7_5 ___ 1_,-,-.-d-----I-K~.~c~ •• ~o~.---l------l------l-,-.-.. -,,-,~,-,,~,-•• -d~n-,~.,~,-.~,,c-w-"~h-,-,-d~d~l•_•_o_•_••-,o-,--~~e~o--l 
1----- ------',-----l_:_~_:_--\------\-----+----,-----:___,-'-__ +r_::_-1 
600/420 600/420 glass beads glass beads sphere sphere horizontal cylrnder double cone Inclined tf, 19 
______ : ________ i-------1------1--------1-------1--''-'-'"_d_•_• ______________ ~---1 
600 1---~~~-'o_•_'----1-"-'-'----1-------1------- --'"--'~"-"'-d--,oy~l_m_d_'_'-----------f~:l-=1--1 
600{150 600/150 coal salt mcl1ned cylinder .11 
----------,------- ~-------1--
___ ._o_o _______ 2_,_o __ l_,_o_•_' ______ •_air__ ___ ------ ------+-'"-'~''"-'-d--,oy~l-•n_d_'_' ___________ f-::C:,'--:-I 
600 300 coal salt mclmcd cyhncter ~ 
*)-component sy..,tem 
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Tahlf' 2.3.--<'ontlnued 
Shape 
Cum{'ommt 1 I Compommt 2 Component 2 I 
Mateoaf I 
Component 1 j C<Jmpo;;;n; 2 Mon•r Rei Component 1 
580 417 539 417 : CaCO, I s;md I I V-type : /6 
~-80o 42o-- --50;- 420-i~<~~--- --I ~and ------- j ~~~~::al cylmdN double c;;;;-1ncl:~;d---- ~~-e 
10
-
~--~9~~~- -- _--4-;~~Js,--i sand------~~---~------ ------~~~~al tank:;;h-;ddle ag~~ ~~;,-­
__ 417 ~:5:-= ~ ~7~95 I .,,;;-=1 "" =~==~-==~= hoo~o~~;,,-;,,~;;~---- -=~== 8; as-
~17 29: __ -~1-7-295 _l~d- __ 
11 
sand ---1------- ------1 mcllned_cyh~dr~ ____ _ ___ ____ ~=-
-::-:~~~ :i~::~ _:~::;_=1 ~:,z -i=~~====l~~~::,..,,,,;d,;--------~=--= -i;--
351 295 351-295 1
1 
sand Na,CO, V type double cone rotat_'"_' ' __ "_b'_'"·---~:~9~-~~7!!4-
-- _____ ------------ 1-- I honzontalcyhnder _ 
-3-~1-~_5 ___ 208-~-~- sod~~s_h ___ ~~-----~------- ------- ~~~n~c!!u~~-'--'-----------·--
295-208 295-208 sand Na_COJ V-type doublu rone rotlllmg cube and 
1----- ____ 1 __ -----I-------- honzontal cyh~~r nbbon ___ -----
208 175 208 175 1 sand Na CO, V rype double cone rotatmg cube and I /).2 
I honzontal cyllndN nbbon --- ----1--- -- - -
-4-~0~~~~-~ 850 600 I sand sand _ vert1cal tank w1th p11ddle aq~tDIOr L~J~ 
~~46 --~--~5-2~~---- sand ___ ----------- mrhnertcvllnder ~ 9 _ _j 
__::_~~o __ , __ :so 200 I quanz sand Na SO, homontal cylinder w1th paddle ag11ator 54- I 
208 175 208-175 sand Na eo, nbbon I .S+ 
~7---1-.-- ---,-,-.-_-7_4__ V type double cone rotatmg cube homontal ]1f fO 
I cylmder I q1 f-.------ - -
147-74 ~~~ V-type double cone p" 
147 74 147 74 vertical tank w1th paddle ag1tator 56-1--- - - I --'---
177-105 177-105 V type I 74-
..=:::.:.---1-----1----1------------- --
180-110 
105 75 
1--
104-74 
-------
85-10 
25 
35 
double cone a1r m1xer verllra1 helical 1mpeller f -4 
Z blades 1 
·--1----1-=-------------.:--- -
'I 4-.2 
180-110 
105-75 hOIIZOOti'\ cylinder 
--1--------1--------1-------------I---------------------~L -
104-74 V type, double cone, rotiltmg cube homontal 
cyhnder ! 9:1. 
' 
45-15 
____ ::_::_ ___ 1-~:::_ ______ 1 ~::.:_:_ _______ 1_::_:__::_ ___ 1 _~':p~h~oo~o~od~o~l----l-'~o-•~d~•g:':_'_o_"_'_''_"_o_"_'_'_'b_b_o_" _______________ :6J,64L 
_________ 1_:_:_:_:_ ____ 1 _____________ 1 ___ _: _________ 1 __ 'P~h_•_•_o_••_•_' ______ ,_o_eo __ 'c'_'_·_'_o_"'_'"_"_o_"_' _ "_o_o_o_" _______________ ,l_63,~~ 45-15 
10 Sgnera plate loed1ge contmuous rrbbon '6J 04 
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2.5. CONCl,l,SlON AND DI:-,CUSSlllN 
The many mPthods for determining and expressing the degree 
ot mixing have been summarised. ThPse Vclry from a photometric 
techn1que through to a truly statistical representation oi the 
randorn1sat1on of m1 xture. lt IS felt that tLere IS 11 ttle need 
for each paper produced on the suh,Ject to propose a new, ,and su-
pposedly better def1n1t1on of the degree of m1x1ng. Ov<>r 30 differ-
ent degrees of mixing have been proposed and as Lloyd and Yeung 
have po1nted out, 'th1s state of affairs makes resParch Into the 
subJect extre1nely rl1ff1cult, as comparison between the results of 
different at1tl1ors In 1mposs1ble'. 
The maJority of expPrlmental work has consisted of a study 
of miXItJg two componPnts w1th1n narrow size rdn~es. Free~flow1ng 
mater1als ha•e provirle<l the bulk of the experimPntal Investigations, 
and the number of reported eXJ>erlments on m1x1ng of part1cles below 
100 "'- IS fPw. 
The mixing of components of differing s1zPs ltas been the 
sUbJect of •ery few InvestJgatiotiS and has no satisfactory theory 
on the segregation had been published. Oyama (1Y33) and Koseman ( 
1Yb2) have both worked on the m1x1ng of differing s1zes and have 
proposed Similar theory of segregation, however, there IS a lack 
of evidence to JUStify the theory. 
More attention has been given to the effects of material 
properties and the performance of m1xers 1n recent years. The most 
comprehensive experimental study on these relat1onsh1ps has been 
g1ven by Yano et al (1956-19b0). These have been d1scussed 1n de-
tlal 1n thP text. Their attempted to develop a quantitative picture 
of rniXInll: by grouping the experimental parameters, IS Inherently 
dangerous If thP mechanisms ol mixing are not fully understood. 
A more rerent study by Ashton et al (1966) also compared the prr-
formance ot number of mixers hut no general thPory was attemptPd. 
Most mec~Janisms of powders mixing are postulat~d as analo-
gous to othrr processes. Laccy (1954) first pointed out three po-
ssihlP mPchanisms and WeidPnhaum (1955) experllo>Pntally provPd that 
the m1 xing of samP sized-particle mater1als was followed by a first 
order rate equation or exponential decay law (dlfftision type), 
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ForschPr (1'J55) showed that a fully ranrlomtspcl mtxturp could. he 
measured by d stochast1c process, and Oyama (195b) stated that 
the mecl1anism of J•arttcle mi~Ing could be described by a one-
dtmettstonal Hrowntan motton and Introduced tlte Markov rhatn process 
1nto the subJect theoretically. Tl1e i1rst order rate equation on 
the miXIng of same s1zed materials has been adopted by many other 
research worl .. ers, w1th Insufftctent explanatton as to how and why 
the 'law' could be applied. In very recent years, numl•er oi research 
workers; F1sher (1963), Hogg, Calm et al (1966), Mliller and Humpf 
(1967) have studied the dilfusive mixing alone by analogous to 
Y1ck's second law of d1lfus1on by us1ng uniiormly s1zed materials, 
Further, Cahn and Yuerstenau (1967) developed a random walk model 
for thP stmnlatton of tliP dttfuston miXIng process, as tltou~ht the 
mixing of powders could be stuched hy the use of Monte-Carlo method 
and computer. It IS obvious when the process IS assumed as a diffu-
Sion problem, the probability distribution of part1cle movements 
could be obtained by Monte-Carlo method. This method for solving 
difiuston problem~ was first studied by king (4b') In 1951. It IS 
felt that analogy alone, can not be used to propose a greater under-
standing of the process of mixing, Since the results may only be 
curve fitting, It IS apparent that the mix>ng process may follow 
a relattonshtp stmtlar to Ftck's law. The concPpt of 1dtJfuston' 
must be u~erl w1th carP, stncp the materials whtch havp beer1 studied 
have too largP s1ze of particles to have a purely diitus>ve nature 
under tl1e conditJonR of mlXltlg. S1nce a pow,ler 1s a partJculate 
system, the parti<UlatP nature of the mixing problem should be 
considered before any assumption 1s made. Then and only then Will 
a better unrlerstauding nature of the miXlllg process be obtained. 
Even tl10ugh the m1x1ng of powders has bepn studied over 
a period ot many years, It remains d highly emp1r1cal un1t opera-
tlon, and 1t has really received very little systematic Investigation, 
particular w1th reference to material properties. If a clearer, 
fundamPntal and un1'ersally aceptable theory, based on material 
properties, could he developed, the state of mystery and drt of the 
operation of the m1x1ng of powders would disappear, and the process 
,ies1gners co11l<l confidPntly predict all the process vartdbles re-
quired ior the good design. 
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1.1. lN1'JWIJllC'I'l ON 
As potntPd out 1n tl1e last Chapter, a systemat1c study 
p.lrttcularly wtth referpnce to the matPrtal properties 1s nepded. 
ThP planning of a reasonable area of 1nvest1gation 1S d1ff1cult wtth-
out a IJrief understanding of tt1e genPral picture of 'm1x1ng' of com-
ponents wtth d1ffprences 1n physical propertlPS and of the motion of 
particles 1n a dynamic systPm. Thereiore qualitative experiments 
were made 1n order to ohta1n some Informat1on qu1ckly, relating to 
tlte mixing 1n a simple systPm. 
The preliminary exper1ments tell 1nto two parts. The f1rst 
part 1n an ordinary sampling bottle w1th a horizontal rotating motion. 
ThP 'states of m1xe~ness 1 were observed wttll tl1ree comi)Inations of 
materials, thesP were, sand - sand, sand - gypsum and sand - glass 
powder. ThP rPsults were obtdlned purely by observing the suriace 
of tl1e 1nass, dt1r1ng 'miXIng' or aftrr the maclline was stopped. 
This study was InltiaLprl w1th the 1ntent1on of establ1sh1ng a gpneral 
p1cturp of thP bPhaviOtlr and cllaracteristic of miXIng with materials 
of rlll ferPnt physical properties. 
The second part was to study the rad1al mot1on of particles 
10 • horizontAl rotating drum us1ng a photographic technique. The 
states of motion and parttcle packing ot moving bed were 1llustra~ed 
at d1f1erent speeds of rotation. Th1s study m1ght provide some In-
formation of mixing In the radial dirPction, whPre spgreRat1on ocrur 
and the t,est operating conditions 10 the horizontal rotating drum 
mixPr. 
ThPse preliminary experimE-nts resulted 111 the establishment 
of whPn 'miXIng' and 'sPgregation' occt1rred Ill tl1e miXIllg of powders 
Ill the horizontal rotating drum mixer and thus made It possible 
to devPlop the quant1tat1ve expPrlmental programme and tl1e theories 
described In latPr chapters. 
3. 2. Tl!E PJIEI"Hil NAHY EXI'J;RlMENT I ,- Ml XING IN A SAMPLl N(i BOT 'I' LE 
3. 2. 1. liXI't I!HJJ;NTAI" 
Each matenal w.1s carefully s1eved aucl the physical proper-
ttes werP determined, and shown In Sections }.3. and 5.2. 
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Thf' procedure of the expPrllneuts IS desc•r1hPd as t ollows :-
ThP bo~tlP was an ord111ary sampl1ng bottle of 6U!J ml. capac1ty. A 
standard m~thod of load1ng was employed to prevPnt s1dP elfects 
ar1sing from different mpthods of load1ng. The sampl1ng bottle 
0 
was held at 45 from the horizontal pos1t1on and one of the u•ate-
rial was loadPrl. ThP matPr1al usually formed an angle of 20-25° 
w1th thP ~all ol the bottle when thP bot~le was returned to horizon-
tal pos1 t1on. 1'he SPcond matenal was then charged on the top of the 
f1rqt. The f1nPr material was 11sually placed below the coarse one. 
The rnater1als were loaded into the bottle to 40~ of 1ts 
capdClty and the lnnary system was kept at the 50/50 volume rat1o. 
F1g. 3.1. The sampling bottle m1xer 
3. 2. 2. ~;xp~ HHIEN'l'AL Ht:SUJ/L'S 
For thP easy compariSOn of the observed results between the 
sand- sand and sand- gypsum comb1nat1ons at (lliferent s1ze rat1os, 
the results arP prPsented 1n a tabulated form 
S1ze Hat1o 
1 
(particle 
s1ze, 
pass1ng 
through 85 
and reta1n 
ed on 120 
Hesul ts 
Sand sand\ Gypsum - sand 
A un1form rn1xture was very A good rn1xture was obta1n 
eas1ly obtdined, evPn at ed, no particular se~rega 
very low speed of rotat1on. t1on was observed. lncrea 
Increased the spPPd of ro- s1ng the t1me of m1x1ng, 
tat1on decreased the t1me cause l1ttle cl•ange 1n th 
of m1x1ng, hut thP relat1o mixture. At h1gher speeds 
was not ar1 thmetlCal. Pro- of rotal1on (above 40rpru), 
B.S.S., 1. long1ng the t1me of m1x1ng the miXture rPached the 
-85/+120) rl1d not alter the results. state of equ1111Jr1um very 
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Results 
Size ltdtior------------------------------.r------------------------------1 
(cont.) 
1.27 
SlZP, 
-72/+H'j, 
-85/ + 120) 
1. 50 
size, 
-60/+72, 
-85/+1211) 
Sand - Sand Gypsum - Sand 
Various speeds of rotation quickly and no change was 
were also tested,and Slml- observed w1th prolong•d 
lar results were obtainPd, miXIng. 
At low speed of rotation ( 
7.2rpm), a band (axial se-
gregation) of large parti-
cles formed 1n th• middle 
At low speeds of rotation 
(7.2 to lbrpm), the miXIng 
progress was very slow, • 
after mixing for half an 
of thP bottle after a short hour, the un1forn11ty of 
time of miXIng. lni tlally the mixture was still very 
thiS band was qu1 te wide low, but no band was o bse1-
but gradually narrow1ng ved. At the higher speed 
down until an equilibrium of rotation of 35rpm, the 
w1rlth was established. r'nr- mixture became quite uni-
ther Increases 1n the m1X-•1 form at the 1n1 t1al stage. 
1ng time d1d not cha11ge Other speeds of rotation 
the width of the Land. SI- were tPsted, the behaviour 
milar results were obtain- of thP mixture was similar 
ed With Incredsing speeds to the lower speeds of ro-
of rotation up to 25rpm, tation. 
at speeds above 25rpm, It 
was found that no band was 
formed. 
A band was easily tormPd No band was formed at low 
at the low speeds of rota- speed of rotation althoug~: 
tion (10-25rpm), The speed rdrlial segregation existed, 
at winch the band dis- After mixing tor 4') minutes 
appeared was above 35rpm. 
The mixing t1me required 
the mixture became more 
uniform, but turthPr 1n-
to obtain a reasonable mix- creases In th• t1me of 
ture at this speed was a caused no change In the 
b1 t longer. A higher speed1 uniform! ty of the w1xture. 
above 55rpm1was required 
to obtain a good mixture. 
The uniformity of mixture 
seemed to have reacl1ed a 
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Jtesults 
Stze JtattJ----------------------------,----------------------------~ 
Sand - Sand Gypsum - Sand 
(cont.) 
l.HO 
-52/ +(10' 
-85/+120) 
2.35 
(particle 
SlLe, 
-)b/+52, 
-H5/+1211 
Prolonged m1x1ng d1d not steady state. At htgher 
change the mtxture obtatn- speeds of rotation, the rat< 
ed. of m1x1ng was much iaster, 
and the equtllbrtum state 
was qutckly reacl>ed. The 
other phenomena were the 
same •s at lower speed of 
rotatton. 
Stmtlar results were obser At low speed of rotatton 
ved as tn the case of the axtal segregatton (but not 
s1ze ratto 1.50. The Land wtth a cledrly deftned 
was fornu.'d qtnckly. lt na- band) was forr11ed 1n some 
rrowed ~1th 1ncreas1ng tlm€places. Th1s segregation 
of m1x1ng unt1l • f1xed appeared ma1nly as a gdthe-
••dht of band was reached. r1ng of the coaser part1cle 
By 1ncreas1ng the speed to (gypsum) covered the 11ner 
about 'Orpm, the band gr•- part1cles (s•nd). At h1gber 
dually diSappeared, and speeds of rotatton (above 
the mtxt>>re at•peared to be 36rpm), the mtxture 
more un1form. 
No m1x1ng effect was ob-
served at low speeds of 
appeared to be much un1form 
No consp1cuous band appear-
ed at var1ous speeds of ro-
tation, although ra<l1al se-
gregation st1ll apJ>eared. 
Obser~at1on of mtxtng pro-
cess was extremPly 1nter-
rotat1on, prolo11ged rntx1ng est1ng, after miXIng for 
caused a band to form. 12 nnnutes at 7.2rpm, the 
\Vtth a speed of l'rpm, the materials separ•ted tnto 
band appeared rap1dly. two complete parts, occu-
J<'nrther 1ncreases 111 speed py1ng one sule each end to 
to about 50 rpm, c<lused the end. l t was found that 
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ltesults 
S1ze ltat1o r------------------------------.----------------------------~ 
(cont.) 
).00 
(partide 
SIZe, 
-30/+36, 
-H5/+120) 
Sand - Sand Gypsum - Sand 
band to slowly d1sappear. wh1le a very few of gypsum 
Ser1ous radtal segregation particles were found 1n 
of both mater1als ex1sted. the sand reg1on none of 
A speed of 100rpm was re- sand part1cle could be 
qu1red to obta1n a good found 1n the gypsum re-
mlxturP. The m1xture d1d g1on. Th1s phenomena con-
not become more un1form t1nued to ex1st unt1l the 
wtth Increases 1n the m1x- speed of rot~t1on lDCrea-
lng t1me. sed to 24rpm. The comple• 
te~y separated reg1ons 
then became the normal 
band form (w1th large par-
tlcles 1n the m1ddle). 
\Vhpn the speed of rotat1on 
was tncreased above 45rpiu, 
the band gradually dls-
appeared but rad1al segre-
gat1on st1ll ex1sted. 
No m1x1ng effect was obser- At low speeds oi rotat1on, 
~able at low spePd of ro- the band formed qu1ckly 
tat1on. \Vl th a speed of after a very short t1me ot 
8rpm, a band soon appeared. m1x1ng. At a speed of 60 
lt separated the mater1als rpm, the mixture became a 
Into two complete parts 
which could not be broken 
down by prolonged mixing 
time. When the speed was 
Increased to ~5rpm, the 
band disappeared aft•r for 
2 minutes, after which 
time the mixture showed 
no Improvement. Uad1al se-
gregation still ex1sted. 
ltttle better, but the 
band still ex1sted. Th1s 
state was obser~ed at 
speeds up to the cn bud 
speed. 
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ltesults 
Si~e ltatio~----------------------------,-----------------------------_, 
(cont.) 
(part1cle 
s1ze, 
Sand - Sand 
At 75rpm, the uniformity 
of the mixture seemed to 
be better, but no impro-
vement was observable with 
lncredsed t1me of m1x1ng. 
uypsum - Sand 
The band formed at a speed It was found tl1at m1x1n~ 
of 16rpm. At this speed, could not l•e obta1ned even 
tl1e band appeared extremP- at lliRh speeds of r6tation. 
ly quickly. After mixing Axial segregation-a band 
for 30 seconds, the band appeared at low speeds of 
was clearly formed. When 
the speed was increased 
to 75rpm, the hand d1s-
rotat1on, and rad1al segre-
gation appeared at the l11gh 
speeds of rotation. At this 
-lH/+30, appeared, but it reappear- size ratio, a uniform rulx-
-85/+120) erl after a few minutes of ture could not be obtained. 
mixing. When the speed of 
rotat1on was Increased to 
130rpm, CPntri1ugal force 
predominated. Tl1e parti-
cles were distributed uni-
1 ormly throughout the bo-
ttle, but serious radial 
segregation exlsted,es-
pecuilly at the ends. At 
th1s s1ze rat1o, m1x1ng 1n 
the simple bottle w•s ex-
tremely difficult to 
obtain and only a v•ry lo• 
umformity of the mixture 
could be obtained. 
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Additional experimen4 ~ere made with a sand - glass po•der 
combindtion, The size ranges werP -120/+200 tor sand and -200/ for 
glass powder. It was found that no band appeared at any speed of 
rot•tion, though serious radial segregation occurred. ln particular 
the gl•ss powder formed layers. These layers could not be dispersed 
even at a fairly high speed of rotation, The shape of the glass 
powder was spherical, giving It a highly free flowing property. At 
a higher speed of rotation, the mixture seemed to be much uniform, 
eventhough, the materials were very hard to mix. 
3.2.3. CONCLuSIONS 
As already stated, the aim of these experiments was to 
obtain some qualitat1ve 1nformat1on concern1ng the behaviour ot the 
powder m1x1ng under various conditions. Of particular Interest were 
the size rat1os and density d1tference of the mater1als be1ng m1xed. 
These experiments can be sumrnan sed Into two parts ; the Importance 
of the mater1als being m1xed and tl1e m1x1ng process. As tar as the 
materials are concerned, 1f they have the same phys1cal propert1es, 
size and s1ze d1str1but1on, the exper1ments Ind1cated that they are 
easily m1xed and a un1form mixture could be rapidly obta1ned. When 
the materials are different 1n s1ze, and a mean s1ze ratio IS greater 
1.3, segregation 111 form of a axial band and radial core can easily 
exist 111 the m1xture. In1t1ally the band appeared qu1te w1de but 
gradually narrowed untll an equill br1 um Width was es tabl1 shed. ln 
general th1s phenomena could he plotted as 
f.----
F1g. }.2 
Eq u 1 11 bn urn 
Width 
Extreme d1lficulty 1s found 1n obtain1ng a good m1xture when the 
mean BILe ratio 1s O\er 3. A reasonably uniform mixture can not then be 
obtained In the simple bottle mixer. When the materials diifer 
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tn df'nstty alonr, good mtx1ng can be ohta1nPd when the s1ze ratio 1s 1. 
W!Jen tl1e components d1lfer 1n s1ze a11d dens1ty, both r•d1al and ax1al 
segregation can occur. ThP sattd and glass powder combination sl1o"Pd 
very Slmlldr results to those obta1ned w1th sand and gypsum cornb1ndt1on. 
In the miXIng process of pr1me Importance 1s tl1e rate at whtc}J 
a desired un1form1ty 1s reaclif'd. The speed of rotation of the mactnne 
Influences not only the t1me required for the mixing, but also aftects 
the f1nal un1form1ty of the m1xtu1e. At low speeds of rotation, the 
experiments lJJdtcated that low 11ntform1ty wtth sPriQus segregation can 
be ohta1ned when mixing w1th particles of dilferent Size, moreover 
even mtxtntr w1 th parttcl£> of sn.me st:t.P a longer tune of llllXIng wtll be 
required. ln general, a speed of under 20rpm IS unsuitable tor good 
miXIng. The spePd of rotation sl1ould therefore bP above 20rpm hut be-
low the critical speed for r•asonahle results to be obtained. 
Jbgher speeds of rotation giVe more mo>ement to the particles. 
As the partiCles ha>e more chance to change thPir reldtiVe positions 
and so distnbute more uniformly throughout thP whole particle a&sem-
ply, the posstbtlltiPS of sf'gregatton are reduced. 
Secondly, thesP experirne••ts Indicated tl•at there 1s a tendency 
for an equilibrium to be established after a certain t1me l1as Plapsed, 
regardless of the ease or difi1culty of thP miXIng. The UJ11form1ty 
becomes Independent of timP, In fact mixing beyond this limlt only 
ca1Jses sP~regat1on to herome serious agn1n. The ratp of m1X1ng m1gl1t 
be IndJrated generally by the following d1agram, 
-
T1me of m1x1ng 
Thirdly, the end wall effects the ax1al mixing. A sl1earing 
force IS creat~d by the fr1ct1on of the end wall and the rotated 
particles, and gives the part1clP a cowpared veloc1ty In the a~1al 
d1rect1on. 
Although the simple bottle IS not a pertact drum, tl1e most SI-
gnificant phenomena In the powder miXIng due to ct.anges Ill the phys1co.l 
properties of the materials a11d tl1e patterns of segregation - axial 
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In dens1 ty alonE', good miXJng can he ohta1nPd when tl1e stze rat1o ts 1. 
W!1en the components d1l fer 1n s1ze and dens1ty, both r • .uhal and ao\lal 
se:,!;re~at1on <..an occur. ThP sand and glass powder combination sho"'Pd 
vpry s1m1ldr results to thosP o!Jta1ned w1th sand and gypsum Lombllldtlon. 
ln the m1x1ng procPSS of pr1me Importance IS the rate at wh1ch 
a dPs1red un1form1ty IS redcl1ed. The speed of rotat1on of tl1e machine 
1nflupnces not only the t1me requ1red for the m1x1ng, but also aitects 
the final un1fornnty of the m1xture. At low speeds of rotat1on, the 
experiments lJlrlicated that low 11n1form1ty w1th sPrigus segregation can 
iJe ohta1ned when m1x1ng w1th particles of d1lferent s1ze, moxeover 
even m1x1ng w1th particle of same SI/.e a long;er t1me oi miXIng will be 
rpqu1red. ln RPDPral, a spPed oi under 20rpm IS unsuitable tor good 
mlxtng. ThP spe•rl of rotation should therefore be above 20rpm but be-
low the cr1t1cal speed for rPasonable results to be obtn1ned. 
Jltgller spePds of rotation glVP more mo~e1uet1t to the part1c1~s. 
As ti1P part1cles lta~e more chaJICe to change thPir rPldtive pos1t1ons 
and so d1str1hute more uniformly throughout th• wl1ole part1cle a&sem-
ply, the possihtlitiPS of segregation are reduced. 
HPcondly, these exper1mel1ts 1nd1cated tl1at there IS a tendency 
for an cqu1l1br1um to be established after a certa1n t1me has Pldpserl, 
r•g.udless of the ease or d1filculty of the m1X1ng. 1'he uuli'orunty 
becomes Independent of t1me, 1n fact IDIXIIlg beyond th1s l1m1t only 
cat1ses sP~re~at1on to become ser1ous aga1n. The ratP of m1x1ng m1gl1t 
be 1nrl1cated generally by the follow1ng d1agram, 
Thirdly, the end wall effects the ax1al rn1x1ng. A shearing 
force IS crPat~d by the fr1ct1on of thP end wall and the rotated 
partlclPs, and g1ves the part1cle a cowpared veloc1ty 1n tl1e ax1al 
direction. 
Although the simple bottle IS not a pPriact drum, the most Sl-
g:nlflcant phenomena 1n the powder miXIng duP to ct.ang;es Ill the physu .. dl 
propert1es ol the matPrlals and the patterns of segregation - ax1al 
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or rad1al may be demonstrated simply from these Simple tpsjs an 
extPnsiVP qtiatltitative stt1rly Into the Importance of material pro-
pertiPS of thP powdPr mixing was launched and the main aim ot these 
preliminary experiments ohtainrcl. 
3. 3. THE PERLIMINARY EXPERIMENT II - TilE STUDY OF RADIAL MO'I'l UN 
W PAliTICLES IN A IIOHIZONTAL ROTATlN(r PERSPEX !JitUM 
3.3.1. EXPERIMENTAL 
Gypsum and sand were used for this study, the phys1cal 
propPrti<'S are listed In Table}.1.(PVC granules, 0.125" diam. and 
u.125'' long were used for tak1ng the still photographs). 
The experimental apparatus used was a perspex drum ~1th 
5" outside diameter and 41-11 Inside diameter, 6~" In length, and 
directly driven by a variable speed electric motor as shown In 
Photo (3.1) 
1'ABLE 3 .1. 
PIIYSICAL PHOPEHTlES OF GYPSUM AND SAND 
Gypsum Sand (Moneys tone) 
isize (BSS) -8/+10 -18/+30 
~ens1ty (gm/ml) 2.14 2.585 
~pparent density 
!stationary (gm/ml) 1.27 1. 34 
shape granular granular 
angle of repose 28.5° 29.5° 
The motions of particles at various speed of rotation 
were recorded by a high speed Cine camara (32 fps), through the 
transparent end of the drum. Still photograph-s were also taken 
at fixed speeds of rotation with ~arious eXJ>osure times. 
RepresentatiVP pr1nts from the cine film obtainPd under d1tferent 
experimental conditions arP shown 1n Photos (3.2) to (3.5). 
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3.3.2. ANALY~IS OF 'l'IIE CINE FUM~ 
When the drum IS movin~ at a certain lngh speed, a kidney-
shaped nwv1ng mass 1s created 111 the drum. 'l'wo types oi mot1on 
were observed 1n the drum, these may Ue named 'cascade' and 'cataract' 
(61,68). At a relative low speed of rotation, the partiLles tru•el 
upVw-ards on circular arcs, concentric w1th the wall of the drum, 
until a point of Instabillty IS leached, after winch they roll tlown 
" surface winch IS Incllned at an angle to the horizontal, th1s type 
1!- .:..•• t-2-
of mot1on as shown 1n Photo (3.2.~ tile still photogr•pil IS sl•own In 
Photo (3.b). At a higher •peed of rotation, the part.1cle~ no longer 
roll down tile surface o± tl1P charged mass, tnstPad, .LL d certdlll 
po1nt they are proJected Into space, and fall essenti~lly as pro-
J ectlles. WhPn the particles meet the charged mass, they resume 
the upharrl path, this type of mot1on as shown In Photos(3.4,3.5), 
the still pbotograph IS shown In Photo (3.7). In any of those motions 
a l,ouudary such as ADC Ill l'hoto t3.6) or Photo (3.7), c.tn easlly be 
seen, tins l1ne separa tE>s the r hargt>d mass 1 n two states of mut1 on, 
1.e. upward movemPJit and downward movement. 
In general, the motion& oi particles In a rotdting drum can 
be c]assiiiPrl Into three tllstinct regions, upward movement (region I), 
(Jownward moveJn~Jlt (region Jl) dJl(i tl1e bonn<lary {r~g1on 111), this IS 
shetchPd 1n F•g.(3.4). 
Oyama (61) has sa1rl the boundary can he 
descr1hPrl by a logarithmic-spiral curve, 
the genPral equation ca11 he represpnted 
as 
f -hk~ = ae (3.1) 
where f 1s thE> dt'1taure from thP ftxed 
po1nt to tl1e part1cle,ol. IS angular 
displacement trom the horizontal 
direction, and a, b, k are constants 
Along t\11 s boundary 1 sketched 
ab rebion 111, tltere IS the minimum 
veloLity Mrddlent, due to the par-
ticles chaug1ng tl1e1r direction of 
motion, t.herel'ore sliedring takes 
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PHCYl'O 3 . 1 • EXPERIMmTAL APPARATUS 
PHOTO 3 . 2 . THE MOTION OF PARTICL:ES IN THE 
RCYrATING- DRU1J AT 20rpm 
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PH<Yl'O 3. 3. THE MOTION OF PARTICLES IN THE 
ROTATING DRUM AT 50rpm 
PHOTO 3. 4 . THE MOTION OF PARTICLES IN THE 
ROTATING DRUM AT 60rpm 
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PHOTO 3. 5. THE MCYl'ION OF PARTICLES Il'i THE 
ROTATING DRUM AT 80 rpm 
Ff£0'1'0 3. 6. THE MOTION OF PAID'ICLES IN THE ROTATING 
DRUM AT 20 rpm ( STILL PHOTOGRAPH) 
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PHOTO 3. 7 . THE MOTION OF PARTICLES IN THE ROTATING 
DRUM AT 60rpm (STILL PHOTOGRAPH) 
PHOTO 3.8 . THE MOTION OF PARTICLES IN THE ROTATING 
DRUM AT 20rpm (STILL PHOTOGRAPH 1/10 SEC . EXPOSURE TIME) 
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place betwepn particles. ln the centre of tl1e mdss, as H In ~hoto 
(3.b) or Photo (3.7), at this fixed point, tl1e particles are sta-
tionary (or at best move only slightly). 
A better description of tl1e motion, however, would be par-
ticulate, contrasting with the bulk behaviour of matPrial In region 
I. On reaching the bottom of the slope, the particles form a loose 
packing, winch IS carried unchanged to the top of the slope. There 
the pad.Ing dilates before breahing up and Individual particle be-
p;In to fall. ln forunng the loose packing, IndiVIdual particles may 
take up d1fferent radial pos1t1ons ou each travese, and so g1ve the 
rap1d rad1al nllXlng wh1ch ltas been noted 111 these m1xers. The sta-
bility of the loose p.lcking could he seen from Individual part,I~le 
velocitiPS, The angular velocity of particles at different rddial 
positlons at a given ro:tat1onal speed of the drum 1s shown 1n ~'1g. 
(3.5A). All curves show a tendency for the angular veloc1ty of 
particles reach a maxunum at 0. 7H The results wt>re taken along 
the rad1us 1n the centre of the powder mass. 
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D1stance irom the centre of the drum 
Flg.3.5A Had1al Angular veloc1ty d1str1but1on 
of gypsum particles 
The l1near veloc1ty of the part1cles, howPver, lS constant 
at radial d1st•nce from the outside to 0. 7ll even at the lngt.est 
angular veloc1ty. Tins 1s shown 1n Flg.(3.5B). 1'1ns phenomena 
could only occur 1f the packing IS stable. The extrapolat1on of 
line BC 1n Fig.(3.5B) to v = 0, g1ves the pos1t1on ol the particles 
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Jh.,tan<'P from the centrf' of thf" drum 
l''tg.}.5B Hafltal linear \Ploc1 ty distribution 
of Gypsum pc.trttrles 
which change their rl1rect1on of mot1on. 
The traJectory region (region Il) of thP particle& rar1 
be obsPrved from tloe photographs. ln tl11s re~Ion, particles ••11 
have less frec>dom to excl.ange their axldl position as the dppt,h 
Increrlses. The region l1as been studiPd by Kaye ancl Sparro~, Cal1r1 
Pt dl, and was thought to constitute suri.H'P dtftu&IVP m1x1ng~ 
3. '3.3. COt\CLUSION A\1> PISC\JSSJtlN 
The hounciary SPparatitlg tl1e n1ass of particlP& 1nto t~o 
states of rnotton can be obsPrved clearly anrt v11ght l>e cle&crJlJcd 
hy a lcJg-s~1ral curve. It the local veloctty of particles can 
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be obtiuned th<> highest po1nt of thP path at each layer could be 
computed lrom Eq.(3.17). ThP r<>pid radial moilon ru«y be further 
demon~trat<>d In Photo (3.8), "Inch was tahen at !!Orpm with t/10 
second of exposure t1me. 
It has been notJc<>d th.;L the velocity of Indi•Idual par-
ticles near the wall IS JnwrlPr than the actu•l speed ol rotation 
of the drum. This 1s Cdu•ed by the m•tert•l slippiJJg. A loose 
Jlarkin~ 1s formPd at h1~h angtll.tr rotdtions ~l11lst at low VPlo-
cittes tl1e packing may hP rPlat1vely tight. Prom the loose p•ck1ng, 
the Interchange of particles can Pasily occur, on the other h.;nd, 
whPre t!1e packing IS t1ght mixing 1s lPss proLable. Th119 one would 
expect a highPr ratP of mixing at h1gh part1rle velocity In r<>giOJJ 
11. 
By cons1denng th1s two-d11uens1onal (plane) and one-com-
ponent system, a new C'CJHcPpt of the optimum spPerl of rot.ttJon and 
fullnes:;, of charge tor the drum mixPr may bt> obtained. 
'l'hP opil11mm speed ot rotatton 1s the speed at wh1rh rPsul-
tant 1\)rcPs aLtin~ on a pdrticle on traJectory path arP at a mun-
mum. The parildPs could vpry gently tall do~>n the charged mass 1n 
a 'p .. J.rtitilly flu1rl1sed ~tatP' with a maximum tiJIIe !or thP part1rles 
travel from the top to tl1e bottom of the 1ncli11ed surlace. A partl-
rlP ('ould then reLeoiVf'- a max1mmn chancP oi d1splarernent 1n the 
axial dtrecttorl.SIDrP 1t wotll(l reCPIVe an tncrPase 1n the proba-
hlllty of coll1s1ons w1th oti1Pr part1clPs a11d thP ax1al rate of 
mJXIItg would lJe IIIcreased. 
~1 hP regions could he mpasured from the photographs. The 
proportion of region l to reg1ot1 11 IS a lunctJOil of speed of ro-
trttion. Stnce region I Is a for1n ot staiJle parhiJJg, tt1e axial In-
terchange of particles IS most nnl1kely to he takill!( place so the 
mtxtng must take place ma1nly 111 rP~Ion 11. 
By observ1ng th<> motion at !!Orpm (Photo }.l>), It can be 
seen that thp ctepth of rPg1on ll JS only 2-3 part1clP diaJ<~etPrs 
tl11ck •nd thP part1rle are not proJected, hut •re simply rolling 
dvY.n thP trH .. ltnerl suriaLP. Under these conditions 1t rnt~;ht be 
expPcted that 1t "ould he d1f1Icult to change the aXIal pos1tlon 
of the part1rlPs. 
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At 8Urpm (Photo 3.5), the proport1ou of 1 anu 11 1s dlmost 
equal, however the par1cle~ are mainly tinder centr11ugdl motlOII, and 
the t1me dur1ng which tl1e part1cles are follow1ng traJectory will 
be too sl1ort to give a maximum probability of changing positions, 
so the ax1al mixing rate would be low. 
The opttmum speed of rotatton must tlteretore he obtained 
between these two speeds - about 50rpm say. If a method could be dpve-
loped which measures the actual velou ty ot the traJectory, then 
tl•e resul taut forces of a particle m1ght be compute<! and a quanti-
tative piLture for different cond1t1ons be obta1ned, from wh1ch 
a opt1mum value could be selected, 
Sett1ng &aide the question of econ01n>cs, the ophmum 1 ullness 
of chdrge w1ll depend upon the states of motion, Tl11s can ~e ex-
plained by d1scuss1ng llow reg1ons for these different charges.-
A 
B 
c 
F1g. 3.8 
When the matendl 1s loaded more tl.an half full as sketLhed 
1n F1g.(3.8A), the tr.t,leLtory path 1s short and the proport1ou of 
reg1on I to reg1on 11 1s large, theretore, part1cles spend the maJority 
of the m1x1ng 10 the stable packu•g and have l1m1 ted ax1<1l d1s-
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placemeJJts. In this case the mixing eificienry IS unlihely to be 
a maximum. 
ln the second case (Pig.}.HU), the material IS loaded much 
less than half full. Whilst the proportion of region I to region ll 
IS now redsonable, the distance down which the particles roll IS 
clearly not a maximum. 
This Will occur In thP third case (Fig.}.HC) where the charge 
IS such that the traJectory path IS equal to the diameter of the 
drum. Th1s occurs when the load1ng 1s such that the expauded mass 
of the parttclPs occupies half the drum, particles then have more 
cl1ance to displace their axial position. 
Prom these considerations, 1t Is clear that to obtain the 
fastest mixing rate, both the speed ot rotation and the lullness 
of cha1ge must be selected to give the longest time for a particle 
to travel down tlte slope w1th1n the m1xer. Th1s prediction seems 
reasonable when compared w1th the experimental results obtained 
by previous In'•~t•gators (18) (57)(90). 
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4 .1. l'il'HOIJl'C1'lON 
There are many possible approaches to tl1e Inv~stigat•on of 
the theory of powder mtxing. It seems reasonable to suppose that 
In the mixing of parttculate matter the first step must be the con-
stderdtton of the parttcle properties. The mtxtng maLh1ne ts needed 
to perform the mtxing hut 1t 1s the behaviour of the particles with-
In the machine whtch can or cannot lead a good mixing. If tl11s was 
understood, a suitable machtne could be dest~ned wtthout much 
dtfftculty. 
However, stnce there are too many ktnds ot part1culate 
materials to be tnvPstigated Indi~tdually, one must simplify the 
problem by clas&tfytng the powders. A logical diVISion ts tnto two 
n1a1n groups, the ftrst IS concerned with free flo~Ing powders and 
the second w1th 11on-free flowing powders (12), s1nce then 1n each 
gro11p a different mechanism to ca11se mixing IS required. In the 
present thi'SIS, the obJect of the tnvestigatlon has been restricted 
the co••stderation of free flowing powders. 
1rhe mechanlSID of IDlXlng: process for tree flOWIUg powders 
car1 be descrtbed by the exchange of IndiVIdual particles wttbtn the 
whole mixture. Yor 1nstance, one wants to mix 100 black partitles 
with 100 white particles, as sketched In l'II\.(4.1) 
••• 0 oo 
es •owo 
• • 0 0 0 ~--_J------~~--_J 
Fig.4.1. 
Suppose one ptcks a parttcle from H and replacPs 1t wtth a 
parttcle from W, and the procesh ts repeated unttl It IS possible to 
p1ch a particle from either s1de vnth the Sdtue C'hance of p1ck1ng a 
black or white particle, then this IS when tlte mixing process IS 
complete. The problem IS reduced to one of a s1mple probalnltty. 
When 50 black particles have been exchanged wtth 50 whtte particles, 
the cha11te of f1nd1ng a black particle 1n any pos1t1on 1s equal to 
that ot ptcking a whtte particle. 
rrhl~ 18 thP approach ot the present lllVeS"tlf!atJon. 1.'he 
applicaLton of prohubtl1ty theory to particle mo~ewent In the mtxtng 
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svstPm w1th part1cular refPrence to the behav1our of treP tlow1ng 
pow41ers 1n a horizontal rotat1n~ drum m1xer Wl th a cons tautly 
applied mechantcal force, w1thout wh1ch appl1cat1on oi Pnergy 
no powder m1x1ng could occur. 
4. 2. THE 'J'HEOH.Y 
Since th~ part1cles w1th a free flowing powder are muv1ng 
Individually 1n the horizontal rotating drum m1xer (referring to 
Cltapter 3.1.). The mixing process can be descr1bed by a stochast1c 
movement. 1Iowe\ Pr 's tochast1c 'analogy' has mainly been concernPd 
w1th mi<'roscopic (biological) system, or a system wh1Cl1 does not 
suffer 1nstabll1ty over changes of the para'''eters (1.e. birth-death, 
wa1t1ng t1me, Lelepho11e call, etc.). The powder m1x1ng system deals 
w1th f1n1te s1zed part1cles 1n a dynamiC Situation, lt 1s therefore 
a further study ot the appl1cat1on of the stochast1c process to tlte 
part1culate m1x1ng system and one must cons1der the part1culate 
behav1our 1nvolved. To do th1s two postulatPs must be proposPd 
wh1ch ••ll take 1nto account the f1n1te valuPs of part1cle s1ze and 
momentum. 
Postulate 1 
All partJc]es of the same size and shape have the saJ.1e 
probab1hty ot occupying each nn1t volume With1n the m1xture (25). 
(This postulate covers tl1e packing of the particles). 
Postulate 2 
All parLlcles ot the same mass have the same probab1l1ty 
of undergoing unit movement aftPr collision w1th other I,articles 
(I.e. a constant mechan1sed iorce 1s appll~d). (Tins postulate 1s 
conLerned the momontum of the particles). 
In general, the m1x1ng of tree flowing powders can be 
d1v1ded 1nto three d1st1nct classes. 
(1) ThP material obeys both postulates. Th1s can only occur 
when the process 1s m1x1ng phys1cally 1dent1cal particles, d1ffer1ng 
only by colour. (An example of th1s IS the mtx1ng of masterbatch 
coloured granulPs 1nlo the ful~ hatch). 
(2) 1'hP mater1als wh1ch obey the f1rst postulate and not the 
sPcond, e.f(. the particles have the same stze but d1lfer Ill dens1ty. 
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{3) The materials wh1ch do not sat1sfy e1ther postulute, e.g. 
whpre both a s1ze difference and a dens1ty rl1fference 
occurs .. 
These tl•ree classes w1ll be d1scussed separatedly 1n the 
following: 
(1) M1x1ng of components w1th physically 1dent1cal part1cles. 
'A random1sed m1xture IS a mixture 1n wh1ch the prouab1l1ty 
of f1nd1ng a part1cle of one component at any pos1t1on w1th1n the 
m1xture IS a constant wh1ch equals to the proport1on of that com-
ponent 1n the whole system'(84). It IS clear therefore that only 
the present class can fulf1ll thiS requ1rement. 
Cons1der 1n1t1ally the m1x1ng of two tree flow1ng powders 
1n a hor1zontal rotat1ng drum m1xer, at a ronstant speed of revolu-
tion. As the m1xer rotates, a part1cle w1ll suffer a displacement 
AS winch IS some tunct1on of A X, AY, and llZ 1n a small 1nterval oi 
t1me llt. Many workers have shown that m1x1ng 1n the rarl1al d1rect1on 
1s very fast when compared to the slow dr1ft of the part1cles along 
t••e ax1s. Thus 1t IS the ax1al mot1on of part1cles wh1ch controls 
the overall rate of m1x1ng. 'l'hus 1 t can be assumed that the rad1al 
m1x1ng IS 1nf1n1tely fast and attention need only be pa1d to the 
ax1al movement. The problem IS resolved therefore to the one dimen-
SIOnal case 1n wh1ch the displacement AS = AX. 
S1nre the mater1als under present cons1derat1on sat1sfy each 
of the postulates, each part1cle 1n the system w1ll have an 
equal probab1l1ty of undergo1ng a displacement. The mot1on of a 
s1ngle particle can thus be considered as a series oi equal length 
be 1n a 
_1_ 
2 
steps 1n e1ther d1rect1on along the ax1s. Each step w1ll 
pos1t1ve or negative d1rectlon w1th equal prouab1llty of 
After N such steps the particle will be at any of the pos1t1on w1th1n 
-N, -N+l, -N+2, ....... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ........ N-2, N-1, N 
The probkb1l1ty of part1cle arr1ved at the pos1t1on m alter 
N d1splaceillents IS P(m, N). It IS clear that P(m, N) w1ll be equal 
N [ ~N•loo) -feN•) ] to {1/2) = {PI {q) ,s1nCP p = q = 1/2 t1mes the number 
of d1st1nct sequences of steps wh1ch would lead to the pos1t1on m 
after N steps. In general, thPre w1ll be {N + m)/2 steps 1n the 
pos1t1ve d1rect1on and {N - m}/2 steps 1n the negat1ve d1rect1on. 
So that the total number of such d1st1nct sequences w1ll be 
The probdb1l1ty of arr1v1ng at pos1t1on m after N steps 1s thus 
N ~ 1 N 
P(m, N) = [ 1 J [1 J (2) 2(N + m) ~ 2(N - m) ~ (4.1) 
n' 
In terms of the b1nom1al coefi1c1ents Cr s, so Equat1on 4.1 
can be rewr1tten as the form of Hernoull1an tr1al, 
P(m, N) = (4.1') 
In other words, the probab1l1ty d1str1but1on 1s Bernoull1an. 
If N 1s large, St1rhng's formula (29) can be used 
n ~ = (2 TT )1/2 nn+1/2exp(-n) (4.2) 
and 1 ln(n) - 1 (4.2') ln n ~ = (n + 2) n + 2 ln (2TT) 
1 .!(N - m) Let N'! = 2(N + m) and N" I = . 2 
Therefore Eq.(4.1) becomes, 
P(m, N) = N (-1-)N 
I 2 
(4.3) 
N' ! N11 
Take logar1thm both s1des of Eq.(4.3),then 
ln P(m,N) ~ ln N 1 ~ + N ln 2 - ln I<' ~ - ln N" ~ 
1 +~ln(2TT) 1 
= (N + 2)ln N - N + N ln 2 
1 1 
-
(N + 2) ln N' + N' -2ln(2TT) 
(N" 1 - ~ ln(:! TT) 
-
+ 2) ln N" + N" 
1 1 1 
= (N + 2) ln N - N - 2 ln(2 TT) + N ln 2 
1 1) (N;m) 
1 1 
- 2(N + m + ln +zN+zm 
_ ( N+~+1) ln (N~m ) 1 N 1 + - 2 m 2 
1 
= (N + -2) ln N- (N+m+1) ln! m) 2 2\ 1+r:i 
N-m+1) N m) 1 
-( 2 ln2(1-N - 2 ln(2rr) - N ln 2. 
Take ln (1 
~2 
m m3 !!.'.) + N = m 1:. N + + 
for lar~e N, 
So that, 
ln (1 .±. ~) = 
Y5 
m 
+ -
- N 
2 
m 
ln P(m, N) 1 = {N + 2) ln 
.!(N + m + 2 
1 ln{2 TT) N- 2 - N ln 2 
2 
l)(ln N - ln 2 + m _m_) 
N 2N2 
1 
- 2tN - m + 1)(ln N - ln 2 ' 2 2 - m/N - m /2N ) 
1 ) 1 N - 2ln(2 TT -2(N+m+1) ln N 2 
2 - .!(N+m+1)~ + .!(N+m+1)--m __ _ 
2 N 2 2N2 
1 
= Nln N + 2 ln 
1 
+ 2(N+m+l)ln 
1 1 1 I 
- 2(N-m+1) ln N + 2(N-m+1) ln 2 + 2{N-m+1) (rojN) 
1 2 2 
+ 2(N-m+l)(m /2N ) 
1 1 2 ~ ln P(m, N) m m = 2 ln N- 2 ln{~TT) + ln ~ - 2N + 2N2 
2 1/2 2 (1 - ~) or P(m, N) t ) exp{- m NTT 2N 
S1nce 1 N "> /' 1 , so 1 - N ~ 1 , then, 
~ 1/2 2 
P(m, N) = { N TT ) exp{-m /2N) (4.4) 
Now, s1nce N 1s very l.trge, 1t 1s convenient to Introduce the net 
displacewent x Instead of m from the starting position as the variable, 
x = ml) 
Where 61s the length of 
P(x/0 , N) 
Let, N = nt and 
each step. Thus Eq.{4.4) becomes, 
2 1j2 2 2 
= ( N TT ) exp{ -x /2N 0 ) 
D ~no 2 
t 4. 5) 
{4.6) 
(4.7) 
Wh~re n IS the number of displacement per unit t1me, t IS 
tl1e time which Will be taken at each Interval and D Is a certain 
phys1cal quar.tlty. 1'hen Eq.(4.6) becomes, 
2 P(x, t) =(1/.J 4TTDt ) exp{-x /4Dt) ( Ul) 
The equation hds heen obtained hy consHlering the dis-
placement of a single particle. It represents the probability of 
find1ng the particles at a positlon x utter time t. Clearly If a 
large number ot p•rticles are cons1dered the probabil1ty function 
will represent the proportion of one species throughout the volume 
and to understdnd the d1spers1on of part1cles throughouL the m1xer 
volume, one n1ust now consider how th1s luJtctJon var1es w1th t1me. 
Suppose that dur1ng an 1nterval ol t1m~ "- t "Inch 1s 
long enough for a partule to produce a large 
ments but st1ll short enough for the net mean 
numuer of dlsplace-
-2 
square 1nc.rement ~ x 
1n x to be small, under those cons1derat1ons the probab1ll ty that 
a part1cle undergoing of a net displacement Ax 1n the t11ne ~t 1s 
g1ven by Eq.(4.8), hence, 
1 
Q( t:.x, t:.t) = -;:=== 
'\}4TTDI::.t 
exp(- (4.\l) 
Th1s iunct1on 1s Independent of the start1ng postt1on of 
the part1cles. The der1vat1on oi the probab1l1ty dist1Ibut1on oi 
l'(x, t +.<!>t) at (t,+ At) from the d1stnbutlon P(x, t) at the ear-
lier t1me t, from Eq.(4.\l), the probab1l1ty rl1otr1but1on ot 
P(~, t +At) could be expressed by a 1ntegral equat1on (5)(26)(45), 
thus, ... 
P(x, t + !::.t) = l:(x -t:.x, t) Q(t:.x, t:.t) rl\ t:.x) (4.10) 
S1nce EX? 1s assumed to be small enough, the expaJ1SlOll oi 
each s1de ol the equat1on can be taken under the 1ntegral s1gn by 
Taylor' s theorem 
i~\x -t:.x, tj Q(t:.x, l::.t) d( t:.x) 
_.,.. foo 1 - 2 [ 
= exp(- 4~~t) P(x 
.... ~4TTDI::.t 
- f::.X, 
.. 
1 J t:.x 2 [ o P 
= -;::===- exp(- 4DI::.t) P(x, t) + (-!::."'{)ox ~ 4 TT Dt:.t -<P 
1 2 a 2 P 1 3 a 3P ] < 
"27!(-t:.x) 2 + 3'(-t:.x) --3 + .• d t:.x) 0 X • 0 X 
= 
1 J00[exp(-~ 4 TT Dl::.t 
... 
+(~) 2 
-2 t:.x 
4DI::.t) 
2 
-2 t:.x 
P(x,t) - exp(- 4Dt:.t). 
oP 
x.~ 
+ •••• J d( 1::. x) 
Aceord1ngly, 
= 
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-;::::==!=- { ~ 4 TT DAt ~I1TTDAt 
P(x, 
+ (DAt).,J 4 TT DAt 
t) + D d 2p ....::-.;,.2 At 
'Ox 
P(x, t +At) P(x, t) + 'Z> p At + 
"'i 
1 (At)3 o 3P 
+3: C>t' + 
= P(x, t) + ~ ~ At 
Corub1ne Eq.(4.11) and Eq.(4.12), y>eld 
P(x, t) + ~~ .At+ R'((.At) 2 ) = P(x, t) +V -=0:....2....!P2:.... .At+ R([AtJ 2 ; 
'"' C>x 
(4.13) 
2 ' 2 Where the functions R((.At] ) and H ((AtJ ) are funct1ons of t to 
power h1gher than 2, so that 1n the hm1t where At .... 0 , equut1on 
(4.13) becomes 
i)p 
~t J) (4.14) 
Thts equat1on can be used to descr1be the process of m1x1ng 
w1th components of phys1cally tdenttcal matertals. 
(2) The m1x1ng wtth components of the same stze lmt dlifer 
1n denstty. 
In thts cl•ss, the ruater1als obey the ftrst postt1l .. te but 
no the 'e~ond. As the particles undergo dtsplacements the probaln-
ltty w1ll not be symmetr1cal 1,e. p anrl q are no 
lt 1s therefore necessary to modtfy Eq.l4.1) for 
hence 
P(m, N) = N : 
Thts equatton can be rewrttten 1n form 
• longer equ•l to i• 
th1s requ1remeut, 
P(m, N) 
9!l 
N 
= G ~(N+m) 
~(N+m) ~(N-m) (p) (q) (4.1)') 
clearly the present probl~m has a po1sson 
Suppose 1 p = 2 and 1 ~m q=2+--2-- (4.16) 
Where p and q are the probalnl1tles of a particle moves forward 
and backward d1rect1on, ~ 1s a certa1n phys1cal parameter. 
Rewr1tten ~q.(4.15), becomes, 
P(m, N) 
1 ~m 2(N+m) 1 
-) (- + 2 2 
1 ~m 2(N-m) 
2) 
Let ' 1 N = 2( N + m) and 
(4.17) 
" N 
Thus ~q.(4.17) becomes, 
N 
P(m, N) = --.--~ ..-
N ! N 
(4.1!l) 
Th1s equat1on can be s1mpl1f1ed w1th us1ng of St1rl1ng's 
formula , and s1m1lar to Eq.(4.3) 
S1nce 
or 
Let, 
N >>1 
1 1 I I 
ln P(m, N) = (N + 2) ln N - N + 2 ln (2rr) - N ln N 
then 
I 1 11 If 11 1 
+ N - 2ln(2n) - N ln N + N - 2ln(2n) 
1 ) ( 1 ~ m I ( ) ( 1 ~ m) + 2(N+m ln 2 - 2J + 2 N-m ln 2 + 2 
1 
= - -In N 2 
+ 
1 1 - ~1, thus N 
ln 2 - m
2 1 
2N( 1 - N) 
1 ln P(m, N) =- 2 ln 
2 
N - ~ ln 2 TT + ln 2 - ~N 2~mN + 2N 
2 ~ 2 ~m N 
+ 2N 
P(m, N) =~ rr2 N [ (m -~mN)
2] 
exp - 2N (4.19) 
x = I) m , N = n t and 1 2 D = 2 nl) as before, 
so ~q.(4.19) becom~s, 
' 
P(x,t)= 1 
..J 4rrDt exp[- (x 
- ~nxt) 2 ] 
4Dt (4.20) 
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FurthPr lPt ~n x = ~ so that, 
P(x, t) 1 exp[- (x-~t)
2 ] 
= 
.J 4 TT Dt 4Dt 
(4.21) 
A dtfferpnttal equatton can be dertved by a stmtlar con-
stdt>ratton as before anrl the probabtltty of any dtsplacement Ax 
at t1me ~t wtll be gtven by 
1 [ (t.x - nllt)
2
] Q( • •t) - ~ - ('·.22) ..,x, .., = exp - 4Dt.t " ~4 TT Dt.t 
Hence analop.ous to Eqs.(4.10), (4.11), (4.12), the probabtltty 
rltstrtbutton of P(x, t +At) 1s, 
8 0' 
so that 
P(x, t +l:.t) = i~Ptx -t.x, t) Q(t.x,t.t) d(t.x) (4.23) 
= P (X, t) - p () p At + D 
'()x 
(4.24) 
.tit + R([At) 2 ) 
Pass1ng to the l1m1 t At -o , therefore the solution ts 
o btatnf'd as:-
oP 
"()t 
(4.25) 
Eq.(4.25) may be used to descr1be the m1x1ng process when 
components conta1ns the same s1ze but d1ffer 1n dens1ty. 
(3) The m1x1ng w1th components of d1ffer 1n stze dUd dens1ty. 
In th1s class, the mater1als do not obey both postulates, 
thus tt seems unreasonable and d1ff1cult for one to make two mod1-
f1cat1onsat the same t1me. As 1t tnvolves not only the change of 
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mOiileUtum but ctlso the pdl tll.le pctckJng problem. One may delllOUSLrate 
th1s sltlintton 1n tl1e f<,llowtilg Pxample :-
In FlK.(4.2), thPre ar~ 10 part1cles all d1iferent 1n 
SIZP on a onP-rlimensional pldne. 
F1g. 4.2. 
Each pdrt1cle occuplPS 1ts own pro.)Prted un1t area wlnch are 
all d1llerent. On• part1cle p1cked from the system can not be re-
j>laced by any other part1cle w1thout changlnK the or1g1nal lorm. 
As the w1x1ng problem 1s a dynamic situation, when all thPse parti-
cles u11dcrgo displacPtllents, 1t 1s clear that tl1ey can not move ran-
domly. Thus the stochust1c analogy can not be applied to the system. 
If all part1rles •re arranged as shown 1n Flg.(4.3), 
al thou~h thPy are not equal sized but the parti< .. les may ch.tuf..!:e th<>lr 
pos1t1ons witllOllt CrlUSing any chan~e to tl1P system. In ti11S condition, 
the part1cles 1n the miXlBp; system could freely undergo d1~placements, 
thus the miXlflg process may be decr1l)ed by a 'pseudo-stochd~LIC 1 (con-
1<11 
dltional) piOCf'SS. Thts (lass \\Ill Ue con~ttlered furtlier dftei the 
experimental res11ltq dre obtained, thrn a dPftnttive coiJCl11SlOil 
may hP drawn. 
1,_ 3. CONCLI'Sl ON Al\ll lllSCl'SS l ON 
The mixing of free flowing powdprs may hP dPscnhed by 
Eq.(4.14) and Eq.(4.25) dependent od the nature of the material 
properties. 
Eq.('t.lll) has the same form of l,1ch's second la'\\1 of dtfius1on 
and dpwnnstrate8 the validity of the earlier conclusions. lt further 
rlPmonstr.ttes the proposal by Lacey that the obtaining of tins type 
ot pquat1on doPs not 11ecPssary mPan tt1at the process ts dtffuston 
(4q). The value of obtaining the pquatlon In tins rigorous way IS 
1 " 
seen Ill the Introduction of the parameter D = 2 nl)~. 1'hiS pdrdmeter 
must depend tl•eretorP on both matPrial and mixer properties. As 
this pquation has he•n developed troru Bernoullidn distribution, It 
can only be appliPd to a homogPneous system a11d only such a system 
can achieve a stdte of randomtsat1ono Provided that both hdSlC 
postulates dre satiSfiPd an PqUdtion of the typP Eq.(4.14J (I.e. 
Similar to Fick's equation) will bo obtained regardless of the type 
of mtxirJg equtpment 11serl. 
Eq.(4.25) has a torru similar to an equation which Muller 
an(i llumpf proposed, namely the holmologov second rquat1on. Th1s 
equation was claimed to represent genera-lly the powder miXIng 
process. l<'rom the present derivation of this equation, 1 t shows 
tl1at tl1e equdtion may bp suitable to d•scrihP the miXIng oi compo-
nPnts "Inch dllier Ill density but have the same SIZe and so the 
equation IS not completrly general. lnitially, this equation has 
shown a frature of the PoiSson distribution. So the probablli t,y 
distribUtion will hP asymmetric. Thus tins mixing systrru can not 
aclt1eve a state of random1satiOD and segregation w1ll occur. 11 
the density difference IS very samll, so that thP symmpt,rical 
d!'placPmPnt of particles may not be affectPd, as ~- 0, then 
p:;; q ami p-o. In this circumstance, Eq.('•.25) becomes Eq.(4.14) 
and the m1 x1ng process ,uay ach1eve a state of randomisation. 
For mixing with components which differ ID s1ze and dens1ty, 
all particles undPrgo displaccrupnts according thrir surroundings, 
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therefore the rnovemPnt of particles 1s not stocllast1c {random). 
Unlike systems of gases and liquids In whicit tlte volume oi the 
pdrticles 1s often IgnorPd, 111 a part1culate solid system the 
actual volume oi eaclt particle pldys an Important part In the 
whole process. 
It could be concluded from the abovp study that the fully 
randomised mixture could only be obtained by mixing p~ysirally 
lllenttcal coruponPnts, whenpver tl1e compor1ents d1ffer 1n s1ze or 
density some Inhomogeneity Will occur., 'l'he causes of the 111-
homogerleity, or segregation, are different when m1x1ng two com-
ponents differing only In density and when mixing components of 
different size. In former case segregation 1s mainly Cdused by 
the momentum d1fferencp {or by grav1tat1ondl force), once segre-
gation IS established It bpcomes stable and the application of 
lurtltrr Pnergy will not change thp pattPrn obtained . SPgre~ation 
IS cattsed In the latter case by the rearrangPment o! particles. 
This Involves both titP rltange of thp occupiPd volume by Indi-
VI<ltlal particles and by tl1e tl1ar1gp of moniPrltum. These cllartges 
would probably contume nntll all sinnlar particles arP togPtitet 
then thP system Will become stable. llowrver dny external force may 
a11ect the stab1l1ty and the pattern of seg:regat1on mcty chaJ1:4e. 
This was also note by Brown (11). 
This tlteoretical analysis IS now tested experimentally 
In the following cltapter. 
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5. 1 • INTJlUDI,GTI ON 
The experimental work w•s desi~ned as a systematic Inves-
tigation of four series of material combinations. These are :- (a) 
thP same size distrliJUtlon and same density, (b) same density, 
diffPrent SIZe distribution, (c) same size distribution different 
dens1ty (In th1s sPries the effect of particlP shape was also Inves-
tigated) and (d) different SIZe distribution and density, The experi-
mental programme was envisaged as having three main obJects. 
The first object was to test the theory developed In Chapter 
4 with the actual mixing system, 
The second obJect of thp exper1ments was to study the 
miXIng and segregation with components of different physical pro-
pPrtiPS and attempt thP prediCtion of the final state of the 
mixture. 
The final obJect of thP experimentation was concerned with 
the operdting conditions and geometric dimensions of the mixers. 
It was Impossible to plan a comprehensive experimental 
programme for all existing mixing problems WIthin the present 
pPriod of InvPstigation. HowPver, It Is hoped tl1at the results 
presented provide a broad pict11re and suff1CIPnt evidence on which 
gf'neral theories oi mixing and segregation may be based. 
For easy read•ng oi the experimental results, all d1agrams 
Will appear with the text and the representative numcr1cal data 
w1ll be tabulated 1n the Appendix I. 
5.2. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUE 
5. 2 .1. MATEHIALS AND METHOD 0~' PREPARATION 
The matPrials used 1n the experlmf'nts should be representa-
tive of the genpral physiPal behaviour of granular solids. There-
fore, sand (Photo 5.1A) (Moneystone AI, supplied by B.l.S.) w1th 
differPnt s1ze ranges were use(i for most of the exp~r1mei1ts, aJld 
gypsum (Photo 5.18) (from B.G.L.), glass beads (Photo 5.1C) (from 
E.G.C.) and zicron sand (Photo 5.1D) (from Podmore & Son Ltd.) were 
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also used to form a b1nary ffilXlng system w1th differences 1n den-
sity, shape and size comb1nat1ons. The ma1n physical prop•rt1es and 
SIZP rangps of tl1ose materials are listed 1n Tdble 5.1. 
TAilLE 5 .1. PHYSICAL PHOI'EitT ILS m' MATEHlALS 
Materials Sand Z1cron Glass 
PhysiCal Parameters S-1 S-2 Gypsum Z-1 l Z-2 beads 
Type Moneys tone Gommer- Industrial Commer-
c1al 
-36/+52/-52/+60 
c1al 
S1ze (H.S.S.) -36/+52 -52/+60 
-36/+52 -36/+52 
Dens1ty (gm/ml.) 2.5H 2.14 Z..66 2.HY 
Shape Granular Granular Granular Sphro1d 
The stzP distribution curves bet~Pen a l1m1ted s1eve range are shown 
separately In Flg.(5.1) to Fig.(5.3). The size range wpre sPlected 
so that thp particles werP Pas1ly VISible under a magnifying glass 
dlld could bp separated with m1n1ature SlPVes. The pnrt1cle size 
was also selected so tl1at a reasonable number of particles were 
obtainPd In a small sample. 
Sand was coloured w1th a dyp to prov1de particles differing 
only by colour. The dyeing procPss presented no spec1al problem. 
Sand was SIPVed to I';IVe the reqn1red cut In part1cle SIZe. Jlalf of 
the quantity produced was washed and dyed With a black household dye, 
'Dynol' by trade name. The dye was dissolved Ill boiling w•ter, thP 
matenal was slowly added Into thp dye solution and stirred fre-
quently for 15 minutes. It was then placed 1n a laboratory oven to 
bp driPrl and Sieved aga1n bpfore use. The dyed material was always 
used as one of tl1e componpnts whPnevPr a b1nary miXIng system was 
stud1ed. 
5.2.2. DESCRIP1'ION OF MIXING APPARA1'US 
5.2.2.1. MIXERS 
The mixers werP of the horizontal rotating drum type, con-
Sisting of four dilferent geofuetric dimensions. ThP bodiPS of tl1e 
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mixer were constructed of perspPx cylinder or sheet With ti&P remo-
vable lids. The dimensions are given IS Table 5.2., and the outline 
TAHI E 5. 2. DI\IENSIONS O}' MIXEHS 
Type L/d Length L Diameter d Capacity 
(cm) (cm) (litres) 
M-1 2 29.5 14.5 4.7 
M-2 1 15 14.5 2.8 
tl-3 3 1!4. 5 14.5 7.5 
M-4 1 18.2 18.2 4.b 
drawing IS given In Fig.(5.4). Photo (5.2) shows the vanous sized 
mixers and Photo (5.3) shows that the mtxer while Ill used. 
For thorough sampling across the mixing hPd, one of the 
end walls of thP mixer contained 9 samplang holes sealed with leak 
proof rubber plugPs. The gPneral arrangpment of those sampling hole 
IS shown In Fig.(5.4). 
5,2.2.2. DHIVING APPAH.A1US 
The driving apparatus consists of a variable Width ball mill 
rollers and an electric motor. The speed of the electric motor Is 
controlled by a coupled reducing gear box of Synchromic single phase 
type motor (1/3 Hp) (supplied by Allspeed Ltd.) which allows a de-
Sired speed to be set accurately over a range fro••• 30 to 280 rpm. 
Photo (5.4) shows the complete arrangement of the apparatus. 
5. 2. J. GENERAL METHOD OF LOADING m' THE MATERIALS 
The mixer was i1rst placed on a spec1al mixer holder, a 
spectal semi-Circluar plate was placed at the m1d<lle ol tl1e m1xer. 
Uater1als wPre loaded 1nto both compartments sep•rately and leveled. 
The thin plate was tl1en removPd slowly without disturbing the mate-
rial. The ltd of tl1e mixer was closed. The material arrangement Is 
shown In Photo (5.5). The mixers were always filled to 40% of the 
total volume. 
5.2.4. THE SAMPLERS AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 
Modified thief sampl•rs were used which consist of an 1nner 
rod of brass rod (DS 249 rod) and the outer sleeve of Alrecs tele-
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scopiC brass tuhinR {supplied by HZT Metals). The rod IS drilled to 
giVP samphnR holPS at 7/H" IntPrvnls. The slPevp has a sharp point 
at one end, holes at 7/8" intervals corresponding to the holes In 
the rod. 
Different sized samplers were used {Photo 5.6) for various 
sized mixers. The outline drawing of the sampler and the prinCiple 
dimensions are RIVen In Pig.(5.5). Sampler No.1 was used for taking 
small samples {for particle counts). 1'he samphng hole contains 
approximately 200 sand parhclPs (sand S-1). No.2 samplers wPre 
used for large samplPs, the hole containing approximately 1.0g of 
sand. 
Sampling positions were selected In such a way that they were 
given systematic sampling throughout the mixturP. ln Reneral the sam-
pler was Inserted at two horizontal le~els marked A & ll on Pig.(5.4) 
and also alternatively at the levels marked C & D. 
f'or the m1x1ng of same SI zed components, particles counts 
of each components were made on each spot sample with a lllunnnated 
magnifier. The particlP fraction of dyed and not dyed sand (or other 
components) was computed for each sample and the result noted. 
For the mixing of diffprent sized components, a miniature 
sieve (3" rliamf'tPr) was used to separate the components. Ic~ach com-
ponent was weighed on a Oerters-0-Mahcs balance which could l\eigh 
to O.U001g. The weight fraction of each component was calculatPd and 
the corresponding position of the sample noted. 
5. 2. 5. ANALYSIS OF TilE EXPEHUU:t:TAL ltESULTS 
5.2.5.1. 1'HE SELECTION 0}' A lltlill.I';E OF MIXING 
Herdan (39) stated that "There Is no such thing as a com-
plete mixture In the sense that all the samples taken from tiiP mix-
ture, no matter how small, w1ll be exactly al1ke. S1nce thPre Will 
be random f luctuahons 1n the sample quail ty pven 1n the most homo-
geneous m1xture~ Prom this statement, It IS cl•ar that the samples 
taken from the m1xtt1re 1mpl1Pd a dev1atiOil from tl1P true mean. Tltere-
fore the uniformity of thP mixture w1ll proportional to this deviation. 
Thus a dPgree of mixing can bP proposed which lS based 011 th>s dev1-
at1on1 the standard dev1at1on. Wlien the m1x1ng 1s 'complete', the 
standard deviation becomes a minimum. If the mixing process could be 
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dPscr1bPd by a Bernoullldn distribution, rlearly, tl1e m1n1mum 
standard dev1at1on IS the random st•ndard dev1at1on. 
Most proposals for a def1n1t1on of the degree of mixing In-
clude tl1e standard deviation of a random binary mixture. The random 
stan1fard deviation or Its square, thP variance, for m1xt11re distin-
guished only by colour 1s given by 
~ 
0:= R 
p(1 - p) 
n (5.1) 
where p Is the particle fraction of one of the components a11d n Is 
the total number of particles per sample. 
For mixture of componPnts of different s1ze distribution 
v/ = ( =Q) [ P ~ ( 1 + ci) + Q ~i' ( 1 + c;)] (5.2) 
(for nomencleture se• p.17) 
llowevpr, from the last Chapter, 1t Is understood that the mixture 
could reach a state of randomisdLion when components distinguished 
only by colour. 1'herefore Eq.(5.2) may not valid In the actual mixing 
system. The selection of a degree of mi~Ing for·all •cases, there1ore 
the between sample variance would be most adequate, I.e. 
or 
,_ ~(p-p)2 
0"- N-1 
2 
..,.>_ !"(p- a) 
V - N 
(5.3) 
(5.3') 
where p IS the measured fraction, and p the mean traction of N 
samples, a IS thP true fraction of the component In the whole mixture. 
This degree of mixing has the VIrtue of Slmt•licity, but 
the disadvantage that there IS no conven1e1lt 1ndex on a scale between 
0 and 1 (such as obtained In the equation proposed by Lacey). 
1 
The between sample variance er was based on the particle 
fract1on (for same Sized components) and weight frart1on (tor di-
fferent s1zed components).The r•lationship between these two values 
of variance may be obtained (83) 
Let a set of samples A In which tl1e particle fraction 1s p 
and the weight fraction 1s w 
p - w = r 
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Taking tl1e mean value of p and w so, 
(p,- i>) = <•,- w) + <S,- £ ) 
2 2 - - 2 (p-j)) =(w-w) +2(w-w)(~,-b)+(S,-S) 1 1 - 1 
!" (pc j))2 L: <•c if)2 't (we w)( ~.- S) r:<~> l )2 
= +2 +----
or 
Let, 
Where 
Let 
Then 
N 
o-l= p 
w 
1 
gA 
gB 
PA 
lS 
lS 
lS 
Pe 1s 
N 
2:[ (w,- w)( 8,-0) 
N 
g.of A-component 1n a sample 
g. of ll-component in a sample 
part1cles of A-component per 
part1cles of U-component per 
~= 1<. ~8 
N 
g, 
g. 
= K gA /(K gA.+ gB ) - gA./(gA + gB ) 
and 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Thus S would depend on the value of fract1on and K, 1t could be 
determ1nated for var1ous comb1nat1ons of these two parameters. 
1) }'or components of same dens 1 ty 
as K = 1 ' s~ = 0 
' 
so' 
l (7 c p 
2 
er,_, for all cases 
11) For components of d1fferent dens1ty 
as K I 1 
0, 6 = 0 
so a;/= vi:/ 
b) gA/(gA + gB) = 1 d = 0' r:-2. rr;} so vp = v~v 
N 
thus 
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c) g,/(gA + p;H) = k, then gA = kgB + kgA 
or gA = kgu/(1 - k) 
KgA /(KgA + gH) = K(1 : k)/(K(1 : k)gll + glll 
1 I iJ 
= Kk/(Kk - k + 1) 
so that f = Kk/(Kk - k + 1) - k = Kk(l - k) + k(k 
Kk - k + 1 
Hence 
5.2.5.2.STATISTICAL TESTS 
1 ) 
Statistical tpsts were oiten made. The Studpnt t test was used 
for testing a set of samples withdrawn at a pnrticul•r miXIng time 
to t•st the chfference betweeh the measured mean and the ture mean. 
ThP F test was used for tPsting the duplicntPd runs. These tests are 
rerommPnded by Am. I. Chem. Eng. sohd mixing equipmemt tPst (2). 
5. 2. 6. EXPERH!El\'1'AL PHOCEI>Uilli 
The mixer was placed on a specially made holder and mate-
rials werP loaded as described. The m1xer was then replaced on the 
roller ntacl11ne. ThP Plectr1c motor was set a f1xed speerl ot rotation. 
The time was recorded by a stop wdtch. At each 1nt•rval of miXIng the 
maclnne was stoproed and mixer turned by hand to th• position required 
for convenient sampl1ng. It was then replaced 011 tl1e holder and 
samples taken. The 1nterval of each tnlxing t1111P wa• varied from 
30 seconds to t•o hours. Generally dur1ng the ,.~Ial stage,very short 
Intervals ~ere taken. ThP IntPrvals wPre InCrPased as miXIng tended 
to near the equ1l1brium state. 
S1nce only few points coul<l be taken and analysed each day. 
Each run of experiment extended ovpr many days. The mixture was left 
undi sturhed betwepn samphng. 
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5. 3. SOL UT I ON OF TilE m:VELOPE!J MlXING E(liJATION 
The mecl•an1sms of m1x1ng w1th physlcdlly 1dent1cal compo-
nents and thp components d1ffer 1n dens1ty only, thPy may be des-
cribed by the Pquat1ons 
()p 
lJ o
2P ( 4 .14) ()t 
ox
2 
and 2 op ll~ - ~..£E._ (4.25) (;lt = 
ox
2 ?>x 
The solut1ons of these equations can be used to deternnne thP rate 
of m1x1ng and the d1strlbUt1on profiles. 
Eq.(4.14) has shown a character1st1c of a Hernoull1an dis-
tribution, the end po1nt of the m1xture 1n such system may be assumed 
to be that of the random1sed m1xture. Thus the solut1on can be eas1ly 
obtained. IIowevcr Eq.(4.25) reprPsents a Po1sson rlistr1but1on and 
1t would be unreasonable to assume an end po1nt of the mixture ID 
such systPm. 
section, and 
'rhPrefore, 
'Mt 
It w1ll,be 
Eq.(4.25) w1ll not be solved 1n tl1e present 
considered until thP expPrlmental results 
have been obta1ned 1n the lat•r sect1on. 
Solut1on of equat1on (4.14) 
When t1me of miXIng IS approaching to 1nf1nity, the con-
centration (probab1l1ty) d1str1but1on 1s expected to be normal, but 
for the mathf'mat1cal reason, th1s may be assumed that the end point 
of the mixturf' pqual to a un1que constant, 1.e. thf' proportion of 
overall components. The equat1on can be solved for the 1n1 tl.tl con-
ditions described 1n Sect1on 5.1. 
For the sake of slmpliclty, let a new probability function 
G be defined such th.tt 1t v.trles trom an 1n1t1al valuf' P0 to a final 
1 
value 2P
0 
where P0 IS the proport1on of one component at time 
t = o. 
Hence 
p 1 
G = 2(Po - 2) 
Rewritten Eq.(4.14), becomPs 
ClG 
"llt 
= 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
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Let G = yz 
where y IS function of x only, and z IS function of t only, dS 
y = f(x) 
llence Eq.(5.5) becomes, 
o (yz) 
at 
Differentiating, 
1 
D z 
= 
and 
1 
= 
y 
z = f(t) 
-"'2 0 y 
(5.6) 
When x varies, left handside of the equation remains constant, as 
z Is function of t only, similarly, when t varies, right handside 
2 
of the equat1on remains constant. Let -a be the common constaiit, 
and the equation can be solved In two parts. Hence 
()2 2 r. (5.7) Ox 2 
= -a Y 
and 1 Oz 2 (5.!l) --,.--- = -a D z ot 
The general solutions of Eq.(5.7) and Eq.(5.!l) are 
Thus, (5.11) 
As the materials were loadPd end to end as sketched In 
Fig.(5.6), the boundary conditions can be fixed. 
A 8 
- 1>-al:([) 
-
Fig.(5.6) 
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The boundary condltions arp;-
( 1) t = 0 G 
- 1, p = Po 
(2) t G = 0, p 1 = CX) = 2 Po 
(3) X = 0, G = 0 
(4) 'iH = 
Ox 
o, X = fl 
The particular solut1on wlll be,obta1ned as follows, 
,, UsIng boundary conditlon (2) for Eq. ( 5 .11) , so that 
th1s also satlSfles (3), and the general solution becomes 
2 G = K4 exp(-a Dt)sln ax (5.12) 
Where K4 = K2K3 • 
Dlfferentiation of Eq.(5.12) w1th us1ng boundary condition (4) 
_Q£_] = 0 = K4 exp (-a2Dt) cos a£ (5.13) Ox x =£ 
llut 2 f o, K4 exp(-a Dt) so 
cos a/ = o, 
thus 
(2n - 1) TT a = 2T 
where n IS any posltive IntPgral numbPr (1, 2, 3, •.•... ) 
Put Eq.(5.14) 1nto Eq.(5.12), then becomes, 
1 ) 2 TT
2
Dt J 
-- sin 
4[2 
( ' ) TTX 2n- 1 2J 
For n number of results, Eq.(4.15) should be repressed as, 
An exp[-(2n - 2 TT
2
Dt J ) TT X G = 1) --2 sin(2n - 1 2£ 41 
Using boundary cond1tion (1) for equat1on(5.16), so, 
1 TTX 3rrx A · 5TTx = A1 Slll 2z +A2 sin ~ + 3s1n 2J + .... 
(5.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Eq.(5.17) compared with 
4 ( TTX 1 3rrx 1 5rrx ) 1 =TT Sin 2t + J Sin 2t + 5 Sin 2 £ + ••••• (5.18) 
so that, 4 
An = rr(2n - 1) n = 1,2,3, ..... 
"" 4 { [ 2n-1 2 2 .1 2n-1 ( G = L..,rr( 2n _ 1 ) exp -(-q-) TT DJ sw(2J)nxf 
4 { [ (TT 
2
Dt)a TTX 1 r ( rr2Dt )J 3rrx G = n exp- ii.£ 2 Jsin 2£ + 3 exp[9 4 £2 Sin 2i 
Thus 
or 
(5.191 + ...... } 
Using the relation of Eq.(5.4), therefore the particular solution 
for the mixing system IS obtained, as 
p 
P = ~ (G + 1) or for P 0 = 1 then 
P =! + ~ { exp[-(~) 2;i]Sln ;; +% exp[-9(~) 2;~}lll ~fx + ... } (5.20) 
Now let F be the fraction of the particles of one component remain-
Ing In the same half of the mixer after mixing time t, 
F = ~ + 2 J L+: dx 
F z ~ + ~2 { exp[-(~) 2;~} ~ exp[-9(~) 2;~} .... ·} (5.21) 
and F' be the fraction of those particles which have moved to the 
other side aiter the same time. 
r-£ 
F'= ~ + 2£ Jo G dx 
F' = ~ - ·:2 { exp[-(~) 2)~} ~ exp[-9(~) 2~~}· .• ·} (5.22) 
The difference between the fractions IS the rate of particle move-
ment from one side to the other. Thus, 
R( t) = F - ~" 
( 8 { [ (" 
2nt] 1 [ TT 2nt] t R t) = rr2 exp - 2) }, 2 + 9 exp -9(-2) j} + ••• .. , (5.23) 
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ThP var1ancp of the probab1l1ty rl>str>but>on w1ll be 
2[ 2 21 2 2 TT 2 exp(- Ti Dt/2 £ ) + 3 exp( -911" Dt/2 £ ) 
+ •• ••• ] (5.24) 
Both Eq.(5.23) and Eq.(5.24) conta1n the parameter D and so can be 
used to rleterm1ne 1ts magn1tude, and the rate oi m1x1ng may be 
obtalnPd. 
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5.4. BXP.lHIMENTAL Ht~UI.TS, DISCUSSIONS AN!l CONCI.I'SIONS 
5,1<.1. COMPONENTS Wl'l'li1'IIIi SAML Sl~E AND IJ.lNSI'fY DJSTINGUlSHiiD 
ONLY BY COLOUlt 
Series of experiments were carried out to test the theory 
of mixing using dyed and not dyed Moneystone sand (S-1) In three 
differently dimensioned mixers. 
5.4 .1.1. COMPAlUSON m· l>lFFER~.NTLY DIMENSIONED MIXER AT THE 
SAME SPEED OF HOTATlON 
Concentration distributions obtained at representative Inter-
vals of mixing time are plotted In Fig,(5.7) to F'Ig.(5.9) for mixers 
M-1, M-2 and M-4 at 52% of the corresponding critical speed of 
• rotation. ln general, the shape oi those curves are similar, apart 
from the Initial period, the profiles of the concentration distribu-
tion showed a linear progression, Fig.(5.10) shows the variation 
of concentration with tl1e fixed positions. From the concentration 
distribution curves the rate of particle movement lt(t) and the 
2 variance~ (t) can be calculated and are plotted as function of 
mixing time In Fig.(5.11) and Fig.(5.12). Both ol these sets oi 
curves l1ave a Slmllar shape and Indicate tl1ree diStinct rPglOllS. 
An Initial drop In thP main function which may hP thougl1t of as a 
transient stage occunng before the regime, discussed earlier, IS 
established, A strdight line showing that the derived theory for 
such system IS applicable and thP third region represents an equi-
librium value In each function. These regions have also been dis-
cussed previously by Yano et al (93). It IS also noted that mixer 
M-4, the large m1xer with length equal to diamet•r gives the faster 
IDlXlDg; • 
• The critical speed of rotation IS a speed of rotation at 
which, according to the laws of centrifugal force, particles on 
the outer circle do n.ot leave the wall of the drum, that IS the 
centrifuge (35). It also can be computed by the force balance, by 
equahng the i orce of j!;ravi ty-tend1ng,o-cau-.,..-thep-arti ci..-s-to•-------1 
fall to the centrifugal force tend1ng to carry the particles 
around 
where d IS the diameter of the nrum 
2 g = 980 cm/sec 
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5.4.1.2. RATE OF MIXING AS A .FUNCTION OF SPEED OF HO'l'A1'10N 
Since a powder IS a particulate system, the packing and 
the porosity of the mixing bPd can alfect the rate of mixing. 
The variation of the porosity of sand as a function of mixer speed 
of rotation IS shown In Fig.(5,13). The results were obtained from 
two different diam•ter mixers, showed as only a function of the 
proportion of critiral speed of rotation and IS Independent to the 
mixPr diameter when tlte loading IS maintained constant, The porosity 
was that obtained when thP mtxer IS stopped after rotating for 5 
minutes and Is not the porosity obta1ned wh•n the mixer IS rotating, 
A maximum porosity Is obtainPd at 33% of the critical speed,·Tbe 
concentration distribution for mixer M-2 at this spe•d IS plotted 
In Fig.(5.14), from these curves the rate oi particle movement H(t) 
2 
and the variance v (t) can be obtained and are plotted ~n Fig.(5.11) 
and F1g.(5.12). Thus the rate of m1X1ng can be compared. 
5.4 .1. 3. DETEH.MlNA'i'ION 0~' '!'liE HA'I'E IJE'fl>;lt\f!NlNG PAIWIE'f~"H D AND 
CONCLUhlON 
By cons1denng only the first term of Eq.(5.23) and Eq.(5.24), 
8 2 R(t) = 
"2 
exp(- 11 Dt ) (5.23') 
4 J. 2 
2(t) 2 exp(- rr
2llt ) (5.24') 
"2 2 .i 2 
Graphs of ln R( t) vs. time t and ln 0'2 ( t) vs. time t should 
y1eld atraight lines. From the slope of each 1t 1s possible to 
determ1ne thP values of the rleterm1n1ng parampter ]) hereafter 
called the m1gratiOII coefficient. If the length of m1xer 1s mea-
sured In cent1meters and thP m1x1ng t1me 1n seconds, the d1mens1on 
D can be expressed as cm2 /sec. The values of ]) obtained tro1.t the 
exper1mental runs are presented 1n Table 5.3. 
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TABLE 5. 3. V AWES OF mGH.ATION COEn'lClEN'l' D 
2 
% of cr1t1cal D (cm/sec ) Hun Allxer 
speed of rotdtlon from H(t) from u 2 (t) 
R-Sl-11 M-1 52 0.0261 0.0257 
l!.-Sl-12 M-1 52 0.0264 0,0260 
R-SI-13 M-1 52 0,0259 0.0257 
l!.-blli-2 M-2 52 0.0256 0.0254 
R-SV-1 M-4 52 0,0268 o.o2-i2 
It-ASI-1 Al-2 33 0.0291 0.0295 
lt can be seen from the results 1n th1s table, the migra-
tion coeff•••ent D 1s Independent of s1ze of the m1xer provided 
the speed of rotation IS ma1nta1ned dt a constant fraction of the 
cr1t1cal speed. Th1s f1nd1ng 1s s1m1lar to that obtained by MUller 
1n h1s lDVPsttgatlon 111to drtim illixers. 
From the results presented 1n th1s section, the equat1on 
(Eq.4.14) can be confidently appl1ed to the miXIng of free flow1ng 
part1cles of the same s1ze and the same dens1ty where the particles 
have an equal probab1l1ty of undergoing d1splacements. Rate of 
m1x1ng 1s found to depend on a m1grat1on coefilClent wh1ch 1s a 
funct1on of the speed of rotatton, and partl<le characteristics 
but which lS Independent of m1~er d1mPns1ons. 
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5.4.2. COMPONCNTS WI1'11 DIWEHENT SIZE DIS'l'HIB\TTliJN !JUT SAME 
DENSITY 
Th1s sertPS of experiments was carr1ed out to 1nvPst1gate 
the rn1x1ng and segregat1on nechan1sm w1th components of d1fferently 
s1zed Moneystone sands - S-1 and S-2 1n four d1fferently d•menstoned 
mixers. 
5. 4. 2.1. COMPAHISON Of' 1'1IE STATES Of' MIXEDNESS IN FOUR MlXEHS 
AT 1'1IE SAME SPEED OF JW1'A1'ION 
The concentrat1on d1str1bution curves of the larger part1cles 
(S-1) are plotted 1n F1g.(5.16) to Flg.(5.19) for m1xers M-1, hl-2, 
M-3 and M-4 at 20% of the correspond1ng cr1t1cal speed o1 rotat1on. 
The gPneral shape of those curves are s 1mllar. After a very short 
1n1t1al per1od, the prof1les of the d1str1bution curves show a se-
paration of large and small particles and 1ndicate segregation oi 
large part1cles 1n the mtddle of the mixers. Fig.(5.20) shows the 
vartation of concentration w1th time of large part1cl•s at i1xed 
positlons. These curvPs lndicate the separatton of large and small 
part1rles at the spec1f1ed location 111 terms of t1me. The sample 
vanance cr
2(t) IS plotted as a function of m1x1ng t1me for all 
mtxers 1n Pig.(5.21). The shape of those curves are generally slmilar 
an Initial transient period, a very short m1x1ng stage dnd a re~1011 
1n •hich separation of large and small particles occurs. After tl11s 
stage, an equtlibrium state IS established. 
5.4.2.2. '£HE STATES OF MIXEHNES~ AS A FUNCTION OF i:>Pr;EU Uf' 
lWTA1'ION 
The speed of rotat1on of mixer can affpct the state oi mlx-
edness. Further expPrlments were performed Into differei•tly dimen-
Sione<l mixPrs at 35% and 52% of the corresponding cr1t1cal speed of 
rotation. The concentrat1on distribution curves for these cond1t1ons 
are plottpd 1n Ftg.(5.22) to Fig.(5.25) and F1g.(5.26) to F•g.(5.2ti). 
ThP shape of these sets of curves are distinctively different. For 
the case of a 35% of the corresponding cr1t1cal speed of rotation, 
apart from the 1n1t1al per1od the profiles of the concentration 
<IIstribution showed a linear progress1on. But 1n the case of 52~ 
of the corresponding cr1t1cal speed of rotation, tl1e prol>les show 
the· appParance of small pdrt1cles 1n the m1ddle of thP m1xer. The 
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2 sampl~ varianc~ r:7 (t) can be calculated for both sets of curves 
and plott~d as function of miXIng time In Pig.(5.29) and Yig.(5.30) 
for all mix~rs. From tho•e sets of curves, the curves In Yig.(5.29) 
showed the three-stage mixing process, as described 1n the last 
section. rfhe Increase lll cr2 (t) after the ffillllmum shows when segre-
gatiOn occurred. Th• concentration with time profiles for both cases 
are 1llustrat•d In Fig.(5.31) and F1g.(5.32) for m1xer M-2. 
5. 4. 2. 3. DISCUSS I ON OF 1'Ht; J(t;SULTS, FIJH'l'IIER EXPt.HlMEN'l'S ON A 
SINGLE WIDER SIZE DlSTIU!lU1'ION MATERIAL IW'I'ATING iN 
1'Jft; MIXER, AND CONCLWolON 
lt IS found from the experimental results that the sepdra-
tion of large and small particles IS a tendency wh1ch was controlled 
by the speed of rotation, For a g1ven speed of rotation, the patterns 
of the f1nal mi~ture (equilibrium) seem to be definite and Indepen-
dent of the s1ze of mixer. The experimental results ean be summarised 
and presented 1n Table 5.4, 
Type 
of 
M1xer 
M-1 
kl-2 
M-3 
hl-4 
Av~. 
TABLE 5.4. 
EQUILIHIUUM CONCENTltA'I'lON OF LAHGE PAit'l'lCLES 
AT THE CENTRE OF MIXEU WITH SPEED OF RO'l'A'l'ION 
Equilibrium concentrat1on of 
large particles at the cpntre 
of the m1xer with fraction of 
critical speed of rotation SIZe 
L/d ratio 
0.20 0.35 0,52 
2 0,70 0,51 0.32 1.27 
1 0.72 0.49 0.32 1.27 
3 0.68 0,50 --- 1 • 27 
1 0.73 0.51 0.36 1. 2'1 
--
(). 71 0.50 0.33 --
density 
rat1o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-
The diiterent concentration distribution profiles olotained 
at thr•e different sp~ed of rotation may he explained as follows, 
At the lower speeds of rotat1on, rons1der thP momentum 
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transfer on a coll1s1on between a large part1cle and a small part1-
cle, The small part1cle w1ll tend to obta1n a greater veloc1ty 
than the large particle. Thus the central reg1on of the mixer w1ll 
be character1sed by a def1c1ency 10 small part1cles, or an 1ncredse 
1n the concentration of large particles. The concentration d1str1-
but1on Will be a result of the dynamic equilibrium, IndiVIdual par-
ticles w1ll be mov1ng continually but the net concentration prof1le 
w1ll rema1n sens1bly constant. As the speed of rotat1on 1s Increased, 
the momentum of the part1cles 1s also Increased and a pseudo homogen-
eity 1s formed because all the particles are chang1ng the1r ax1al 
pos1t1on rap1dly. At even h1gher rotat1onal speeds, the large parti-
cles rece1ve more energy than the samll part1cles at the end walls 
of the m1xer. 1'h1s 1s transferred to the small particles by momentum 
exchange and the small part1cles m1grate to the centre ol the m1xer, 
So t!.at now the centre 1s d1f1c1ent 1n large part1cles, 
The stab1l1ty of pack1ng as has been sl1own to occur ~hen 
part1cles have the max1mum number of contact po1nts (22). Th1s wlll 
occur when particles of the same SlZe congregate together. Thus the 
segrrgat1ng tendenc1es descr1hed above as a result of momentum trans-
fer are enhanced by the stab1l1s1ng of the part1culate system 
when particles of tl1e same s1~e are to~ether. 
The se~regat1on of part1cles 1nto sepdrate bands appears thus 
to be an 1ntr1ns1c property of a b1morlal d1str1but1on w1th a s1ze 
rat1o between the means of each part greater than 1.27. Us1ng drums 
~1th a large length to d1ameter ratlo Roseman (6'1) was ahle to 
obta1n many banrls.(See Table 5.5) 
Two further po1nts are of 1nterest. Table 5.4. 1nd1cates that 
the concentrat1on of large to small particles depends solely on the 
speed of rotation of the m1xer and IS Independent of m1xer s1ze 1f 
the speed of m1xer 1s presented as a proportion of the cr1t1cal speed. 
In anotl1er experiment all the material 10 the segregated bands was 
removed by a suct1on dev1ce after m1x1ng had proceeded 1or 6HO nnnutes. 
Each band was then s1ze analysed. The results are presented 1n 
F1g.(5,33). It 1s seen that tl1e s1ze d1strlhUt1ons of the ldrge par-
tJcles; as analysed on a n11croscope, are d1st1nct!y d1fferent 1n 
each reg1on. 
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TABLb 5. 5. HE~IJJ.TS OHTAll\EIJ BY lWSE!IAN 
Mixer lPngth large small No.of large No. of small 
uwhes particles particles particle band particle band 
2 
-
4 glass beads glass heads 2 1 
5 " " " " 3 2 
7 " " " " 3 2 
10 
" " " " 4 
' 14 
" " " " 5 4 
1 
" " 172 " " 6 5 
2 
" " salt 2 1 
4 
" " " 3 2 
8 
" " " 4 3 
14 
" " " 6 5 
1 
" " 172 " 7 6 
8 
" " sand 4 3 
3 sand 
" 3 2 
8 
" " 4 3 
More results have aho been obtained with bimodal distribu-
tions a further experiment with a wide size distribution was ~mixed! 
The band covered thp range -30/+60 and Individual sieve cuts were 
dyed red, black and natural. After mixIng for 180 mumtes, 5 b,mds 
were observed. Each band was size analysed and the results shown 1n 
Yig.(5.34). Th1s adds to the conclusions above that both the uynamic 
(momentum exchange) and the static (packing) of the particles lead 
to segregation - Independently of the SI?.e distribution of the 
powder. 
The Importance of particle packing 1n the mixing of free 
flowing powders can be further seen from the results obtained at 
35~ ot the corresponding critical speed of rotation. At this speed, 
both components have a maximum poros1ty as sho•n In Fig.(5.13). 
Since each mixture has a loosest form of particle pack1ng. The 
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form 1s unstdhle anti any external force wlll disturb the ;ystem 
and segrPgat1on 1s less l1hely to occur. 
1'he stab1l1 ty of a Dlixture may he explained by a thPrmodyna-
IDlC aspect. A stable system 1n which the entropy IS a max1muru. Par-
ticle movement 1n the rotating drum mixer might be considered as a 
Single mot1on, the rupchan1cal drive IS prov1d1ng rotational aud 
such a process might be considered as a natural process 1n the ther-
modynamics. The powner m1x1ng system deals ~•th f1n1te Sl7ed parti-
cles 1n a dynamic situation, Such system could be considered as a 
thermodynamically un3table s1nce the entropy of system IS always 
1ncreas11.ng. 
The equat1on of pr1nc1ple of 1ncreas1ng entropy could be 
expressed as 
f(dS);? 0 
The fact that entropy tending to a maximum IS a trend to-
wards thP Pquil1br1um of a natural process can be seen from the ••ech-
anical analogy 1n ~'Ig.(5.35) 
s 
Stable 
s 
X 
/d/Q//11 
Neutral 
X 
Unstable 
s 
X 
Fig.(5.35) Stability of Equ1hhnum 
An equilibrium state of a system could be characterised as 
Stable equlhhr1um d 2S 4 0 s 8
max 
Neutral equ1ll br1um d 2S = 0 
Unstable equilibrium d 2S :> 0 s = s 
m1n 
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1'o extend the analogy the relationships ol the thermodynamic 
parameters of the particulate miXIng system might be considered as 
f(ds) - g(dU) - h(dV) 7 0 
where f(dS), g(dU) and h(dV) are the function ot the changes of 
entropy, Internal energy and volume of the system, 
For the maximum value of entropy the changes of Internal 
energy and volume must be minimum. In the case of a particulate 
powder mixinl( systt>m, the change of Internal energy In the system 
may be less .Significant. 1'hus 
'g(du) = o 
but the volume change (apparent volume) must be Important whenever 
a miXIng process IS concerned as IndiVIdual particit>s are actually 
occupying units of volume In the system. Hence the condition for 
stable equilibrium will depend on 
f(rlS) - h(dV) 70 
Por the mixing of the ~ame particle SIZe components, dS 
described 1n Chapter 4 (postulate 1), thus cha••g•ng of places of 
particles within the system will not cause any volume change, Thus 
1n this case 
h(dV) = 0 
so that the entropy IS max1rnum, lt 1s confirmed that mixing With 
components of same particle size IS always 1n a stable sy~tem, so 
that the mixing process could he considered hy a stochast1c process. 
l!o~ever, for the m1x1ng w1tb components of different parti-
cle s1ze,the pos1t1on exchange of particles will cause a volume 
ch•nge, and the entropy of the system will not be a maximum. For 
achieving a stable equilibrium system, therefore all the similar 
sized particles rnust congregate together, so that the pos1t1on ex-
change of particles within the segregated regions wlll not aitect 
the volume. Then the entropy of the system Will become maximum. 
A good mixture may be obtained when the porosity of the 
material IS a niax1mum. Th1s mixture may be described as 1n a pseudo-
equilibrium system. Such a system can be considered by the mechanicdl 
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analogy as shown In Pig.(5.36) 
__ _.slight <hsturbance 
unstable eqtnhhrium 
(pseudo-eqnllibnum) 
state of equilibrium 
Fig.(5.36) Change from one equilibrium to another 
Thus although a good mixture may be obtained which consists 
of different sizes, segregation will reappear during handling and 
transportation. 
The explanations stated here, by considering the theimo-
dynamic aspect, Is only a briPf thought on 'why' segrPgation must 
occur during mixing with components of different size. Th1s rough 
Idea might be worthy of further Investigation. 
Although a considerable amount of work has been done for 
mixing with components of different Size, It IS ielt that at the 
present stage a quantitative rate mechanism Is st1ll cannot be de-
velopPd. It Lan be concluded, from the experimental results that 
tl1e states of mixedness can he predicted undPr certain Circumstance. 
SPgregatJ on will usually occur but a pseudo-randonnsed mixture may 
be obtained hy rotating thp mixer at the speed at wh1ch the porosity 
of each component 1s a maximum. 
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5,1,,3, COMPO~EI\"rS WITH DH'r'EJU<:NT DENSITY BUT SAUE SiZE 
This series of experiments '\\as carried out Into the miAing 
o1 three combinations of sand-gypsum, sand-glass beads and sand-
Zicron sand. These components have the same partl~le s1ze d1str1-
but1on (-36/+52) but d1Jierent 1n dens1ty and were mixed 1n m1xer 
Y-2. The part1cle shape of those mater1als are shown 1n Photo (5.1.) 
5,1,,3.1. SAND AND GYPSUM (DENSI1'Y ltATIIJ 1.21) 
The concentration d1str1butlon curves are plotted 1n Y1g. 
(5.37) at 52% of the cr1t1cal speed of rotat1on. The pro11le of the 
curve lS s1m1lar to those shown 1n Flg,(5.7). From this set of curves 
the rate of part1cle movement R(t) and the var1anre a 2 (t) can be 
computed and plotted as functions of m1xing t1me 1n Ylg.(5.3H) and 
Fig.(5.39). The shape of these curves are s1m11ar to those shown 1n 
Yig,(5.11) and Flg,(5.12). These results 1ndicate that even though 
there IS a dPnsity dlffprence and the materials do not obey one of 
the bas1c postulates, the results obtained are similar to those ex-
pected If there were no dens1ty difference and a good degree of 
randomisdtion was obtained. The t1me required to ach1eve the mlnl-
2 
mum a {t) 18 found longer that the case shown In Fig.(5.12). ThiS 
may be thought of as caused by the d1fference 1n mater1al properties 
wh1ch may dffect the net dlsplacpment of 1nd1v1dual part1cles, The 
variatlon of concentrat1on w1th time at specific locat1on 1s shown 
1n Flg,(5.40). r~rther exper1ment was performed Ill mixer M-1 at the 
s•me operating cond1t1ons. The part1cle movement R(t) and the variance 
a-2 (t) are plotted 1n Flg.(5.38) and Flg.(5.39). 
The variation of the poros1ty of gypsum 1s shown 1n Y1g. 
(5.41) as a funct1on of speed of rotat1on. ThiS shows that maximum 
poros1ty 1s obta1ned at about 40% of the critical speed of rotation. 
Additional experiments were cdrrled out at 35% of tl1e critical 
speed of rotatl on and the concentr.ttlon distribution curves are 
plotted In Fig.(5.42) and the rate of part1cle movement H(t) and 
the vananre a- 2 (t) are furthn drawn 1n F'Ig.(5.38) anrl Fig.(5.39). 
The rate of m1x1ng can he compared and IS shown as a funrt1on of 
speed of rotation. ThP var>ation of concentration with time at fixed 
positions 1s plocted 1n Flg.(5.43). 
5.4.3.2. SAND Mm GLASS BEAIJS (DENSITY RATIO /.11 ) 
The concentration distribution curves are plotted In Pig. 
(5.44) at 52% of the critical speed of rotation. The profile of the 
distribution curv•s shows segregation of sand In a band In the 
middle of tl1e m1xer with glass beads close to both the enrl walls. 
This form of segregation may he described by the momentum Inter-
change which appears 1n Section 5.4.2.3. The var1at1on of concen-
tration with time at specif1c positions of glass beads plotted 1n. 
Flg,(5.45). These curves show thP separation of the glass beads and 
sand particles at specific locations In terms of time. The variance 
2 U (t) vs. mixing time I8 plotted In Fig.(5.4b). The shape of this 
curve I8 Similar to those shown In Fig,(5.311). Although there Is 
a smaller density difference than sand and gypsum, but the miXIng 
was achieved far from random. The segregation of glass beads was 
further observed qualitatively from the experiments which performed 
In mixer M-2 at 20% of the critical speed of rotation. The concen-
tration di stnbut1on curve of glass beads at the equilibrium state 
(after mixing for three hours) IS shown In Flg.(5.47). The profile 
of tlus curve Is similar to those shown 1n FI!!;.(5.44). The form 
of segregation seems definite and Independent of the speed of ro-
tation, 
5.4.3.3. SAND AND Zll:HON SA~1J (DJ::NSlTY HA1'IO 1,g1 ) 
450ml.of each component (640 gm.of sand and 1170 gm. of 
zicron sand, th1s g1ves almost equal number of particles per un1t 
volume) were used for each experimental run. The concentrdtion dis-
tribution curves at 52% of the critical speed of rotation IS plotted 
In Fig.(5,4B), The profile ot the concentration distribution shows 
the Increase concentration of z1cron sand In the middle of the mixer 
and an equillhr•um state IS rap1dly established. The radial concen-
tration dHtrllmtlon along the diameter of the drum IS shown In F1g. 
{5.5:)), This concentration distribution was obtained from the middle 
of the mixer after mixing for 180 minutes. The profile of this 
r.tdial concentr.ttion distribut'Ion Is shown to be a funct1on of 
position. It was found that the lighter particles (sand) were also 
concentrated near the end walls. A tl1ree dimensional concentration 
2 diStribution IS attributed to such system. The variance CT (t) vs. 
m1~1ng t1me IS plotted 1n Pig.(~.46). The sl1ape of this cur\e IS 
s1m1lar to that obtained from miXIng of sand and glas• beads. The 
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var1at1on ot conrPntratton wtth time 1s shown 1n Plg.(5.5fJ). 
Plg.(5.47) shows the conrentrdtion rl••tr1hut1on at 20~ of 
tt1e critical speed of r~tatton and aftPr m1x1ng for 2(10 m1n11Les. 
Generally, thP prof1le of th1s curve IS Similar to those shown 1n 
Plg.(5.48). The radial distribution at th1s speed IS shown 1n Pig. 
(5.52). In gPneral, the state of m1xedness IS stable, regardless of 
the speed of rotation. 
5.4.3.4. DI~CU~SION 0~' TJU: lillSUL1'S AND COI<CLUSION 
The results obtained from three combinations of materials 
havp shown a great variPty from one comb1nat1on to the other. The 
theory set up 1n Chapter 4 to descr1be the m•x•ng process w1th com-
ponents of different dens1ty but same s1zed part.clPs IS clearly 
not generally appl•c•ble. 
Without cons1der1ng any m1x1ng process, lPt us consHJer thu, 
equation In general. By assum1ng the m1x1ng 1s allowed to extend to-
wards infinity so that an equilibrium state may be achieved 
so 
'")p 
hm ( 0 t)-
.... oo 
D o2P 
()x2 
0 
= 0 
The concentration distribution as the mixing t1me dpproaches 
Inf1n1ty could be obtainPd by solving th1s equation. VIz :-
= 
ll ( D C ~ exp ~x) + 
Assuming D and f3 are constants, the concentration distribution IS 
an exponential function of ax1al pos1t1on. Thus ax1al segregation 
must be expected In such system. 
In the rase of sand and gypsum, the equilibrium concentra-
tion d••tribution presentpd no exponential relationship w1th the 
ax1al positions, and a good dpgree of randomtsatton was obtatne,l. 
Th1s may be assumecl that the momentum rlifference bPtween particles 
IS very small, so that eaoh part1clP 111 thP system w1ll have an 
equal probab1 h ty of unrlPrgo1ug rl1 splacement. Thus Eq. ( 4 .14) can 
be used to Interpret th1s kind of m1x1ng process. 
By llBlng Eq.(5.23') and Eq.(5.25') the rate deteimllllng 
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paramptpr D -migration coefficient can be calculated trom the 
experimental runs and• arP presented In Table 5.6. !!ere the migrdtlon 
coeff1c1ent obtllinrd In two miXPrs appears to be constdnt. 
TABLE 5.6. VALlTES OF MlGH.A'l'lON COU'FfCUN'f D 
FOU SAND AND GYPSIJM SYS'fEM 
Hun MIxer 
It-S VII- '3 M-1 
R-SVII-6 M-2 
It-SAVII-1 M-2 
% of critical 
speed of rotation 
52 
52 
35 
J) (cm SPc 2 ) ..:::..:...;~___,,....-__, 
from n(t) from 2 (t) 
0. OOHOI• O.OUH01 
0.00797 0.00793 
0.0144 
Ilowever the segregation obta1ned tron1 m1x1ng sand and 
glass beads where density ratio IS less than the sand -gypsum 
m1xturP Indicates tttat some other Influpnce such as particle 
shape may be a contributing factor to segregation. 
In the case of lnrgP drnsity difference, as sand miX ~Itb 
zHron sand, the sybtem has shown a three dimensional conc~ntratlon 
distrihution profile. In such sy~tem the neglection oi the dibplaLe-
ment of particles Ill Y- and Z- dlrPCtions may he unreasonable, so 
that a threP dlmensional equation should be used. Moreover the end 
walls of the drum may play an Important part on the concentration 
d1strihut1on, as the particles arrlVP the ends could have changed 
the1ror1ginal probab1l1ty of undergoing d1splarement. Thus different 
distribut1on near the pnd walls would be experted. 
It can be concluded from these exper1mental results that 
~"'t~U. 
for the part1cles of similar shape, the effects otAdrnsity dlllerPnce 
on the final statr of ml~Pdness would be very m1nor and a good 
degree of miXlng caP be obtained. 
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When tl1P components have large dPns1ty difference, segrega-
tion occurs both ax1ally and ract1ally and a three rl1mPns1onal sto-
rhastlc equation rn1ght be ablP to descr1be the m1x1ng process, The 
form of such segregat1on 1n the m1xer can not. be pred1cted and 1s 
1ndependpnt of the speed of rotat1on. 
When part1cles have large difference 1n shape. Segregation 
must be PXpected even when the dens1ty difference IS small. The 
f1nal state oi the m1xture 1s Independent of speed of rotat1on, 
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5.4.4. COMI'ONr;~S WITH IJlFFEHI'NT DENSITY AND IJIFFEH.ENT ~lJ\1:. 
In thts series of experiments Investigations were mdde 1nto 
the mixing of com~Inations of sand(S-1) and zicron sand (Z-2) In 
mixer M-2. 470rul. of each component was used (700 gm. oi sand and 
1310 gm. of Zicron sand). Samples were drawn at four horizontal 
levels dS marked A, B, C, and D on Fig.(5.4). 
5.4 .4 .1, EFFECTS ON THE SPEED OF HOT AT ION 
The concentration distribution curves are plotted 1n Fig. 
(5.53) to FlK.(5.61) at 20%, 35% and 52% of thP corresponding cri-
tical speed of rotation. These concentration distribution curves 
show that the segregation occurs axially and rad1ally. The ax1al 
segregation IS similar to that shown 1n Flg.(5.17). The conLentrd-
tion w1th time profile at fixed positions for three different speeds 
ol rotation are plotted In Fig.(5.62) to Fig.(5.64). The var••nce 
(J 2 (t) IS plotted as a function of ffilXIUg time Ill Fig.(5.65) for 
three different speeds of rotation. The shape of these curves rs 
similar and showed that the process IS dominated hy the segregation. 
At 20~ and 35% of the corresponding critical speed of rotation, the 
mixing process was operated at two stages and an equilibrium state 
rapidly established. At a higher speed of rotation the curve IS 
similar to those shown In Fig.(5.21) and the radial miXIng was 
Improved. 
5.4.4.2. DISCl'SSlON m· ~'HE RESULTS A"'D CO"'CJJISION 
The expenmental results shown 1n the diagrams anl,)l 
represent the concentration of Inner part of the mixture, as the 
outer part of the mixture could not be sampled during the miXIng 
opPration. In general, the mixing behaviour was observed qualita-
tively. The large particles (lighter In weight) moved rapidly from 
one side of the mi~er to other s1de of the mixer, and the small 
pdrttcles (heaviPr) were sandwiched. Thts phenomena may be ex-
plained as that :- as lighter particles can expand the bulk volume 
more easily than the heavier particles under the samP spred of rota-
tion. Thus the lighter part1cles move faster on the Inclined surface 
than the heavier particlrs and are then rolled w1th the whole mass 
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to form a '•lePve'. This as shown In Fig.(5.6b) 
~~~~~~2ZZZ~~v-largr particles (yu~) 
.. ~ . . . ~ . . 
: ~small particles (70%) ... 
. ·. 
Fig.(5.b6) 
Clearly, this type oi segregation IS not that previously 
suggested (66, b7) •s that the segregation occurs because the 
smaller heavier particles sink through the vo1ds between the larger 
particles. 
The axial segregation 1s independent of the speed ot ro-
tat•on, but radial m1x1ng can be improved by Increasing the speed 
ol rotation. As can be seen In Fig.(5.61) at 52% of the critical 
speed of rotation, the profiles of the distr1bution curves, irom 
four horizontal levels,are almost identical. In general, a h1gher 
speed of rotation IS desired to achieve a better unifon11ty ot the 
m1xture. In such system, the m1x1ng process 1s very compll<..dted 
and will not generally he described by a stochastic process. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
AND 
SUGGJ;STIONS FOil FUR1'1illli WOHh. 
lY'I 
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o .1. FDIAL CONCUlC>l ONS 
Conrlns1ons have bepn drawn Ill each o1 thp chapters and 
sert1ons. 1'hey are summarised 1n the following :-
1. A stochast1c analogy was used to study f1rst prinCiples 
of thP nature of the m1x1ng of tree flowing particles. Two k1nds o;' 
m1x1ng rquat1on tldVe been developed to cover ; 
a.) mixing w1th componpnts of physically 1dent1cal pdrticles, 
b.) nnx1ng w1th components of same s1ze u.nrl different 
density. 
2. SufftciPnt experimental results have been obta1ned to 
show the i1rst mixing equat1on IS applicable to the m1x1ng of com-
ponents ••th physically 1dent1cal particles. The rate of m1x1ng 
IS found to dPpend on thp ratio of migration coeffiCient D to 
the bquare ut the lPngth of the mlxf"r (D/t.2 ). Moreover the migratiOn 
coeffiClPnt D 1s IDdPpendent of the s1ze of mixer prov1dPd the 
speed of rotat1on 1t 1• kept at a constant proportion of the 
critical speed, but appPars to be a function of thts ratio. 
3. When mixing cornponpnts of d1iferent SIZP but Similar 
density a stab]P Pnd cond1t1on IS ohtainPd 10 the form of hands 
of Incomplete mixtures. 1'llese hands ha'\ie nedr mono-s1ze purt1cle 
s1ze distriiJtltton. The rotation of a w1de s1ze rlistributloll slioThcd 
that thPse bdnds are also formed whrn a continuous size d1str1-
but1on rather tl1an a bimodal d1str1but1on IS rotated 10 the drum. 
4. A ~ood m1~ture can be ohtaJrled when m1x1ng components 
of d1flerent Ol7PB, 1f tlte drum 1s rotated dt angular spPPd at 
~I11Ch porosity 1s a max11nUm. 
5. When m1x1ng particles of s1m1lar s1ze and sh•pe ~ut 
small dens1ty d1flerence, a good degree of randomisation can be 
ohtainPd aud the m1xtur" tenrls to behave as 1f thPre was no den~ I ty 
rl1iference. However 1f the components have difiPrPnt shape, the 
end point of tl1e m1~ture may be axial segrrgat1on. 
6. WhPn mixing components of large rlPnsity diifPrPnce, 
segreg•L1on occurs not only axially but also rad1ally. A threP 
dimensional stochast1c equat1on m1ght be able to describe sucl1 
2(}1 
a mixirig sy~tem. Tilts se~rpgatton ts tli(IUght to be due to momPntun1 
d1fJprrnre dtscuq~etl earlter. 
7. M1x1ng w1th components of d1tferent s1ze and rl1lfPrent 
dens1ty. The m1x1ng process 1s more complPx th•n the system s1ngle 
var1able change (rl1iferent s1ze or d1fferent dens1ty). l~t the 
pattprn of segregation ohtatned IS deftnite and ts almost Inde-
pendent of the speed of rotat1on. 
8. It has been found that the f1nal statP of m1xedness 
ohta1ned for any mater1al comb1nat1on 1s 1ndependent of m1xer 
si7.e. 
It 1s believed that the present 1nvpst>gat1on has prov1ded 
a brttPr understanding and clearer deftnltton on the mtxtiig of 
free flow1nK powdPrs 1n the hor1zontal drum m1xer. AlthouRh a 
quant1tat1ve pquut1on to covpr m1x1ng of all ca•es has not yet 
be•n developed, 1t 1s felt that suii1c1ent expPrlmental results 
have been obtained to prov1de a clue to JUStify the f1nal states 
of mtxedness. 
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6. 2. SUGGEST! ONS FOR FURTHER WOHK 
The prPsent Invest1gat1ons have developed a gPneral VIew 
of mixing and segregdllon of free flowing powders. Ow1ng to the 
l1m1ted per1od of thP preoent study, 1t was 1mposs1ble to Inves-
tigate thP problem extensively and to dPvelop a more general equa-
tion. bugg••t1ons tor further work 1s given 1n the following. 
I, Extension of prebent Investigation 
1. The developed equdtions for mixing of free flowing 
powders have no limitation on what type of machine IS used. As 
long thP materials obey the bas1c postulates the equation may be 
applied. It IS suggested, therefore that :-
1.) More experimental work IS required 1n other types 
(other than rotating drwn mixer) miXers for the materials "'Inch 
obey both postulatPs. ThP dependence of migration coeif1c1ent D 
on material properties. and machine types should be further Inves-
tigated. 
II.) More experimental lnVPstigation 1s required on 
materials wh1ch obey f1rst postulate but not the SPcond. lt has 
bePn shown that the f1nal state of m1xedness obtained depPnds 
largely 011 the shape of thP particles. More work 1n th1s drea 
would fulfil two purposes. 
A.) The second equation has not been solved 1n the present 
work. This 1s mainly due to thPrP be1ng InsuffiCient knowled~e ot 
particle movement to permit a l1rm boundary cond1t1on to be set 
up. If suff1c1ent experlmPntal results were available, this equa-
tion could be solved and the theory can he JUstliled, 
B.) ~h1lst 1t mdy he possible to control the sizes of 
rliffprent components to a1d good m1x1ng, 1t w1ll not hp possible 
always s1multanously control the rlPns1ty of the material. So further 
ex1~er1mental work 1s requ1red to establ u;h a more general approach 
wh1ch w1ll enable the end conrl1t1on to be realised and m1x1ng 
t1me predicterl· 
2. Segre~at1on mainly occurs 1n a m1xture wh1ch consists 
of ditfPrent s1~es. llowevPr, tlte mechanism ot separation dnd se-
gregation 1n such a m1xture was only postuldted from the superf1c1al 
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f~rts, th<' actual JnPchanism IS still unknown. ThPrefore more work 
Is required to study the particle motion 1n such system. r1,he 
motion of p.1rt1cles may be traced by rad1oactlve tracer or use 
ultrason1c techn1ques, The pattern ot mot1on of large and small 
part1cl<>s may he estahl1shed, Th<s can lead to grPater understand-
Ing of the mechanism of tl1e separation and segregation 111 such 
system. The second 1mportant area 1s the study of the stab1l1ty 
of part1cle pack1ng 1n such systems, TillS 1s not only 
Important to part1<lP m1x1ng hut also to many other aspects of 
p•rtlClP technology. The Investlgatlon may be studled theoretically 
by two d11'1'erent routes, namely thermodynam1cs and statistiCdl 
mPrhan1cs, At the prPscnt t1me, the use of _thermodynam1cs to study 
a stpady and mon-s1zed park1ng system has not yet been developed 
but 1t 1s hoped that In time to come this approach w1ll be benefiCial, 
11. UthPr fert1le fields. 
1. Thrre are too frw Invrstigations on the continuous 
miXlng process, Since most phys1cal-chemtcal processes have been 
devrloprd Into continuous operation w1tl1 autoJnatic - on - line 
control, It m1ght bp expected to be a prov1d1ng development area, 
morr work IS rrq111red on tlte continuous m1x1ng process to develop 
a work1ng model, wh1ch will rPlate thP mater1nl propert1es (e.g. s1ze 
dens1ty) feed rate and other factors, for an automatic control 
system. One furthrr advantage In the use of continUOllS wtxing procrss 
would be the avo1d1ng of further handl1ng of a 'seudo-randomised' 
rnixturP. 
2. The lltPrature 1nd1ratPs that the m1x1ng of f1ne powder 
has been the subJect of too few lnvesti~ations. It 1s sugge~ted 
thPreiore a research programme (similar to the present study) should 
he encouraged on the Investlgatlon of the m1x1ng non-free flow1ng 
powders,w1th particular referencp to thP matPrial properties, to 
obtain a general p1cture of the states of m1~erlness and to develop 
a suitable mix1ng mach1ne for such powders. It IS also 1rnporLant 
to develop a method wh1ch w1ll enable easy analysis fine powder 
samples. 
3. It would be 1nterest1ng to know the relat1onsh1p be-
twePn the f1nal state of m1xedn•ss and po~er consumption 1n a 
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hHtch mi•er. No reference to such study has been found ID the 
J 1 tt>rdture. 
4. It IS also hi~hly desirable to study thP structure of 
mixture. This study may by useful to understand particles arran~e­
ments In a heterogeneous system and to test the definition of 'ran-
domised' mixture. Sampling IS generally employed to carry out such 
study. The samples taken from the mixture may not represent the 
true structure. Moreover the Sdmpl•ng probe may disturb the mixture. 
Methods must be desired which will enable the structure to be 
measured Without disarranging the particles. 
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NOMENCLATUHE 
In tl1e reVIPW ot tt1e previous literature, the or1g1nal 
authors' symbols havP bePn uspd. Owing to use many mathematical 
formulae repeated the same lettPr may have made different meanings. 
Symbols have therefore sPen dPfined as soon as they were Introduced. 
lt IS felt that In thts work such a system makes for a greater 
clarity and convenience. 
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APPENDIX I 
EXPEHlMENTAL llESIILTS 
Run : H-SI I l-2 
Conditions : Mixer : Al-2 Speed of rotatton : 52;» 
Material : Sand S-1 Size : 
-36/+52 
Density : 2.58 gm/ml. Loading : end to end 
Fullness : 40% Ratio : 50/50 
Mixing Time (Min.) Mean Concentration H( t) cr 2(t) 
5 0.563 0.502 0.11•5 
10 0.552 0. 4 !lO 0.062 
15 0.504 0.255 0.034 
20 0. 521 0.178 U.01!l) 
25 0. 50 7 0. 01)81 0.00756 
30 0. 501 0.0763 O.OU38!l 
35 0.503 0.0543 0.00232 
40 0.492 0.0351 0.00120 
45 0.498 0.0344 0.00124 
50 0. 502 0.0306 0.00125 
55 
6o 0.489 0.0340 0.00138 
80 0.497 0.0354 0.00122 
100 0.487 o:o352 0.00143 
120 0.504 0. 0364 O.OOH6 
Hun : H-ASI-1 
Conditions : 
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Mixer : M-2 Speed 
Material : Sand S-1 
Density : 2.58 gm/ml. 
~'ullness : 40% 
of rotation : 33% 
SIZe : -36/+52 
Loading : end to end 
Haho : 50/50 
Mixing Time (Min.) Mean Concerntration n(t) <T2(t) 
5 0.478 0.502 0,0845 
10 0,489 0.268 0,03H6 
15 0.498 0.1~8 0.0210 
20 0.4985 0.13H 0.0103 
25 0.500 0.0703 0. 00410 
10 0.502 0.0435 0.00240 
35 0.502 0.0321 0.00106 
40 0.504 0.0302 0.00108 
45 0. 0311 0,00135 
50 0.511 0 .0)30 0,00124 
60 0.520 0.0350 0,00135 
80 0.504 0.0297 0.00134 
100 0.497 0.0346 0.00125 
120 0.506 0.0326 0,00130 
140 0.504 0.0305 0.00138 
21') 
Run : R-SVI-1 
Conditions : Mixer : M-1 Speed of rotat1on : 20~ 
30 
6o 
90 
120 
150 
180 
210 
240 
270 
300 
330 
360 
390 
420 
!180 
580 
Materials Sand, S-1, S-2 S1ze -36/+52, -52/+60 
Dens1ty : 2.58 gm/ml. Loading end to end 
Fullness : 40.% Ratlo 50/50 (wt.) 
Mean Concentration 
of S-1 by wt. fr. 
0.476 
0.493 
0.483 
0.502 
0.507 
0.473 
0.498 
0.479 
0.452 
0.490 
0.4')4 
0.483 
0.478 
0.498 
0.509 
0.473 
0.0612 
0.0!158 
0.0362 
0.0302 
0. 0281 
0.0250 
0.0212 
0.0229 
0.0259 
0.0362 
0.0303 
0.0330 
0.0342 
0.0343 
0.0366 
0.0385 
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Run : H-SVI -2 
Cond1t1ons : M1xer : M-1 SpePd of rotat1on : 35~ 
Materials Sand, S-1, S-2, S1ze : -36/+5~, -~~/+60 
Dens1 ty : 2. 58 gmjml. 
~'ullness : 40% 
Load1ng : end to end 
Rat1o : 50/50 (wt.) 
M1x1ng T1me (Min) Mean Concentration cr~(t) 
of S-1 by Wt.fr. 
15 0.476 0.054 
30 0.483 0.0382 
60 0.482 0.035 
90 0.486 0.0372 
120 0.498 0.0286 
150 0.488 0.0~47 
180 0.512 0.0240 
210 0.497 0.0226 
240 0.478 0.0182 
300 0.504 0.0160 
360 0.511 0.0073 
420 0.4')6 0.0070 
480 () .488 0.0068 
540 0.504 0.00502 
600 0.500 0.00460 
221 
Run : H-SVll-4-2 
Cond1t1ons : M1xer : M-2 Speed of rotat1on : 52~ 
15 
30 
6o 
90 
120 
1b0 
240 
330 
420 
510 
60() 
Mater1als Sand, S-1, S-2 &1ze : -36/+52, -52/+bU 
Dens1 ty : 2. 5ll gm/ml. Loa<hng : end to end 
Fullness : 40% Rat1o : 50/50 (wt.) 
Mean Concentration 
of S-1 by Wt. fr. 
0.475 
0.4<)6 
0.501 
0.457 
0.4'J!l 
0.463 
0.501 
0.47b 
0.483 
0.4<)5 
0.494 
0.0251 
0.0148 
0.0132 
0.0136 
0.01:72 
0.0203 
0.02:50 
0.02~0 
0. 02i'2 
0.0320 
0.0330 
Hun : H-bVJ J -6 
Cond1t1ons : lf1xer : M-2 Speed of Hotat1on : 52% 
Matenals : Sand, S-1, Gypsum.S1Ze : -36/+52 
Dens1ty : 2.58, 2.14 gm/ml. Loa<llng : end to end 
Fullness : 40% Raho 50/50 (vol.) 
M1x1ng T1me (Mln.) Mean Concentrat1on 
of S-1 
5 
10 
20 
)0 
50 
6o 
70 
80 
100 
120 
140 
160 
0.517 
0.512 
0.502 
0.4<)2 
0.1•<)8 
0.504 
0.503 
0.506 
0.500 
0.498 
0.506 
0 .4<)7 
0.513 
R( t) 
0.302 
0.245 
0.207 
0.182 
(). 134 
0.078 
0.0565 
0.0335 
0.031 
0.0362 
0.0345 
0.0302 
0.035 
0.0402 
0. 0214 
0.0195 
0.00<)05 
0.00760 
0.00360 
0.00272 
0. 0011:l3 
0.001b0 
0.001<)) 
0.00202 
O.U01<)b 
0.001<)8 
Hun : H-SX-2 
Cond1t1ons : M1xer : M-2 Speed of rotat1on : 52~ 
M1x1ng 1'lme 
5 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
80 
lOO 
120 
160 
220 
M•ter1als Sand S-1, Glass Heads. S1ze : -3b/+52 
Dens1ty : 2.58, 2.89 gm/ml. Load1ng : end to end 
Fullness : 40% Hatlo : 50/50 ( vol,) 
(~hn) Mean Concentrat1on 
i(t) 
of Glass llearls 
0.469 0.0385 
0.492 0.0176 
0.497 0.0122 
0.486 0.0083 
() .495 0.0046 
0.499 0.00572 
0.490 0.00788 
0.486 0.00904 
0 .4';16 0.0105 
0.476 0.00962 
0.486 0. 0110 
0,484 0.0132 
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APPENDIX 11 
11.1. Derivation of the most probable value of the mean square 
a 
errors of an 1nd1v1dual measurements~ (1) 
In the derivation of the most probable value of a set 
measured quantity, It IS assumed that the quantity~ was known, 
Therefore thP probability of obtaining a certain set of errors ( 
which IS equal to the probability of obtaining a certain set of 
measures results) depend only on the hypothesis made regarding the 
variable a, For the generalised case, it considers that the quan-
tityiTis also unknown, therefore to examine the probability of the 
set of errors, It needs to make hypothesis regarding the Vdlue of 
both a and . The probability of finding the results 
under the given hypothesis may be e~pressed by formular 
P(x • • • xN I a' <T ) N = ( .. ~ ) {2i" 
-N [-S(a)J rr exp ~ 
20' 
Where, S(a) tJ 2 = _L (xi - a) 
1= I 
(2) 
Rewritten the quantity S(a) as follows, 
2 /'Jr; 12 
a) = Z:L(x - i) + (i - a) 
,., I 
N 
S(a) = 2: (x. -
C.'=-1 1 
( 1) 
= t (x-
,~, I 
- 2 - ) ~ -) (- 2 x) + 2(x - a ~ (x - x + N x - a) 
,~, I (3) 
The arithmetic mean of set 
N 
of measurement, 
So, 
Therefore, 
X = 
tJ 
~ xl 
N 
L (x - i) 
I :Of 1 
0 (If x Is exactlt computed) 
S(a) tJ 2 = '2: (x.- i) + N(x - a) 
i=t 1 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The probability of thp set of measurements could thpn be 
written In the form of 
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WhPre, the dPsirPd probability IS a function of the two Independent 
pdrameters a and 
To obtain a rule for finding the ••ost probable value of 
that 1t IS snitdble tor all value of a, let one assum•s that all 
values of a are equally probable In some region say form• • ol. to + o1. 
that IS large enough for onP to be able to consider It as practically 
equivalPnt to the Interval from- C>Qto +IX>. ~'or this, It IS sui:II-
Cient that cl. be a magnitude of the order of 3-4fT. 
Let one multiply both sides of Eq.(7) by d(a) and Integrates 
Wl th respect to a from - 0<> to +IX> • Jo'rom the genPrallsed theorem on 
tloe addition of probabilities, one obtains on the left side the pro-
bability of the set of mpasurements for all values of a with a fixed 
fT , on the right side, one needs to integrate only the last factor 
as It IS the only one containing a, this factor IS the normal pro-
bability density of the random variable a, so that, Its Integral 
from - 00 to + G>O IS un1 ty and obtained 
-N+1 
P(x = 1 .... 4/m 
I21T IN exp(- 2~} o- (8) 
whPre, (9) 
Accordingly this equation could be rewritten as, 
-N+1 ( s ) C cr exp ----,. 
20" 
(10) 
Where the coeffiCient C Includes the proportionality constant appear-
Ing In the corollary of Bayer's formula·and as well as all the factors 
which do not depend on 
The most probable value of 1n a set of n1f"BSurements 1s the 
value at which the function 
( ) -N+l ( P a = er exp -
has a max1mum. 
s ) 
2 " .. 
( 11 ) 
Logarithm of both sides of Eq.(11) and differentiate twice with res-
pect to fT , one has, 
In P = (1 - N) In (12) 
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_1_~ 1 
- N s (13) + p dcr er cr3 
_1_~ _1_ d2P N - 1 3 s ( 14) p dcr + p 2 = do- er• er+ 
Let Eq.(13) equal to zero, s 0' 
~= 8 ( 15) 
N 
- 1 
Substitute ~;q.(15) Into J<;q.(14), thus, 
_1_( d2P ) 
-2 .J!!...- 1)2 ..::: 0 = p dcr2 s 
Where conf1;rms that the obtained value of IS the most probable 
one, Hence, 
Z (x -)2 - X 
er'= 
I (16) 
N - 1 
ll.2. Derivation of the ranrlomised variance er~ (2). 
The derivation of a randomised variance of a set of me•sure-
ments from a Ideal mixture, onP needs to assume few points. lf the 
overall lraction of a binary component In the whole mixture Is p ol 
A-component parttcles and ij of B-component p•rtirles (j + ij) =1, ~ 
sampl<>s withdrawn lrom the mixture at a time •nd each sample con-
tains n particles of p traction of A-component and q fraction of B-
component In th<> sample, I.e. (p + q) = 1. 
So that the variance of N samples will be Eq.(1b) or, 
2 
'L (p - j) 
N 1 
for large value of N, Eq.(1b') becomes, 
2 
o-'= 
Z:(p-p) 
N 
Rewritt<>n !<;q.(17) becomes, 
2 2 2 -2 crN=~(p-p)=ZP -2pZ::p+p 
( 1b') 
( 1 7) 
( 1 tl) 
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For n parttcles conta1n1ng p and q, the frequPnctes of 
successes 1n N samples are ~1ven by the successtve terms 1n the 
b1nom1al expens1on of (q + p) 0 , 1.e., 
n(n-1)(n-2) n-3 3 
1.2.3 q p + ••••• ·1 
The posstl>le value of p 1n a sample of n parttcles are 
1 2 
O, ;;' n' l n , ...••• 
(19) 
For obta1n1ng of :Z: p 2/N, IS mul hplying the succesive terms In the 
sertes of Eq.(19) by 
and 
or, 
0,(~)2, (~)2, (~)2, 
summtng up the 
2 ¥-=\[n 
n 
results, 1.e., 
-n- 1- n-1 2 q p + 2n(n-1)q p + 
n-3 3 ~(n-1)(n-2)q p + ••••• ] 
~= 
N 
- n-1 n-2 
; [q -+. 2n(n-l)q p + 
n-3 2 ~(n-1)(n-2)q p + ••• ] (20) 
Eq.(20) may be rewrttten as, 
2 £P 
N 
p [ n-1 n-2 
=; q + (n-l)q p + 
n-3 2 ~(n-1)(n-2)q p + ••..•• ] 
+ 
p [ n-2 n-3 2 ] 
; 0 + (n-l)q p + (n-1)(n-2)q p + •••..•• 
Exam1n1ng Eq.(21}, one finds tbat the first series 1s conta1n1ng a 
(q- + -p}n-1 result of and therefore 1ts lS 1, stnce (ii + q) = 1. 
The second sertes IS the same one with successtve terms multiplled 
only by 0,1,2, ... 1 .e. by successive values of (n-1}p, and 1ts 
sum IS therefore the mean value of (n-1}p, t.e., (n-1}p. Tbus, 
p (1) 
p 
+ (n-l)p 
n 
p 
n [ 1 + (n-1 )ii] (22) = 
n 
2 1: p2/N 
2 
(T = - p (pjn}[1 + (n-l)p- nP] Hence, 
= p(1 
- ii}/n 
- -
or 
2 p q 
~ n 
(23) 
(Both of the denvations are based on the assumption of' obtaintng 
normal distribution}. 
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API'ENIHX Il I 
DESIGN A MOST t;CON011ICAL MIXER (DRUM TYPE) 
Let 2R be the diameter of the end wall of the drum, and L 
be the length of the mixer 
The total surface of area of the mixer A lS thus 
2 A= 27T(R + RL) = 21fR(R + L) (1) 
The volume of the m1xer V Is, 
V = 1T R2L 
so that V 
L = 
1i R2 
A = 2 1i (R2 + V/1T R) = 21TR2 + 2V/R (2) Hence, 
Differentiate A w1th respect toR, and let 1t equals to zero, thus, 
or 
_M_ 
dR 
21) R3 = V 
1T R2L = 2 Tr R3 , 
L = 2R (3) 
Therefore, when the lenght of the mixer equal to the diameter, 
IS thus most economical geometric dimensions. 
APPENDIX IV 
USING A GAMBLEU' S TECUNH!UE ( STOGIIASTlC) 1'0 
PREDICT THE EFFECT OF MIXING ON THE UATIO 0~' THE COMPONENTS 
The effect of powder mixing on the ratio of two components 
has been a subJect of Investigation by many workers, e.g., Oyama (3), 
Coulson and Maitra (4), Yano et al (5), Poole et al (6) and Ashton 
et al (7). However, this subJect may be studied by analogous to an-
other aspect of stochastic process, namely, tbe gambler's ruin tech-
nique. It will be demonstrated In the following the gambler's ruin 
towards a prediCtion of the mixing efficiency with comparison of the 
a•ailable experimental results by previous authors. 
The actual gambler's method leads a problem as ; a gambler A 
who has an Initial capital of n (units) against a banker B, whose 
Initial capital IS m (units). The gambhng game proceeds by steps, 
edch step the gambler has a chance of P of Winning a unit from the 
banker or a chance of Q = 1 P of losing one unit to the banker. The 
actual capital X possessed by the gambler after a finite games IS 
thus 0 :!f: X ~ n + m. 
Thus, the mixinl\ process may be andlogous to this gambling 
method without taking the actual physical nature of the process Into 
account. Considering a binary mixing system consists of A and B two 
components, the ratio of A to ll varies from 0 to oo. or the fraction 
of A 1n the whole system from 0 to 1. Now one wants to know how the 
ratio of the components affects the mixing effiCiency. Clearly, when 
A/B = 0 or oo gives the prefect mixture, I.e., one component system, 
However, In general, It may be considered of a gambling method. 
In the gambler's terminology that the gambler's ul tlmate 
ruin means component-A IS completely'mixed' by B. Since the game 
IS taking steps, therefore, the gambler can stop the game at dny 
time If he wishes, this IS also meant that the 'mixing process' could 
be stopped when It was only'partially mixed'. 
Let qn be the probability of A- component'loses'1ts n-
particles (gdmbler's ultimate ruin) and Pn the probability of 1ts 
'winning! Therefore, qn could be obtained with Its 1n1t1al condition 
~)0 
as follows (8) (9). 
After the first trial the A-component contains (gambler's 
capital) eittter n + 1 or n- 1, according to Its 'winning' or ' 
'losing' that'game', hence, 
1 ~ n ~ m+n-1 (l) 
If n = 1, then, 
(2) 
If n =m+ n -1, then, 
(3) 
Thus the boundary conditions for (1) will be, 
(4) 
q - 0 
m+n 
Where, n = l, 2, 3, ....... m+n-1. 
Let q = wn and put Into Kq.(t), so that thP auxiliary equation n 
IS obtained by a standard method (10), 
PW 2 = W - Q = 0 ( 5) 
This equation has the roots of W = 1, Q/P. 
First, let one considers the general case, that the parti-
cles of A arP not necessary have the equal chance of 1 w1nn1ng' or 
'losu>g'(In gambler's term1nology, the game IS beimg considered 
'unfair'). Thus, P ~ Q. With Kq.(5), so that Eq.(l) has two parti-
cular solutions. That 
1 0 
or, (6) 
Hence, (7) 
Where h, k are the arbitrary constants. 
If Eq.{7) 1s held, that 1t must be sat1sf1ed the boundary 
cond1t1on Eq.(4), thPn, 
and 
so that, 
h + k = 1, 
h + k(Q/P)n+m = u 
h = _..~..( ""Cl/'-'P,_)L.n_+_m __ 
(Q/P)n+m_ 1 k = 
The requ1rPd solut1on 1s there1ore obta1ned, 
(Q/P)n+m _ (Q/P)n 
(Q/P)n+m - 1 
1 {ll) 
(9) 
For the part1cular case, as the components A and ll are 
under equal chance of 'w1nn1ng' or 'los1ng' (the gambler 1s play1ng 
a'fa1r' game), then P = Q. Therefore, thp aux1llary equation (50 
has two roots of W = 1, so, 
q = h(l)n + kn(1)n 
n 
In order to sat1sfy the boundnry cond1t1on Eq.(4), thus, 
h = 1 
and h + k(n + m) = 0 
so that the requ1red solut1on for q 1s, 
n 
n q = 1 - ----'"--
n n +m 
{10) 
( 11) 
Equat1ons (9) and (11) may be used for f1nd1ng the probab1-
l1t1ed of part1cles to be 'm1xed' after n movement ol part1Lles. 
It can bp seen that the probab1l1ty q 1s dependent on the magn1tudes 
n 
of n and m, 1f n?:=:t'm, 1n gambler's theory, who would never ru1a, 
only has the chancp of w1nn1ng, on the other hand, 11 n~<m, then 
the gambler has no chancP of w1nn1ng. When n = m, then the chances 
of w1nn1ng and losing w1ll be equal (If P = Q). As the mixing Is 
concerned that at n»m or nc:<m, both cases have the higher pl'obabi-
llty to be 'mixed', only at n = m, then the materials have the lowest 
2)2 
The second question, one wants to knows 1s that how long 
1t takes to m1x a batch when the rat1o of the components •re Vdrlfled. 
lt leads an expected durat1on of tra1l 1n gambler's terminology. 
Suppose the durat1on of the 'game' has a f1n1te expectation D (n, 
n 
m be1ng f1xed), 1f the f1rst tr1al lPads to a w1n for the gambler, 
the cond1t1onal durat1on from that po1nt onward IS D 
1
• The expect-
n+ 
ed duration of the 'whole' game If the f1rst tr1al IS a w1n (occur-
ring w1th probab1l1ty P) IS thus (1 + D 1 ). Slmlldrly, tl1e expected fi+ 
duration of the'whole' game 11 the f1rst tr1al IS a loss (occurring 
With probab1l1ty Q) IS (1 + Dn_ 1 ). V1z. 
1 .:. n ~ n+m-1 (12) 
The extreme value oi n = 1 and n = n+m-1 are be1ng Included 
on the assumptions, tl1us, 
D = 0 
0 
D = 0 
n+m 
( 13) 
Clearly, ~q.(12) 1s a non-homogeneous d1fierence equation 
as be1ng appeared of the term 1. Companng w1th ~q.(1J, 1t may be 
wr1tten as 
D 
n 
n 
Q p + h + k(Q/P)n 
w1th the boundary cond1t1ons from ~q.(13), hence, 
h + k = 0, 
and h + k(Q/P)n+m = 
Solving for h and k, obta1nPd, 
D 
n 
n 
= Q - p n +m Q - p 
n +m 
Q - p 
1 - (Q/P)n 
1 - (Q/P)n+m 
(14) 
( 15) 
(16) 
S1m1larly, when P = Q = 1/2, tl1en one has to replace the term nj(Q-P) 
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2 1n Eq.(14) uy 
-n ' so that tl•e equation would be reasonable, thus 
D 
n 
2 
= -n + h + kn 
w1th the same boundary cond1t1ons of Eq.(l3), hence, 
h = 0, 
and 
h + k(n + m) = (n + m) 2 
So that the required solut1on for P = Q 1s, 
( 11) 
D ~ -n2 + (n + m) = n.m (18) n 
Eqs.(lb) and (18) may be used for deterrn1n1ng the duration 
of 'm1x1ng' w1th known rat1o of the components. 
Now let one applies th1s gambler's technique 1nto a practi-
cal m1x1ng problem towards a p1ed1Ctlon of miXIng eff1c1ency. Con-
Sidering that n particles of A-component and m parL1cles of B-com-
ponent 1n a b1nary m1x1ng system, as described before. !:l1ncp the 
magnitude., of m and n are very large, for conveutence, one may u~e 
the fract1ons rather than the actual numbers, so that wl1en m varies 
from 100 to 0%, n correspondently ~ar1es from 0 to 100%, as m+n 1s 
constant. 
For the sake of s1mpllc1 ty for demonstrating tins gambler's 
technique 1s workable 1n the m1X111g problem, one only considers here, 
thP probab1l1t1es of P and Q are equal, as Class 1 wh1ch stated 1n 
Chapter 4, so that 1t may be used to campare those results obta1ued 
experimentally by prev1 ous workers. 
TABLE I 
m (%) n (%) m+n (:») 
0 100 100 
1 '.19 lOO 
5 '.15 100 
10 90 100 
20 80 lOO 
30 70 lOO 
40 60 100 
50 50 100 
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TABLE I ( co:.JT. ) 
m (%) n (%) m+n (%) 
60 ~0 100 
70 30 100 
80 20 100 
'JO 10 100 
')5 5 100 
99 1 100 
100 0 100 
TABLE 11 
p Q n n+m Pro balnll ty ExpectPd WlXIng 
to he m1xed t1me (un1ts) 
0.5 0.5 () lOO 0 0 
" " 1 100 0.001 9'J 
" " 5 100 0.05 47'] 
" " 10 100 0.1 'JOU 
'" " 20 100 0.2 1600 
" " 30 100 0.3 21(10 
" " 40 100 0.4 2400 
" " 50 100 0.5 2500 
" " 6o 100 0.6 2400 
" " 70 100 0.7 2100 
" " 80 100 0.8 1600 
" " 90 100 0.9 900 
" " 95 100 0.95 475 
" " ')') 100 0.99 9\1 
" " lOO 100 1.0 0 
The results of probab1ltty of 'to be m1xed' and the 
'expected m1x1ng t1me' are plotted 1n F1g.(1) and F1g.(2). 
Hefernng to the prev1ous work, Oyama had noted thdt the 
degree of IDlXIng may be aflected by the we1ght r•t1o of the two 
components, although he d1rl not particularly study th1s SUIJJt>ct, 
loowever, he concluded that the better results would be obta1ned 
when the Wf'lght rat1o approaching both extremes, 1 .e. ZPro or 
lllllDl ty, the poorest m1X1ng results appeared at uruty. 
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Yano et al stud1ed the effect of miXIng on the rat1o of 
two components w1th great details. The1r results may be usetul for 
the comparison of present method. Using the original figure and 
shown In Fig.(J), from which the relationship of component ratio 
and mixing t1me can be compared. If one replaces the measured stan-
dard deviation er by r:r /v~ , where a;; Is the calculated random stan-
dard deviation which based on the known sample size and particle 
s1ze, and replotted ln F1g.(4), and extrapolation of all curves 
to the randomised state, I.e., rr /op_ = 1 (It Is understood that 
not all mixture could achieve a state of randomisation, as one can 
see Ill the text, moreover, the materials whicl• Yano used were too 
t1ne to be mixed In a tumbling mixer, however, In here one only 
demonstrdtes how the gambler's rueU1od may be used). From these 
curves, the rat1o of components and mixlng time can be plotted In 
Fig.(5), or replotted In form as F1g.(6). lloth Figs.(1) and (b) have 
a Similar shape, and Indicate good agreement. 
Poole et al obtained similar exper1mental results and 
sumrnansed 1n F'Igs.(7) and (l:l). It was concluded that a low con-
centration m1x reaches 1ts state of limiting homogene1ty much sooner 
tl1an a h1gher concentration m1x, so that, for example, 1ncreas1ng 
d m1x rat1o from 10:1 to 1000:1 may decrease the t1me requ1red to 
approach random homogene1 ty by two order of magn1 tude. 
Further experimental results had reported by Ashton et al 
who prov1ded a bulky data on the mixing of components at d1iierent 
ratios. 1'he results obta1ned In three out of four m1xers have shown 
that the Similar f1nding as Yano and Poole. These are plotted In 
Figs.('!), (10) and (11). ltearrangement of the data from ~'Ig.('i) and 
replotted In F1g.(12), so that 1t may be used to corupure With the 
gambler's method. Ashton et al stated that the degree of ru1xedness 
achieved for 1000:1 rat1o of free flowing materials SUIJ,gests tl•at, 
at this rat1o, the Industrial techn1que oi pre-m1x1ng••master' 
batches may not be necessary 1n certa1n circumstances provided that 
the only consideration 1nvolved 1s the d1spersal of one part of A 
1n 1000 parts of B. 
From the repovted results Indicate that the gambler's method 
for predtct1ng the effects of m1x rat1o of two components on the 
degree of m1x1ng and mixing t1me 1s workable, tins method onay be 
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used not only qualitatively but also quantitatively, e.g., one tests 
an experiment at a very low concentration level, say 1:1000 to obtain 
the required mixing Lime Jor acllieVIng the state of random1sat1on, 
then compare w1th the gambler's method by correlating of the proba-
Lill t1es of l' and Q (tins may also depend on the material properhes), 
from wh1ch the t1me requirement for higher concentration mixtures 
may be obtained without do1ng further experiments. This method may 
be particularly useful for mixing of free-flowing powders. Th1s study 
1s only an attempt of us1ng some ava1lable probability theory 1nto 
tl1e purt1cle m1x1ng problem. It IS hoped tl1at the effect of m1x1ng 
on the rat1o ot components w1ll need no further Investigation ex-
perimentally, and making use of the available method on the similar 
aspects. The gamble's method may also be extended 1nto multi-LOmponent 
system (as the banker IS not restr1cted to face only one gambler), 
the solution would lead a matriX (11). 
• Remark : l'oeple who work 1n the pharmaceut1cal Industry may 
apprec1ate the d1fficul~y of miXIng w1th a very low concentration 
active Ingredient and other Inactive IngredieJlts,so that pre-mix>ng 
IS usually employed. However, on the theoretical aspects, 1t l1as 
sl1own tl1at a very low concPntrat1on mixture and a t11gh concentrut1on 
mixture for achieVIng the state of randomis&tion have no difference, 
e.g., 4 black particles m1x Wltl• 4000 wh1te particles and 4000 black 
part1cles w1th 4000 white particles (w1thout tak1ng the actual mater1al 
properties Into account), no~ one divides each mixture 1nto four 
parts and asks what IS the probability of finding equal number ot 
black particles Ill each part of the nnxture. Clearly, In the former 
case, the probab1l1ty IS 4/4004 or .000999 and later case IS .5. 
Therefore, 1t seems that when mixture at 50/50 level would be easier 
to be mixed, however, when one considers further that the original 
concentration of the former case IS only ,000999, and the later case 
IS .5, so that, f1nd1ng a black part1cle at the random1sed state 
wlll be the same. From the present point of v1ew the pre-nnx1ng IS 
unnecessary. 
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